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Summary
Summary
The purpose of this research study was to investigate solutions to degradations in QoS (Quality of 
Service) for Broadband Internet provision via Geostationary Satellite Systems. Analysis as well as 
trials using commercial equipment have shown that these can result from certain Radio Resource 
Management (RRM) schemes, the limited capacity per user as well as atmospheric channel 
impairments. The latter is being effectively addressed by Fade Mitigation Techniques, leading 
however in a reduction and variation of the useful capacity. In addition, internet applications and 
protocols have been developed for terrestrial networks and therefore their adaptation to the 
satellite architecture characteristics, or the opposite, is often necessary. An important challenge 
has also been to improve individual application performance while at the same time optimise the 
overall system performance and maximising the transmission capacity.
The optimisation methodology adopted is cross-layer design, a concept based on the exchange of 
parameters between non adjacent layers of the protocol stack. Six cross-layer mechanisms are 
proposed as part of this research targeting VoIP (Voice over IP) as well as TCP applications 
(Transport Control Protocol) using connection splitting. The mechanisms employ optimisation 
algorithms utilising real-time information fi-om the MAC (Medium Access Control) as well as 
other non adjacent layers.
The performance assessment performed via software simulations demonstrated important 
improvements in QoS. For VoIP for example, the MOS score which can be achieved even under 
congestion is above or around 80 in the R factor scale, with a theoretical maximum of 93. 
Simulations on TCP have also indicated how a cross-layer design allows the beginning of file data 
transfer at the physical layer to start earlier, which is important for small files. With respect to 
bigger files, a “cross-layer TCP” version can reduce the transfer delay of a typical file by about 
50% with respect to TCP New Reno and 30% compared to TCP Hybla.
The principal conclusion from this research is that broadband satellite systems can offer 
comparable QoS to terrestrial networks for most popular internet applications. This is under the 
condition that adequate capacity is available and adaptive techniques are implemented across the 
network, optimising performance jointly over several layers of the protocol stack. To this purpose 
the cross-layer designs proposed as part of this research become an essential tool.
Key words: Broadband satellite Internet, cross-layer design, DVB-S2, DVB-RCS, MAC, RRM 
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Chapter-1: Introduction
Chapter 1
1 Introduction
Overview
Satellite communications have considerably evolved since their initial application of telephony, 
by continuously adapting to the global telecommunications environment. The explosion of the 
internet and particularly the use of broadband have opened up recently additional market 
prospects for satellites. These include the provision of high capacity backbone links but also direct 
broadband access to professional and residential users. However in a market which is designed 
around terrestrial networks such as fibre optics or DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) satellites cannot 
compete directly with terrestrial systems. Instead their role is focused on extending the reach of 
broadband networks to terrestrially underserved areas. These include rural areas in 
technologically developed regions and larger territories in the rest of the world. Several satellite 
broadband systems are currently in service or under development, taking advantage of this market 
opportunity as well as the favourable institutional environment, supporting satellite solutions for 
bridging the so called “digital divide” between rural and urban regions.
Despite the role of satellite communications in the broadband market being currently considered 
as complementary to terrestrial networks, it is nevertheless crucial. This is under the condition 
however that they can provide a service of comparable quality to terrestrial networks. For this to 
happen several modifications are needed to existing architectures in order to overcome the 
inherent drawbacks of satellites for unicast applications. These include the high propagation delay 
for GEO (Geostationary Earth Orbit) systems, the usually limited capacity per user, the high 
cost/bit as well as the atmospheric conditions degrading the signal over the link. In addition, as 
internet applications and protocols are adapted to terrestrial networks, their re-adaptation to the 
satellite architecture characteristics is crucial but can be also complicated. Additionally, it can be 
that certain satellite mechanisms should be adapted to the characteristics of specific internet 
applications.
The work carried out in this PhD proposes solutions for improving the QoS (Quality of Service) 
of key internet applications such as Voice over IP or Video transfer. For this purpose, a 
“wholistic” approach has been taken, by examining the joint dynamic adaptation of key system 
functionalities such as radio resource management, using cross-layer design. Cross-layer
1
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optimisation is a relatively new idea in network design, based on the principle of blurred 
boundaries between network layers. Analysis of cross-layer solutions supported by extensive 
simulation campaigns has shown important performance improvements. These performances can 
approach the ones of terrestrial networks, if the necessary bandwidth is available. Such results are 
crucial for satellites, if they are to become a key player in broadband service provision. In 
addition, they come very timely with respect to the current standardisation framework, as industry 
and the standardisation community also understand the need for vertical network layer integration. 
This is seen via examples such as C2P (Connection Control Protocol) or the evolution of the 
DVB-RCS (Digital Video Broadcasting - Return Channel via Satellite) protocol to integrate 
higher layer specification. Therefore as mechanism adaptability will be more and more required in 
the future, cross-layer design constitutes an effective optimisation methodology.
1.1 Issues addressed
As it has been also mentioned in the overview, fixed satellite systems have been traditionally used 
for TV broadcasting, enterprise Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) or point to point communication 
and data services. Therefore their adaptation becomes necessary for the provision of unicast 
media rich applications, particularly at the quality requirements set by terrestrial networks. It is a 
critical issue for the satellite community, to be able to show that this is possible as it is unlikely 
that customer expectations of broadband performance will remain static and be much different for 
a satellite connection rather than a terrestrial. This constitutes this research quite timely and 
important.
While significant evolutions also take place in space and ground segment equipment design, two 
main technical challenges exist for future broadband satellites at network level: the seamless 
integration with terrestrial systems as well as the provision of QoS. From a technical point of view 
QoS is defined at:
• Application level, dictated by the application requirements;
• System level via e.g. TCP (Transport Control Protocol) enhancements. Network layer 
signalling protocols (MPLS - Multi-Protocol Label Switching), packet priority 
differentiation mechanisms (DifiServ), Data Link layer scheduling. Modulation and 
Coding limiting the BER (Bit Error Rate) at physical layer;
• Performance management i.e. the bandwidth policy by the service provider or network 
operator.
Therefore the provision of QoS requires the involvement of the complete protocol stack and all 
network elements. At each layer different techniques are used, counteracting any issues causing
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performance degradation in this particular layer and are often interfacing with the subsequent 
lower or upper layer. However, a successful end-to-end QoS model depends on the joint 
effectiveness of mechanisms across all layers. According to this principle, cross-layer 
optimisation shows a significant potential in improving QoS.
In a satellite network implementing an MF-TDMA (Multiple Frequency Time Division Multiple 
Access) access scheme for the return link, the co-ordination of the user transmission, and 
therefore the dynamic and efficient allocation of resource is of great importance. This is because 
bandwidth management affects directly the number of users which can be served and therefore the 
economics of the system. On the other hand bandwidth allocation has to be maximised for packet 
loss and delay, forming therefore an interesting trade-off and problem.
Designing effective Radio Resource Management (RRM) algorithms is not straightforward for 
several reasons. First, they need to adapt to changing traffic conditions in the system and the 
varying traffic profiles of users. In addition, it is important for the capacity allocation mechanism 
to have a high efficiency i.e. a high percentage of allocated versus used bandwidth. Certain 
schemes are generic, which allows them indeed to be easily applicable, but on the other hand each 
type of traffic has different characteristics and needs to be treated in a different way. Finally, to 
cope with the high satellite link delay as well as traffic variability, some resource management 
schemes are based on predictions, traffic history or statistics. This methodology can be quite 
effective, however there is an inherent error in the calculation due to prediction.
Furthermore, certain RRM algorithms assume that traffic changes are not abrupt. However due to 
the propagation effects at Ka or QA/ bands, the transmission and traffic conditions can change 
dramatically and quite abruptly. For this reason FMTs (Fading Mitigation Technique) are applied, 
which limit indeed packet loss and increase system availability. On the downside, they introduce a 
variation of the useful information rate or traffic interruptions at physical layer. The variation 
results from the adaptation of the Forward Error Coding (FEC) rate or link control while traffic 
interruptions may appear due to gateway switching. These conditions may put a strain on 
recourses or alternatively require the dynamic adaptation of RRM schemes.
In addition, quoting directly fi-om the most recent Call for Technologies (DVB Group, “Call for  
Technologies, Next Generation DVB-RCS”, January 29th, 2008, TM4164) for the next generation 
of the DVB-RCS standard: “a recognized limitation when building DVB-RCS systems based on 
the current specification is that it covers only the lower OSI (Open System Interconnection) layers 
of the air interface definition without providing essential supplemental mechanisms on network 
layer and higher layers. This might lead to interoperability issues with overlying networks 
solution and between RCS solution providers. Therefore there is a clear need to standardize 
protocols also for these higher, associated with the user plane as well as the management and
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control planes. In this respect, this call for technologies is open to proposals concerning the 
whole set o f OSI layers from the physical layer up to the application layer for data, management 
and control planes ”. Therefore there is currently a tendency as well as recognised need to also 
adapt the higher satellite layers but also adopt a vertical layer adaptive approach for the 
improvement of the satellite system layers (Data Link and Physical Layers). This current trend 
constitutes this research extremely timely.
1.2 Methodology
The optimisation methodology adopted in the PhD is based on cross-layer design, which provides 
an effective solution to the issued mentioned in the previous section such as layer dynamic 
adaptability, layer integration as well as algorithm precision. This is because information is 
directly exchanged between layers rather than statistically derived.
The first step in the optimisation process has been the identification of performance issues to be 
explored. This has been performed via a detailed analysis of the characteristics of the reference 
architecture potentially limiting popular internet services. In parallel, trials with DVB-RCS 
equipment and commercial offers have been performed for the same purpose. Outcomes from this 
study have set the key optimisation parameters and targets for cross-layer design. It is of 
particular importance to note, that services have been analysed individually so that solutions 
proposed be adapted to a specific type of traffic. For example, limits in system throughput 
represent an issue for Video/Audio on Demand while VoIP suffers more from delay and 
inflexibility of certain current capacity allocation schemes.
Continuing from this phase an extensive analysis of the satellite MAC layer has been performed 
in terms of its mechanisms as well as available parameters which could be exchanged with other 
layers. The MAC layer and RRM mechanisms have been chosen as the “heart” of the algorithms 
due to their key role in QoS provision. The same detailed study has been performed for each 
interacting layer as well. This analysis has been the basis of the derivation of suitable cross-layer 
mechanisms between the MAC layer and the layers for which performance issues have been 
identified.
Finally, the development of algorithms for cross-layer design has been based on mathematical 
analysis, literature review as well as iterative simulations. An extensive simulation phase has then 
taken place to access the mechanism performance. For this purpose considerable effort has been 
devoted for the development of suitable simulation modules and the adaptation of a simulator able 
to model all layers of the protocol stack across the end-to-end network. This simulator has been a 
valuable and indispensable tool for the performance analysis of cross-layer mechanisms and the 
extraction of useful conclusions.
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1.3 Aim and Objectives
The objectives of this research are briefly summarised below:
- To improve the QoS for different applications in broadband GEO satellite systems, while at the 
same time optimise the overall system performance and maximise the transmission capacity;
- Focus research on the dynamic adaptation of Radio Resource Management schemes to the 
higher layers or the adaptation of higher layers to the conditions of the satellite MAC layer. Cross­
layer techniques are the optimisation methodology to be used;
QoS requirements vary greatly according to the type of application. Therefore this research 
focuses on popular internet applications which are expected to gain even more popularity in the 
future. These are file transfer, http. Video on Demand as well as VoIP (Voice over IP). 
Furthermore, this research is based on architectures employing the DVB-S2/RCS (Digital Video 
Broadcastmg-Satellite2/Retum Charmel via Satellite) family of standards. It can be also applied 
however to standards with similar features such as Adaptive Coding and Modulation or DAMA 
(Demand Assigned Multiple Access) schemes for coordinating the user transmission for the return 
link.
1.4 Contributions
The novel work carried out as part of this PhD study is briefly summarised in this section. All 
mechanisms represent cross-layer solutions.
• A cross-layer transcoder mechanism dynamically adapting the speech coding scheme for 
VoIP. It is more suitable for a local network behind a satellite terminal or the forward link 
behind the satellite earth station. The novelty lies in the real-time MAC -> Application 
layer exchange, enabling effective dynamic VoIP transcoding);
• A cross-layer AMR-WB (Adaptive Multi Rate WideBand) speech codec solution. The 
novelty lies in the mathematical optimisation of the trade-off between delay and speech 
coding rate for the maximisation of the MOS (Mean Opinion Score), reflecting the user 
perceived quality. This is achieved via cross-layer exchanges between the MAC, Session 
and Application layers;
• A cross-layer predictive capacity request algorithm for VoIP in DVB-RCS networks. The 
novel element for this mechanism is the use of cross-layer design (Application/Session -> 
MAC exchange) as well as the customisation of the mechanism to VoIP traffic when 
using VAD (Voice Activity Detection). In addition, the algorithm determines dynamically 
the optimum solution on the trade-off between packet delay and bandwidth utilisation;
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• A cross-layer adaptive speech coding and dynamic SLA (Service Level Agreement) 
mechanism for VoIP when using C2P (Connection Control Protocol). The mechanism 
uses the C2P functionalities in a novel way, combining the last two mechanisms 
described above for the optimisation of VoIP performance;
• A novel cross-layer TCP Congestion Control mechanism for PEPs (Performance 
Enhancing Proxy). The mechanism proposes the functional integration of the PEP into the 
Gateway or satellite terminal equipment, for the direct exchange of cross-layer 
information between the MAC layer queuing system and TCP congestion control;
• A cross-layer predictive Bandwidth on Demand (BoD) algorithm adjusted to TCP traffic. 
The novelty of the mechanism lies in the use of cross-layer design as well as TCP 
mathematical modelling for the calculation of the satellite terminal capacity request. In 
addition, the mechanism takes advantage of the reciprocal dependency between the MAC 
and TCP layers for implicitly driving the TCP congestion window.
Apart firom the mechanisms listed above, this research has also led to a number of secondary 
contributions:
• An implementation of a Network/Application layer AMR algorithm and its detailed 
performance analysis;
• A performance comparison of different TCP variants over an up to date DVB-S2/RCS 
architecture using FMT techniques and PEPs;
• The use and participation in the development of an event driven simulator modelling the 
complete protocol stack across an end-to-end satellite system.
1.5 Structure of the Document
The remaining of the thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 provides the reader with a high level background on the main subjects covered in this 
PhD. These are satellites and their current status, multi-spot satellite systems in Ka-band, relevant 
air-interface standards, a high level description of the system architecture and finally cross-layer 
design. The literature review in this chapter is deliberately kept at a high level, as each of the 
remaining chapters includes more focused and critical literature reviews;
Chapter 3 enters into an additional level of detail on the reference system architecture by 
presenting the design assumptions for each layer in the protocol stack. In addition it includes a 
presentation of the simulator used;
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With the context, methodology and background discussed in Chapters 1-3, the following three 
chapters present the cross-layer mechanisms developed in this PhD study. These are split in 
mechanisms addressing VoIP (Chapters 4 and 5) and TCP applications (Chapter 6).
Chapter 4 presents the cross-layer solutions performing dynamic adaptation of the VoIP 
application to satellite networks. It starts off with a literature review, presents the performance 
issues addressed and identified via trials, the mechanisms themselves as well as analysis on their 
performance, supported by simulations.
Chapter 5 enters into the second part of the analysis performed regarding VoIP, by presenting the 
cross-layer mechanisms devised for the dynamic adaptation of the satellite MAC layer. It follows 
the same structure as Chapter 4, with respect to a logical evolution between the theoretical 
background, the formulation of the problem, a mathematical analysis, the proposed mechanisms 
and a simulation analysis before concluding the section.
Chapter 6 is devoted to the analysis of the relationship between the Transport and MAC layers 
and proposes two suitable cross-layer mechanisms for the optimisation of performance issues 
identified. It follows the same structure as Chapters 4 and 5.
Chapter 7 summarises the analysis and simulation campaigns included in preceding chapters but 
by focusing on the practical implementation of the proposed solutions. Some propositions for 
expanding the current work in the future are also given in this section. It should be noted that 
individual conclusion sections included in each chapter summarise each part of the work while 
Chapter 7 focuses on the main achievements and implementation.
Appendix A expands the literature review by presenting more details on the RRM schemes for 
DVB-RCS when using FMT.
Appendix B also supports the literature review in Chapter 2 by presenting a useful classification 
of cross-layer solutions.
Appendix C expands the protocol stack presentation for several applications.
Appendix D provides more details on the ns simulator.
Appendix E provides the reader with more details on the SSP simulator via examples of traces 
which can provided by the simulator.
Appendix F presents the simulator validation, via tracing a UDP and a TCP packet as well as by 
showing examples of the debug process.
Appendix G attempts to highlight the methodology behind the conception of the cross-layer 
mechanisms by presenting the parameters which can be potentially exchanged at the MAC and 
Physical layers.
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Chapter 2
2 Broadband satellite systems and 
Networking
Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader with an overview of the theoretical 
background on the main technical areas addressed in this PhD study. It starts by an introduction to 
satellite systems and particularly the evolution of telecommunication satellites towards today’s 
Broadband satellite missions. Work performed in this PhD is further focused to the DVB-S/RCS 
family of standards. An overview of standards is provided with a focus on the DVB family as well 
as other Broadband satellite standards. The chapter continues with a discussion on the main 
principles of Radio Resource Management, which is the main area of optimisation in this PhD. 
The optimisation methodology followed is cross-layer design and therefore an important section 
is devoted on its main principles, areas of applications and state of the art in this field.
2.1 Overview of Satellite systems
Satellite communications were introduced as commercial systems around 1965. This year was 
marked by the launch of EARLY BIRD, a GEO (Geostationary Earth Orbit) satellite mainly used 
for telephony. Since then, the sector has undergone important and continuous evolutions towards 
forming the current picture.
Satellite networks cover a multitude of applications from TV broadcasting to broadband internet 
access and personal mobile communications. These are largely grouped into the categories briefly 
described below. Categories have been defined by the ITU (International Telecommunication 
Union) and used until today linking commercial application groups to a specific segment of the 
frequency spectrum. This link is also presented in Figure 2-1.
• Fixed Service Satellite (FSS) is defined any service between given positions on the 
Earth’s surface when one or more satellites are used. FSS includes applications such as 
broadcast for television and radio stations as was well as telephony and data 
communications. Data communications can include any type of content including
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multimedia such as distribution to cable head-ends or VS AT (Very Small Aperture 
Terminal) networks. As it can be also seen in Figure 2-1 FSS satellites operate in C band 
or the FSS part of the Ku band.
Broadcasting Satellite Service (BSS) includes services transmitted in 10.7 - 12.75 GHz 
band in Europe, Russia and Africa. In more detail it includes the DTH (Direct-To-Home) 
services for analogue and digital video/audio services including features such as video- 
on-demand and interactive data.
Mobile Satellite Service (MSS) include any type of application serving mobile stations 
and includes maritime, aeronautical and land mobile services for voice and data. MSS 
satellites operate at the lower parts of the spectrum in L or S band. This category also 
includes the DARS (Digital Audio Radio Service) systems for radio broadcast as well as 
other safety or data applications.
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Figure 2-1: Frequency allocation for satellite communications (|1|)
As it is also seen in Figure 2-1, in addition to the above commercial types of services, military 
satellite communications as well as communication links for earth observation satellites also 
occupy an important part of the radio spectrum (X-band). Inter Satellite Links (ISL) are also an 
interesting application and provide data relay between GEOs, LEOs (Low Earth Orbit) or between 
GEO and LEO satellites. This is an area of application currently under development in Europe via 
the ESA initiative of the EDRS (European Data Relay Satellite) program. In the US the TDRSS 
(Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System) is the equivalent and is mainly used by NASA for 
relaying data for the space transportation and military markets. ISLs typically operate in Ka-band 
but for certain applications such as telemetry data for launchers, it can also be in S-band. In
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addition to RF (Radio Frequency) links, ISLs can be also operated in optical mode using Laser 
Terminals.
Looking at Figure 2-1, it can be seen that most of the available bandwidth for satellite 
communications lies between 8 and 36GHz, which corresponds to the Ku and Ka bands. As 
spectrum is one of the vital resources for satellite systems, exploiting most of the available band is 
essential. Therefore around 2005, as the Ku band has became congested and new bandwidth 
demanding applications required more spectrum, the use of Ka-band mainly for broadband 
transponders started to develop. Nowadays almost all recent broadband satellite systems are being 
implemented in Ka-band. However as the bandwidth required for internet applications grows 
continuously so does the need for additional capacity. This necessitates further technological 
development but also an expansion of the used spectrum. Therefore an extension to the use of the 
Q/V bands (36 to 46 GHz for Q and 46 to 56 GHz for V-band) is currently studied in the US but 
also in Europe.
Most commercial satellite systems operate in a GEO orbit. The GEO orbit was first published as 
an idea by Arthur C. Clarke in the Wireless World magazine. It is the most commonly used orbit 
for commercial satellite systems and it allows the satellite to appear stationary with respect to a 
fixed point on the rotating Earth by orbiting in the direction of the Earth's rotation, at an altitude 
of 35,786 km. Several systems operate however at other orbits which are:
• The Low Earth Orbit (LEO), which is a circular orbit at an altitude of about 400
kilometres. LEO satellites change their position relative to the ground position and 
therefore a large number of satellites are needed to provide uninterrupted connectivity 
even for a regional coverage. This constitutes their main disadvantage as they do have 
several advantages such as a less expensive launch than geostationary satellites, 
potentially higher signal strength and lower atmospheric losses due to their proximity to 
the ground. Examples of LEO satellite systems are the MSS constellations of Iridium and 
Globalstar, Canada’s CASSIOPE/ CASCADE system as well as Orbcomm, which is used 
for messaging.
• The Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) includes satellites orbiting the earth at an altitude of
about 2,000 kilometres. The most common applications for MEO satellites is navigation,
with systems such as the US GPS (Global Positioning System), the Russian Glonass 
(GLObal NAvigation Satellite System) and the European Galileo system. In addition, an 
interesting system concept in a MEO orbit is the 03b system currently under 
constmction, aiming to provide internet connectivity and backhauling to the African 
region.
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• The Highly Elliptical Orbit (HEO) is characterised by a low-altitude perigee and a high- 
altitude apogee. One of the advantages of HEO satellites is the good visibility over Earth's 
Polar Regions, which are normally not well covered using GEO satellites. For this reason 
several Russian systems operate in this orbit. An additional example is the American 
Sirius Satellite Radio system.
The initial growth of satellite systems has been somewhat hindered by the wide installation of 
optical fibres for data and telephony. However satellites still play an important role in the 
telecommunications field, via applications and services making efficient use of their unique 
advantages. Future growth will be also achieved by emerging applications taking advantages of 
them. The most important characteristics are briefly listed below:
• Capability for multiple access configurations (point-to-point, point-to-multipoint, 
multipoint-to-multipoint), particularly for low density traffic;
• Wide distribution capability for point-to-multipoint content distribution such as TV, 
multimedia or data;
• Flexibility in network architecture and coimection set-up regardless of terrestrial 
obstacles or distances, which is ideal for reaching remote or mral locations.
Despite their unique characteristics described above, satellite networks present certain 
disadvantages mainly with respect to high data rate or interactive services:
• High delay and losses due to the long propagation path for GEO systems;
• Interference and noise, particularly for systems implementing fi-equency reuse between 
different beams;
• Relatively high initial investment cost compared to their limited lifetime of about 15 
years;
• Limited capacity for unicast applications (with respect to wired terrestrial networks) or 
high cost/bit.
Due to the characteristics listed above, satellite networks cannot be competitive with respect to 
terrestrial wired networks such as fibre. However there is a sizable proportion of the population, 
even in the developed economies, which cannot be covered sufficiently by terrestrial means. This 
fact opens up a variety of applications and services for which satellites can offer a complementary 
network solution to terrestrial systems. These include fiee-to-air Digital TV, satellite UMTS 
(Universal Mobile Telecommunications System), TV broadcasting to mobiles, security 
applications as well as broadband internet. The latter is the application area for this PhD and is 
analysed in more detail in the following section.
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2.2 Broadband Satellite Systems
Internet over satellite has been an area of development in the early 2000s, however relevant 
service offers did not meet a mass market and were of medium success. With the wide spread of 
broadband internet however, new market opportunities have open up for bridging the so called 
“digital divide”, i.e. providing an equivalent service to broadband offers using ADSL 
(Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) using two-way satellite links. This need has given rise to 
the creation of several systems over the past couple of years, mainly in North America, Asia and 
Europe, but also Africa and M. East.
Apart from the market need, relevant technology developments have also contributed to the sector 
growth. These are the introduction of multispot beam architectures as well as the expansion to Ka- 
band. The creation of systems with small spot beams (currently in the order of 0.5°-1.0°) has 
several advantages including:
• Frequency re-use between different spot beams, normally using a “four color” scheme, 
allowing to maximise spectrum utilisation;
• Potential for introducing flexibility for spectrum and power resource allocation between 
beams (using Onboard Processors or Multi Port Amplifiers). Thus the system can be 
better mapped to the traffic needs across the coverage;
• Higher antenna gain, allowing to increase the satellite and user terminal performances 
(EIRP, G/T) and thus increase the system capacity;
• A higher system capacity allows to reduce the cost/bit and thus offer a more attractive 
service offer in terms of data rates and cost to potential users;
• Smaller user terminals manufactured in large quantities permit to reduce terminal costs 
and address the residential market.
In addition, the expansion from the saturated Ku-band to Ka-band has released increased 
quantities of spectmm which also permit to increase the system capacity. On the downside 
however, higher atmospheric losses and fading conditions in Ka-band necessitate the application 
of Fading Mitigation Techniques.
Finally, the technological development of satellite equipment is continuous, offering more 
powerful platforms, bigger satellite antennas, more powerful HPAs (High Power Amplifiers) as 
well as added flexibility in power and spectrum management.
Several Ka-band multi spot beam systems exist globally or are under construction. In North 
America, there are systems such as WildBlue, Hughes’ Spaceway, ViaSat-1 operated by ViaSat
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and Telesat’s ANIK satellites. The Wildblue spot beam coverage as well as the association of 
different spot beams to a gateway site is illustrated in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2: Wildblue illustration (source: Wildblue)
In Asia IPSTAR has been offering a broadband internet service since 2005 to areas including 
Australia, China, India and other parts of the Asia Pacific. Its coverage is illustrated in Figure 2-3 
below.
%  %
Figure 2-3: IPSTAR coverage illustration (source: Shin Satellite)
Encouraged by the technology availability but also signs of success in North America European 
satellite operators are also planning similar missions and broadband service offers in Ka-band. 
These include Eutelsaf s KA-SAT, the Astra2Connect service by SES Astra and the newly created
13
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Avanti Broadband operator launching the HYLASOne satellite. The KA-SAT coverage, being 
generated by more than 80 spot beams in illustrated in Figure 2-4 below, together with an 
example of the four colour frequency reuse scheme.
Figure 2-4: KA-SAT coverage illustration (source: Eutelsat)
The list of recent or current systems should also include Yahsat’s satellite, offering spot beam 
coverage over parts of the middle-East and Africa as well as the 03b venture for backhauling 
internet traffic for Africa. Finally the list is not exhaustive, and is continuously being expanded 
with more missions and systems, showing the great developments currently in the field.
2.3 Standards for Internet by Satellite
Standardisation is essential for technology development and market growth. Three main standards 
exist currently for broadband satellite applications implementing multi user assess schemes. These 
are the DVB (Digital Video Broadcasting) family standardized by ETSI (European 
Telecommunications Standards Institute), DOCSIS developed by CableLabs and the ITU-T 
(International Telecommunication Union - Telecommunication Standardization Sector) and IPoS 
(Internet Protocol over Satellite) developed by Hughes Network Systems and approved by ETSI. 
All of them are briefly introduced in this section.
The DVB suite of protocols, applicable to broadband access, includes DVB-S2 for the forward 
link, DVB-RCS for the return link as well as its variation DVB-RCS+M for “mobile” or nomadic 
terminals.
DVB-S2, ratified by ETSI in March 2005 [2], is the evolution from the DVB-S standard [3], 
introduced in 1994. DVB-S specifies the modulation and channel coding schemes for the
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adaptation of DVB for the satellite environment. The standard specifies the transmission of one or 
more audio-video streams in TDM (Time-Division multiplexing) mode for the forward link. It is 
currently adopted by several satellite operators worldwide for television and data broadcasting 
services. DVB-S2 claims a capacity gain of around 30 % at a given transponder bandwidth and 
transmitted EIRP, over DVB-S. Its most important improvement in order to achieve this is the 
introduction of Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM), providing more exact channel 
protection and dynamic link adaptation according to propagation conditions for each individual 
receiving satellite terminal.
DVB-RCS ([3]) is still in evolution and its main purpose for development is to enable Internet and 
other data services over satellite. It includes the specification and guidelines for implementation 
([4]) for the satellite physical and MAC layers. It also defines a firamework for the satellite 
terminal access to the MF-TDMA (Multiple Frequency Time Division Multiple Access) scheme, 
however the detailed algorithm specification are left open in order to produce differentiation 
between operators or manufacturers. DVB-RCS attempts to respond to the needs of satellite and 
network operators who wanted to deploy large systems and it is therefore still in evolution. 
Therefore the standardisation process for DVB-RCS “Next Generation” (RCS-NG) has been 
started at the time or writing this thesis by releasing a Call for Technologies from the DVB 
Technical Committee. The Call for Technologies requested the submission of candidate 
technologies that could be considered for all or part of the standard. It is planned that a draft 
standard for fixed star networks will be available early in 2010. A draft standard supporting mesh 
should follow soon after, if not completed in parallel. The intention is to have a significantly more 
powerful RCS2 or RCS-NG specification also including specifications for the IP layers and for 
network management.
S-DOCSIS is an adaptation of the DOCSIS standard (v 1.1) for satellites. DOCSIS ([5]-[9]) roots 
back to 1994 when a working group was formed within the IEEE to develop an international cable 
modem standard. The goal was to resolve interoperability issues between different proprietary 
solutions that were used at the time. DOCSIS 2.0 is the version of the standard currently used in 
terrestrial networks and specification for a version 3.0 were defined in August 2006. Compared to 
DOCSIS, S-DOCSIS implements ACM and MAC layer schemes for MF-TDMA. Turbo coding 
is also combined with additional FMT to enhance the system performance. In terms of 
encapsulation S-DOCSIS also incorporates MPEG (Moving Picture Expert Group) and ATM 
(Asynchronous Transfer Mode) encapsulation profiles. In addition, DOCSIS also provides QoS 
control for priority services such as VoIP in addition to security features.
The third standard, IPoS has been based on Hughes’ proprietary DIRECWAY standard. On the 
forward link it is quite similar to DVB-S2 and DOCSIS in terms of functionality. Its 
characteristics are illustrated in Figure 2-5 below where it is also illustrated how Spaceway (the
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HNS satellite) includes an OBP (On Board Processor) allowing the implementation of a mesh 
architecture, i.e. direct links can be implemented between two satellite user terminals without 
passing via the Gateway. Therefore on the forward link an FDM (Frequency-Division 
Multiplexing) scheme is implemented for the uplink from terminals and Gateways. On the 
downlink, a TDM scheme is also implemented by IPoS.
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Figure 2-5: HNS IPoS illustration (source: Hughes)
A comparison between the three main standards described above is not straightforward and it is 
still early to declare a clear “winner” or dominating one. From a technical point of view the 
forward link is quite similar for all three standards. With no detailed visibility on the DOCSIS 
and IPoS implementations a clear assessment can not be performed. It is however said in relevant 
industry press that DOCSIS terminals are of lower cost, while DOCSIS offers greater flexibility 
than DVB-RCS, while the latter offers better performance. In terms of the marketplace, DOCSIS 
is adopted by Viasat who already plan their own system in the US but are also the ground segment 
provider for the Wildblue, ANDC, KA-SAT and initial operation of the Yahsat systems. Therefore 
DOCSIS counts the majority of potential terminal deliveries at the time of writing this thesis. On 
the other hand, for DVB-RCS, by mid 2007 there had been more than 150 DVB-RCS systems 
deployed worldwide, serving around 100,000 terminals. In addition, the Hylas system will be 
using a priori DVB-RCS terminals. There are several manufacturers of DVB-RCS hubs and user 
terminals including Newtec, EMS and Thales Alenia Space. Interoperability and vendor 
independence is ensured by SatLabs, a non profit organisation of satellite operators, service
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providers and manufacturers. Finally for IPoS some 300,000 terminals are claimed to be shipped 
by HNS, therefore also having an important presence in the market.
2.4 Reference System architecture
The System Architecture considered in this PhD is illustrated in Figure 2-6 in terms of its 
topology. It is based on the DVB-S2/RCS standards and is built around a geostationary 
transparent or bent pipe satellite at Ka band. It should also be highlighted that it employs a multi­
spot configuration while its main components are listed below:
• The space segment, which is composed of a single transparent satellite. This means that a 
star type of architecture is implemented. For the forward link, uplink channels arrive from 
the gateways. They are then just amplified and down-converted to the user beam 
frequencies. That is, no demodulation, decoding or rerouting of traffic is performed 
onboard the satellite. After output multiplexing, signals are then downlinked to the 
corresponding user spots. The return link is the opposite process for traffic arriving over a 
single channel per spot, multiplexing the traffic from several user terminals, and 
downlinked to the corresponding gateway. It should be noted that there can be several 
uplink carriers per channel;
• The ground segment is composed of gateways (GWs) and Return Channel Satellite 
Terminals (RCSTs) (excluding the standard satellite telecommand/telemetry system). The 
RCSTs reside at end-user premises and are connected to the satellite network in a 
bidirectional way. It should be noted that the users behind the RCST can be connected to 
it directly, via a LAN (Local Area Network) or even another type of network such as a 
wireless one (WiFi, WiMAX). The RCST is composed of two pain parts: the Outdoor 
Unit (CDU), which includes the satellite dish and the signal conversion equipment and 
the Indoor Unit (EDU), which is a modem that acts as the interface between the satellite 
dish and the PC or the local network. The GWs treat traffic and control information for a 
specific group of terminals in the system in a certain number of spot beams. They are 
connected to the backbone internet network and are therefore the interface of the network 
to the PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network).
• The system control and management segment, includes a Network Control Centre (NCC) 
and potentially a so called a Network Operations Centre (NOC). Both can reside in the 
same site and be combined in the same equipment. The NCC manages all GWs for the 
overall system real time and non real time configuration and supervision.
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Figure 2-6: Reference System Architecture
2.5 Radio Resource Management in DVB-S/RCS Systems
In a satellite system architecture aiming to deliver a broadband internet service, managing the 
satellite spectrum resource in an optimum manner is of great importance. This is because the QoS 
of user applications directly depends on RRM performance. In addition the economics of the 
mission are also directly affected, due to the number of users which can be accommodated in the 
system. The aim of this section is to provide a high level overview of the Radio Resource 
Management functions as well as enter into some detail of where these are implemented in the 
GW or RCSTs. The introduction of FMT and more notably ACM required an adjustment of the 
classical approaches for RRM and a more detailed presentation of the mechanisms when using 
FMT is provided in Appendix A.
The Gateway performs the forward link transmission. Data Link layer functions, the RCSTs 
access eontrol as well as the interface with the terrestrial network at IP level. In terms of the most 
important RRM and related functionalities at the gateway, these are:
• The Call Admission Control, controls the satellite terminal access to the system and is 
currently performed according to the DVB-RCS standard at individual RCST level. It also 
provides user authentication and admission;
• Bandwidth Allocation for the Return Link DAMA scheme (Demand Assignment Multiple 
Access). This is implemented via the Bandwidth on Demand (BoD) controller receiving 
and dynamically treating capacity requests from RCSTs;
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• Interfacing with the terrestrial network, traffic scheduling and QoS mechanisms 
(DiffServ, SLA implementation and policing). It includes either a simple Edge Router or 
a type of traffic shaper. The traffic shaper offers subscriber management functions and 
can also offer IP (Internet Protocol) QoS functionality;
• Flow Control between different sets of queues;
• Frequency and slot allocation (BoD controller);
• Channel estimation and ACM mode selection (if it is selected to be performed at the GW 
rather than each RCST level);
• Forward Link Uplink Power Control;
• Other functions such as signalling to terminals, system synchronisation, encapsulation, 
fragmentation, modulation etc.
Figure 2-7 below presents a functional diagram of the queuing and encapsulation parts of the GW 
demonstrating how QoS and traffic shaping are implemented for the forward link. Therefore IP 
packets are arriving from the IP router, which is part of the Terrestrial Interface Sub-System 
(TISS). Traffic is then marked according to the priority of each packet and according to the nature 
of each application. It is at this part of the gateway (which can be embedded to the gateway or 
not) where traffic shaping takes place and the rate of application such as P2P (Peer to Peer) for 
example can be limited. Packets are then queued in separate queues according to their Diffserv 
classification (see section 3.1.2 on Diffserv) and selected to pass through to encapsulation based 
on a suitable scheme such as FIFO (First In First Out) or WFQ (Weighted Fair Queuing). In 
parallel to traffic arriving at the DVB-S or 82 encapsulator, signalling arrives as well and is 
prioritised. This includes the DVB-RCS signalling tables arriving from the Return Link Sub- 
System (RLSS) and the DVB-S or S2 tables arriving firom the Gateway Management Sub-System 
(GMSS) module.
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Figure 2-7: GW QoS Architecture (source [10])
As to the RCST, Radio Resource Management is one of its main functions, amongst Network 
Management, Security and other System Operations. The main MAC layer functions are listed 
below and are performed in coordination with the GW :
• Capacity Request for the DAMA scheme;
• Flow Control between different queues;
• Traffic Scheduling;
• Traffic shaping and QoS control;
• Channel fading estimation and signalling to the GW. This used for the forward and return 
link FMT mode selection;
• Other signalling, encapsulation, fragmentation etc.
Its functional diagram is presented in Figure 2-8 highlighting the Classical RRM functions (in 
red) as well as the functionalities introduced recently due to FMT. In addition, the functional 
diagram is split between the Network layer (shaded orange area) and the Data Link.
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Figure 2-8: RCST Reference System Architecture
The capacity request process is coordinated between the GW and the RCST. In more detail, the 
BoD controlling mechanism resides in the Gateway and operates in parallel to the BoD module in 
the RCSTs. The steps between the two entities are listed below:
1.
2 .
3.
4.
Calculation of the value of capacity request at RCSTs;
Transmission of request to Gateway;
The BoD controller in the Gateway calculates the capacity to be assigned, according to 
the SLAs and the requests from all terminals;
Capacity is allocated and “advertised” to terminals via signalling.
The detailed message structure defined by the standard in order to carry out this message 
exchange is discussed in sections. 1.1.
In the same way as the Gateway, the RCST also implements an architecture for QoS and traffic 
shaping. This is very important as it represents the basis for the implementation of certain cross­
layer designs proposed in this PhD study and is illustrated in Figure 2-9.
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Figure 2-9: RCST OoS architecture (source 1101)
A typical RCST architecture is based on two sets of queues: one in the EP domain and another one 
in the MAC domain. As IP packets are coming in, they are treated by the IP Traffic Classifier/ 
Conditioner/Router & Queue Manager. Its function is to perform Traffic Classification according 
to its priority. Traffic Conditioning (that is metering, shaping, dropping) and Managing IP 
Queues. A reduced set of queues is assumed at the MAC layer again based on traffic priority 
according to Diffserv. The interface between the two sets of queues is via AAL5 (ATM 
Adaptation Layer 5) for an ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) profile. The Request Manager 
& Traffic Dispatcher part performs two functions: the capacity request function and the 
distribution of packets to the capacity assigned.
2.6 The OSI Layer model and Cross-layer design
The OSI Layer model (Open System Interconnection) gives the description of the functionality 
framework of each layer for communications and computer network protocol design. A layer can 
be defined as a collection of similar functions, which connects to the layer above it receiving 
information and “service” from it, while it provides “services” to the layer below it. Certain layers 
of the protocol stack are implemented in each equipment, so that two instances of the same layer 
can communicate “horizontally” across the network using a suitable protocol of that layer. Seven 
layers are defined in total and are briefly described below, while they are also illustrated in Figure
2 - 10.
l.The Application Layer (actually Layer 7 in the OSI model) is the layer actually interacting with 
the user, normally via a software application. It has multiple functionalities depending on the 
application itself. For example, for multimedia sessions, it defines the CoS associated to the
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service, in a transport technology independent way. For certain applications, such as real time 
ones, it needs to determine the resource availability and thus estimate whether sufficient 
network resources exist for the requested communication. Examples of application layer 
implementations include the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), the File Transfer Protocol 
(FTP) or VoIP.
2. The Presentation Layer assures the delivery and formatting of information from the lower layer 
to the application layer for further processing or display. It formats and encrypts data to be sent 
across a network, providing freedom from compatibility problems.
3.The Session Layer performs all the necessary signalling in order to carry out a session between 
end-users, potentially via conference bridge servers. It performs a negotiation of the session 
characteristics and establishes, manages and terminates the connections.
4. The Transport Layer is responsible for conveying data packets from a source to a destination 
and provides a reliable data transfer services to the upper layers. This is done through 
mechanisms such as flow control, segmentation/de-segmentation and error control. The most 
typical examples of transport layer protocols are TCP and User Datagram Protocol (UDP).
5.The Network Layer provides is responsible for transferring variable length data sequences from 
the transport layer through all types of physical networks in the path. It performs routing 
functions, fragmentation and reassembly as well as QoS. The most well known example of the 
network layer protocol is the Internet Protocol (IP).
6. The Data Link Layer transfers data between adjacent network nodes of the same network as 
well as performing a variety of tasks such as error recovery, admission control and resource 
reservation. It is the layer studied in more detail in this PhD study.
7. The Physical Layer defines the means of transmitting raw data bits over a physical link 
connecting network nodes.
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Unlike the separate optimization of individual layers within the protocol stack, the cross-layer 
design concept assumes that mechanisms in a particular layer can be improved by making use of 
the state information from any other layer.
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Figure 2-11: Illustration of the Cross-layer design concept (source [11])
Cross-layer design first appeared in the context of wireless and more specifically ad-hoc networks 
and since then the concept has spread into research for most network domains. Work such as [12] 
or [13] offers a useful classification of cross-layer mechanisms based on the direction of 
information flow within the protocol stack. This is further explained in Appendix B.
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However, cross-layer design opposes the sound and long-term architectural principles of layer 
separation and can thus lead to various negative consequences. As also mentioned in [14], despite 
the local optimisation of a cross-layer solution, the designer needs to consider the consequences 
across the end-to-end architecture and complete protocol stack. Therefore issues may appear if 
several complicated cross-layer interactions take place in the same network leading to a “spaghetti 
effect”. In addition, mechanism dependency relations as well as timescale separation should be 
examined. Finally, backward interoperability of equipment should be preserved and the 
application of a cross-layer solution should minimize the “cost” of hardware or software redesign.
Standardisation can provide a useful framework for the application of cross-layer solutions. The 
co-design of MAC, Physical and higher layers has been taken into account in some of the latest 
standardisation issues of the DVB-RCS or DOCSIS protocols. As it is also mentioned in [15], 
additional examples of standards considering cross-layer design are CDMA2000, the Broadband 
Radio Access Network (BRAN) in HyperLAN2 as well as the enhancement of High Speed 
Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) by the 3GPPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project). Cross­
layer design has been also included in the Study Group on Mobile Broadband Wireless Access 
Networks (MBWA) and also appears as a prominent technical topic in most relevant conferences.
Signalling is also a key enabling factor for the application of cross-layer design. Work by the 
authors in [16] describes several alternatives for signalling. In general, information can be carried 
between layers in packet headers of existing protocols, via existing protocols such as ICMP 
(Internet Control Message Protocol) or via a new dedicated protocol. A new protocol can either 
represent a signalling pipe across the protocol stack or create selected “holes” between the layers 
participating in a specific cross-layer design.
Cross-layer design can be applied in all types of networks. Recent examples in literature include 
[17] where VoIP rate control is proposed based on cross-layer design across a hybrid Satellite- 
WiMAX network. A similar satellite-WiFi architecture is examined in [18], however this time 
cross-layer design is used to solve handover issues between the two networks, particularly for 
TCP. DVB-SH (Digital Video Broadcasting - Satellite services to Handhelds) is the DVB 
protocol extension for satellite handheld communications. The work described in [19] proposes a 
DVB-SH resource allocation algorithm based on cross-layer design. Cross-layer TCP congestion 
control is another interesting research area and a similar algorithm is proposed in [20] for wireless 
mesh networks. Finally, there are several examples of cross-layer design in sensor networks, such 
as [21].
Cross-layer design can be particularly beneficial for satellite networks as the network 
environment is highly dynamic both in terms of the physical wireless channel but also due to the 
dynamic resource management. In addition, user service requirements are defined and evaluated
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at the top layers but the overall system performance depends highly on the lower layers. Several 
examples of relevant research exist currently and publications such as [22] or [23] offer a useful 
review. Numerous approaches for interactions across all layers have been proposed in literature. 
Amongst these, the most notable are between the physical and MAC layers (in order to improve 
capacity management), between the network and MAC layers (QoS mapping) and between the 
physical and transport layers (enhancement of TCP). In addition more than two layers can be also 
involved such as the work performed in [24], where the MAC layer is improved based on data 
from the physical and higher layers.
It should be noted here that there is still an open debate regarding the characterisation of 
mechanisms, as “cross-layer”. The most prevailing view is that the interaction between adjacent 
layers (such as the Network and the MAC or the MAC and the physical) cannot be called cross- 
layer design as such. Indeed the vast majority of existing mechanisms depend on the natural flow 
of information between the immediately higher or lower layer.
Not all the propositions for cross-layer design can be successfully adopted in the satellite context 
however. As an example “QoS Aware ACM”, is based on the concept presented in [25]-[28]. 
According to this approach, a “globally optimum” modulation and coding mode is deduced not 
only based on physical layer impairments but also based on the required connection information 
rate or due to the PLR (Packet Loss Ratio) due to congestion at higher layers. However, for the 
fading profile of Ka and Q/V bands, the choice of an FMT mode less robust than the one required 
results in a steep increase of the BER. Therefore the trade-off between BER and PLR or 
throughput would always favour the BER.
Similarly, the implementation of UDP-Lite [29] can serve applications in error-prone network 
environments that “prefer” to have partially damaged data payloads delivered rather than 
discarded. In this case, a cross-layer interface provides a way for the sending application to pass a 
specific Checksum Coverage value to the UDP-Lite module at the transport layer of the receiving 
end. The mechanism is described in [30]. In satellite networks, the benefit might be too limited 
(due to ACM guaranteeing an almost lossless medium) compared to its implementation 
complexity of modifying the MPE (Multi-Protocol Encapsulation) and MPEG checksum 
processes.
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Chapter 3
3 Layered Architecture and simulator
Overview
Cross-layer designs proposed in this PhD implicate mechanisms from the principle layers of the 
protocol stack. For this reason, a brief presentation of each layer is given in this chapter together 
with the implementation hypothesis for the specific design of that layer.
In order to satisfy the modelling requirements of the cross-layer mechanisms developed, a 
simulator is needed able to model interactions across the whole protocol stack. Hence two 
simulation tools have been modified to interoperate (ns and SSP) into a single simulator 
developed by Astrium. Both simulators as well as the final integrated tool are described in this 
chapter. The discussion in this chapter aims at enabling the reader to understand the principles of 
the simulation tests presented in the following chapters as well as highlighting the novelty 
introduced by the simulator itself.
3.1 Layer and System assumptions
The basis for cross-layer design is the analysis of possible interactions between mechanisms and 
protocols employed in every layer and across the network path. This section summarises the most 
important assumptions made per layer in the protocol stack. The same assumptions are used for 
the design and performance analysis of the cross-layer algorithms proposed in this PhD. In 
addition, they constitute the basis for the simulator implementation and are therefore valid for all 
simulations, unless otherwise stated.
A number of different applications are examined in this report. Each of them is based on a 
different reference protocol stack and its analysis has been the initial step for defining the cross­
layer mechanisms. Figure 3-1 presents the one for VoIP, as an example while the protocol stack 
for other applications such as VoD, or http are provided in Appendix C. As it can be seen in the 
figure, as the signal transverses different networks, the physical and MAC layer protocols are 
different and adapted to the characteristics of every network. It should be also noted that in the 
case of PEPs (Performance Enhancing Proxies) being used in the architecture, the satellite 
network elements such as the Gateway and RCST, “reach” up to the Transport Layer protocols.
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In addition, for the example of VoIP, the VoIP gateway is involved in the data transfer process but 
not by actually treating data, but only signalling information. This is because in addition to the 
concept of layers, networks also employ a “plane” structure. According to this structure there are 
three planes:
• The Transport or User Plane is responsible for carrying user data via connections such as 
switches. For the VoIP example below the satellite DVB-S2 protocol also works on the 
user plane;
• The Control Plane is responsible for the resource and connection management. This plane 
typically includes functions such as Signalling, routing, address assignment, connection 
set-up/tear-down etc. For the figure below, the necessary NATing (Network Address 
Translation) function or SIP are examples of the control plane;
• The Management Plane carries traffic and operations related to network management. For 
example the signalling tables employed by DVB-S/RCS regarding the network 
configuration are part of the management plane.
The distinctive “plane” concept has arisen as part of the Automatically Switched Optical 
Networks (ASON) and has been also explicitly applied in satellite networks via the DOCSIS 
protocol. Due to the additional flexibilities, DVB-RCS and more notably DVB-RCS NG aim to 
also adopt a similar stmcture.
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Figure 3-1 -  Protocol stack for VoIP
DVB-S2/RCS is the “family” of protocols governing the operation for the so called “Satellite 
Dependent Layers” as also presented in Figure 3-2. This means that key mechanisms such as the 
RRM functionalities are governed by the protocol and are specific to it.
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3.1.1 Satellite Dependent Layers: Physical/MAC layers
The most important assumption of the Physical layer adopted in this PhD is the implementation of 
FMT. Different types of FMT currently exist for satellite networks and their choice of 
implementation depends on the specific satellite operator/service provider. Typical examples 
include:
• UPC: Uplink Power Control is based on the concept of increasing the transmission power 
during fade periods. It is relatively simple to implement, however it cannot provide large 
margins due to transmitting amplifiers non-linear behaviour after certain power limits;
• Site diversity: commonly used technique for the gateways, whereby the assumption is 
made that by placing gateways at a distance higher than 50km and switching between 
them, fading due to severe weather conditions can be avoided;
• ACM: Adaptive Coding and Modulation which is based on the concept of choosing the 
type of modulation and FEC (Forward Error Correction) rate the link can employ based 
on atmospheric conditions. For example QPSK (Quadrate Phase-Shift Keying) can be 
used for noisy channels as it is more robust and can tolerate higher interference. On the 
other hand, 16APSK (Asymmetric Phase-shift keying) can be used for “clearer” channels. 
The FEC rate represents the ratio of redundant over infonnation bits. Therefore when the 
radio link conditions are good more useful bits are inserted in the frame and therefore the 
information bit rate is increased. In poor link conditions more redundant bits need to be 
transmitted and therefore the information bit rate drops.
In terms of FMT support, ACM is the only FMT modelled via simulations for both forward and 
return links.
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The implementation of the Data Link layer and in particular the framing/encapsulation is 
eompliant with the DVB-S2/RCS standards and is summarised in the following sub-sections for 
the forward and return links, as described by the standard and in [31].
Forward link framing
As defined in the DVB-S2 standard as an option, data services can be transported in the Generic 
Stream (GS) format. This is a type of framing particularly suitable to multimedia traffic rather 
than classical TV broadcast. As defined in the standard, a GS is characterized by a continuous bit­
stream or a stream of constant-length User Packets (UP) with length (UPL) varying from 0 to 
64Kbits, for the packetised stream. This structure is illustrated in Figure 3-3 below. In tenns of 
forward link encapsulation, the classical IP/MPE(Multi Protocol Encapsulation)/MPEG scheme is 
assumed. Thus for the forward link, MPEG paekets are assumed as the data input stream to the 
DVB-S2 ACM modem.
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Figure 3-3: Stream format before stream adaptation [2|
The forward link transmitter includes a stream adapter whose role is to provide padding and 
complete a constant length BBFRAME (Base-Band frames) as well as perform scrambling (see 
Figure 3-4 below).
80 bits DF] Kx-DFL-SC
< ---------------------------------------------------------------- — ►
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^ BBFRAME (Kbobits:
Figure 3-4: BBFRAME format at the output of the padder [2]
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The BBFRAME size depends on the FEC or the coding scheme selected. More specifically there 
are here are 11 encoding values, associated with different modulation schemes: 1/4, 1/3, 2/5, 1/2, 
3/5, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9 and 9/10. Padding may be applied in circumstances when the user data 
available at the time of transmission is not sufficient to fill a BBFRAME. The same can also 
appear when an integer number of UPs has to be allocated in a BBFRAME. This feature leads to a 
potential inefficiency, as it may be that frames with less efficient modes are not fully filled. This 
is because there are just certain terminals at good atmospheric conditions.
Return link framing
The MF-TDMA (Multiple Frequency Time Division Multiple Access) access scheme for DVB- 
RCS is based on five signalling tables: the TCT (Time-slot Composition Table), the FCT (Frame 
Composition Table) and the SCT (Superframe Composition Table). These two form the BTP 
(Burst Time Plan) and the TBTP (Terminal Burst Time Plan). The TBTP dynamically allocates 
parts of the BTP to each RCST, in a periodic manner.
Three structures corresponding to the three components of the BTP are defined to organise the 
return link resources:
• The superframe (SF)
• The frame (F)
• The timeslot
A superframe (illustrated in Figure 3-5) is composed of frames, which are then composed of 
timeslots. It should be noted that frames in a superframe as well as time slots in a frame may not 
all have the same duration, bandwidth and composition. This effect is illustrated in Figure 3-5 
below.
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Figure 3-5: Typical example of superframes of a Satellite Interactive Network [3|
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Timeslots are assigned to an RCST through the TBTP while the RCST has two implementation 
options in terms of sending the capacity request in terms of the number the timeslots: a) via a 
SYNC (Synchronisation) slot also used for synchronising between different network elements, b) 
via piggy-backing the request in a TRF (traffic) slot.
For ease of implementation for the simulator, timeslots are assumed to have the same duration, 
while all superframes are composed of the same number of frames. Regarding the encapsulation, 
there are two types of so called “profiles”: the MPEG profile (IP/MPE/MPEG) and the ATM 
(Asynchronous Transfer Mode) profile (IP/MPE/ATM). The latter is chosen more and more often 
due to the smaller size of the ATM packet, offering better efficiency and system responsiveness 
for real time applications. It is for this reason that the ATM profile has been chosen for 
simulations in this PhD study.
Return Link MAC Layer:
Regarding the implementation options for the return link Resource Management, the BoD 
assignment mechanism at the NCC assumes a certain flexibility which is implemented via 
different types of capacity it can allocate to terminals. In more detail there are three types of 
carriers or timeslots, which can be used:
• SR (Static Rate): fixed data rate always allocated to the user at log-on and for the entire 
duration of its connection. Because of its nature, traffic sent on SR experiences the 
minimum possible delay;
• BR (Booked Rate): This capacity may be booked for the user at the connection start-up. 
However the difference with respect to the SR is that the user should request for it first 
before it is being allocated. The delay of traffic sent on BR mode is normally higher than 
the SR. Therefore requests are assumed to be made whenever traffic is queued and it 
cannot be transmitted using the available SR;
• BE (Best Effort): this type of capacity is not guaranteed neither in terms of availability or 
delay.
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Apart from the types of slots which can be allocated, the DAMA scheme is designed for different 
on-demand and static capacity categories. This is done in order to distinguish between different 
levels of service for different types of applications. The categories are described in the DVB-RCS 
standard as well as industry white papers. Some characteristics of the different capacity types are 
also given below and presented in terms of their priority in Figure 3-8;
• CRA (Continuous Rate Assignment): Suited for applications with smooth traffic 
characteristics. This is because capacity is periodically allocated for the dui'ation of the 
login period. This type of capacity corresponds to the SR;
• RBDC (Rate Based Dynamic Capacity): Capacity requested on demand, however the 
RCST “reserves” or “books” it at log on. Depending on the system QoS policy it can be 
partially or fully booked based on a “booking proportion”. Therefore, if this capacity is 
not used by one terminal, it can be re-used by others. This type of capacity corresponds to 
the BR;
• VBDC (Volume Based Dynamic Capacity): Used for jitter-tolerant applications and it is 
allocated on a BE basis;
• FCA (Free Capacity Assignment): It represents the spare or unallocated capacity. 
Terminals have no control over it as its distribution is performed centrally by the BoD 
controller in the GW. The allocation scheme can be based on a round robin scheme or any 
other fair allocation method.
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Figure 3-8: Service Priority of DVB-RCS Capacity Categories
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The DAMA policy adopted in this PhD, combines the QoS guarantee offered by CRA and the 
flexibility of the Bandwidth on Demand schemes. It has been chosen not to use FCA in order to 
ease the assessment of the benefit of the cross-layer algorithms. This is because congestion 
conditions are often needed for the cross-layer algorithms to fimction. In addition, if capacity is 
allocated in a way which is not controlled by the RCST, performance results are difficult to 
analyse.
3.1.2 Network Layer
The Network layer is modelled in the satellite reference architecture at the level of the GW and 
RCST by the IP packet queuing system. Routers or other switching devices are not modelled as 
they normally reside at the terrestrial network. The most important assumption at network layer is 
the way QoS is implemented and offered through the implementation of DiffServ ([32]).
DiffServ does not directly define services and their associated Quality of Service (QoS) but it 
rather defines different classes for traffic handling or forwarding. In the DiffServ architecture the 
services are defined in the form of an SLA between a user / subscriber and its Service Provider 
(SP). In order to guarantee QoS to end users a third component is needed: entry (admission or 
assignment) policies. Network Level SLAs may be defined at satellite user terminal level, based 
on the aggregation of the various SLAs at user/subscriber level.
Five Per Hope Behaviours (PHB) (associated with Classes of Service - CoS) have been defined in 
the DiffServ standard. They include Expedite Forwarding, 4 classes of Assured Forwarding (AFl 
to AF4) and a Best Effort (BE) class:
• The EF PHB is used for end-to-end services requiring low loss, low latency, low jitter and 
guaranteed bandwidth. They appear to the endpoints like virtual leased lines;
• The AF PHB is used for end-to-end services which need assurances of high probability 
delivery of the traffic. It is understood that the traffic exceeding the subscribed profile 
will be delivered with a lower probability or even dropped. The four defined AF classes 
are differentiated by the amount of allocated forwarding resources (buffer space and 
bandwidth). For this PhD the reference architecture assumes only one AF class.
• The BE PHB is used for end-to-end services which have no performance and bandwidth 
requirements. BE traffic aggregates may be subject to flow control or dropping policies.
Therefore in total three PHB are considered for the Reference Architecture, namely EF, AF and 
BE. For the reference architecture, IP packets are assumed to be DiffServ marked by the terrestrial 
network or by the satellite network edge nodes, i.e. the GW or RCST. In this way, real time 
applications such as VoIP, will be marked as EF, will be queued in a priority EF buffer and they
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will make use of the CRA capacity. On the other hand, low-priority and delay tolerant 
applications such as http, will be marked at BE, will be queued in a BE buffer, served with a low 
priority and will make use of VBDC capacity. AF type of traffic is making use of the Booked 
Rate or RBDC capacity and corresponds to applications such as AJWoD or priority file transfer. 
This matching between different QoS assurance policies across the layers and network elements is 
summarised in the following table:
Mechanisms DiffServ CoS
DVB-RCS capacity 
category
BoD QoS
Categories
EF CRA SR
AF
RBDC or min VBDC, 
FCA
BR
BE VBDC, FCA BE
Element Terminal Terminal and NCC NCC
Layer Network MAC MAC
Table 3-1: Summary of the different mechanisms, categories and entities
The issue of SLA definition is also of great importance. A Service Level Agreement in general, is 
a formal agreement between two parties. It is a normally a contract between the Service Provider 
(SP) and the Customer, which can be another SPs. It is designed to create a service performance 
framework about serviees, priorities, responsibilities, etc. In the context of internet service 
provision by satellite, the SLA or its technical part, normally called the Service-Level 
Specification (SLS), describes the appropriate QoS-related parameters. These parameters should 
be measurable so that the Service Provider can guarantee it to their Customers. Typically SLAs 
include statements about:
• System/Service description and availability;
• Time to identify the cause of a Customer-reported malfunction;
• Time to repair a Customer-reported malfimction;
• Other QoS targets, which in the context of internet provision most often include minimum 
and maximum bandwidth per user.
For the architecture assumed in this PhD the SLA is defined by a single parameter for the return
link, which is the amount of guaranteed bandwidth per user. This value is then differentiated at
system level between the SR and BR quantities assigned to each RCST. For the satellite forward
link, enforcing an SLA is more complicated at MAC layer as the MAC layer queues are shared
amongst all RCSTs in the Gateway. In practical systems traffic shapers operating at IP level are
used, however they have not been modelled in the ns simulator. In addition, as it will be described
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in more detail in section6.5, one of the TCP cross-layer designs proposed offers the possibility for 
SLA enforcement at Transport layer rather than the Network.
3.1.3 Transport Layer
Two main protocols govern the functionality of the Transport layer in modem networks, namely 
TCP and UDP. Both are integral parts of the Internet Protocol Suite and the majority of the 
internet applications have been designed based on their functionality.
TCP operates at the transport layer level, that is, it provides a connection between two end 
systems, and more commonly between a Web browser and a Web server. The advantage and main 
functionality of TCP is that it provides reliable and ordered delivery of a stream of bytes from one 
program to the other. Apart from reliability TCP also provides flow control that is it controls the 
rate at which data is exchanged thus avoiding network traffic congestion and collapse. Its main 
functionalities are listed below:
• Connection establishment via handshaking;
• Ordered data transfer via sequence numbering;
• Retransmission of lost packets, i.e. packets not being ACKnowledged;
• Discarding duplicate packets;
• Flow and congestion control, via receive and sending windows.
The transport layer is discussed in detail in Chapter 6, where cross-layer design involving TCP is 
discussed. Overall, the concept of TCP splitting is adopted. That is. Performance Enhancing 
Proxies are used at the GW and RCSTs, to improve TCP performanee over the satellite channel. 
TCP NewReno ([109]), is assumed to be used both at the terrestrial and PEP sides and the reasons 
behind its selection are also discussed in Chapter 6.
UDP ([33]) is a connectionless protocol that is, it provides an “unreliable service”, as it uses a 
simple transmission model without implicit mechanisms such as hand-shaking or ordering for 
guaranteeing reliability. Therefore UDP is mostly used by applications not strictly requiring error 
checking or when correction is either not necessary or performed by the application. The 
advantage of this approach is that overheads are reduced as well as processing delays at the 
network interface level. UDP is mostly used by real-time or delay-sensitive applications. This is 
because these applications often “prefer” dropping packets rather than waiting for delayed or 
undelivered ones to be resent. In recent networks however, the high data rates achieved permit 
streaming even over TCP, by buffering content before or in parallel to the user viewing content.
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The UDP protocol is implemented in the reference architecture, including all the options coded as 
part of the standard UDP software implementation in the ns-2.29 simulator.
Another set of Transport/Application protocols employed in the reference architecture is 
RTP/RTCP ([34]) (Real-time Transport Protocol/Control Protocol). RTP provides end-to-end 
network transport functions suitable for applieations transmitting real-time data. These include 
unicast or multicast multimedia services such as such audio or video. RTP is also used by SIP 
(Session Initiation Protoeol) and H.323 for VoIP and Videoconferencing sessions. RTP does not 
does not guarantee quality of service for real time services but rather performs functionalities such 
as payload type identification, sequence numbering and timestamping. Data transport is 
augmented by its control protocol (RTCP) to allow monitoring data. RTP and RTCP are designed 
to be independent of the underlying transport and network layers and although they are mostly 
used over UDP in order to augment its flow control character, it can be also used over any other 
transport layer protocol. The RTP protocol is also used as part of the Reference architecture 
assumed in this PhD, for VoIP. In addition, it is also used as a signalling “platform” for the 
implementation of one of the cross-layer mechanisms for VoIP. Its implementation follows the 
standard implementation applied via the module included in the ns-2.29 simulator.
3.1.4 The Session and Application Layers
Two session layer protocols are involved in the design of the mechanisms in this PhD, SBP/SDP
(Session Initiation Protocol/Session Description Protocol) ([35],[36]) and C2P ([96], [97]).
SIP is an application or session layer protocol which controls multimedia sessions by their 
establishment, modifieation and termination. These multimedia sessions include multimedia 
conferences, distance learning, Internet telephony and similar applications in unicast and multicast 
modes.
The architecture of SIP resembles the one of HTTP in the sense that it is also a client-server 
protocol. Therefore connection requests are generated by the client (caller in the case of VoIP) 
and sent to the server (e.g. VoIP gateway or server). The server processes the requests and then 
sends a response to the client. SIP uses the INVITE and ACK messages for opening a 
communications channel over which call control messages may be passed.
In more detail SIP employs the following mechanisms for call control:
• User location: determination of the system to be used for communication;
• User capabilities: determination of the media and its parameters to be used;
• User availability: determination of the potential of the called party to engage in
communications ;
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• Call setup: “ringing”, establishment of call parameters at both called and calling parties;
• Call handling: including transfer and termination of calls.
Therefore in order to carry out a call over SIP, a caller first loeates the appropriate server and then 
sends a SIP request. Users are identified using SIP addresses and can register their location(s) 
with SIP servers.
The session layer is not modelled as such in the PhD. Instead the necessary session layer 
messages for either SIP or C2P are being created as events or special packets in the simulator, 
wherever there is a cross-layer interaction between them and another mechanism.
The C2P standardisation for satellite networks has been initiated in the framework of the DYB- 
RCS standardisation activities with the aim of bridging the gap between different satellite 
broadband standards. In addition, the creation of harmonised management and control plane 
specifications for DVB-RCS has been also a driver. The protocol has been devised to support full 
interoperability among multi-vendor RCSTs operating in different DVB-RCS system scenarios 
(star/mesh/transparent/regenerative, mono/multi beam) as well as enhance the flexibility of the 
RRM seheme for DVB-RCS. As C2P is a cornerstone for the development of one of the cross­
layer mechanisms in this PhD, it is described in detail in section5.4.1.
Regarding the Application layer, traffic generators corresponding to several types of applications 
are being used for simulations. The two main applications assumed are VoIP, representing UDP 
real-time applications and FTP representing TCP applications. In addition. Video streaming or 
VoD (Video On Demand) are mostly modelled by FTP, as in modem networks, a video stream 
runs over TCP, downloading content during or even before play out. Finally http (HyperText 
Transfer Protocol) ([37]) is also used for TCP related simulations. For most of the standard 
applications used, the default ns-2.29 traffic models have been used for simulations.
As mentioned in section3.1.2, Diffserv is being implemented as a means of ensuring an 
appropriate level of QoS per application type, by marking packets with the appropriate PHB. 
Table 3-2 below presents the correspondence between Applieations modelled and their respective 
PHB.
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Application CoS
VoIP EF
Video conference AF
Video streaming AF
Web browsing BE
Data transfer AF
E-mail BE
Table 3-2: Differv PHB assignment for different Applications
3.1.5 Overall System assumptions
Apart from the assumptions governing the functionality of each layer, the overall system 
architecture assumptions are summarised in this section. It should be noted that as spectrum 
resources are assumed to be distributed in a fixed manner between beams, only one beam linked 
to a single gateway is modelled in simulations. In addition the NCC is not modelled, as there is a 
single gateway in the system, assumed to implement the necessary NCC functionalities. The 
remaining parameters for the simulator configuration are given below, taking the ATHENA 
system concept developed by EADS Astrium as a reference, as well as in Table 3-3 and Table 
3-4:
• Satellite position: 31 °E
• Transparent payload over Ka band
• 10 beam system over Western Europe
• System sizing ratio between fwd/ret: 4:1
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Forward Link System Parameters:
Multiple Access scheme TDM (Time Division Multiplex)
Frequency Plan 4 colour frequency re-use (not used for simplicity in 
simulations)
RCST antenna size 1 meter G/T clear sky: 20.9dB/K
ACM 11 different modes
Modulation Coding Rate Useful bits 
per frame
Useful bit rate per frame 
(Mbps)
QPSK 1/2 32128 43.4
QPSK 3/5 38608 52.2
QPSK 2/3 42960 58.1
QPSK 3/4 48328 65J
QPSK 4/5 51568 69.7
QPSK 5/6 53760 72.7
8-PSK 3/5 38608 78J
8-PSK 2/3 42960 87.1
8-PSK 3/4 48328 98.0
8-PSK 5/6 53760 109.0
16-APSK 2/3 42960 115.9
MODCOD calculation Every frame
Encapsulation MPE/MPEG
Total Maximum capacity 63.392Mbits/s without MPE/MPEG overheads and assuming 
an equal traffic load per ACM mode
Table 3-3: Forward link system parameters
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Return Link System Parameters:
Multiple Access scheme MF-TDMA
Terminals Types 3 (Residential, 
SOHO, Professional)
There is a possibility for supporting 
different types of terminals with 
different SLAs however only a single 
type of terminal is modelled
DVB-RCS profile ATM
Static Rate Variable in 16kbps 
steps
Corresponds to CRA -  static rate 
allocated every superframe
Booked Rate Variable in 16kbps 
steps
Corresponds to RBDC -  static rate 
allocated every superframe
Max. Booked Data rate per 
user
192kbps (variable) max. 4 SR, 4 BR, 4 BE slots per 
superframe
Carrier Composition of BTP - FMT modes
Carrier Type Number of Carriers Timeslots per 
carrier
Time slot duration 
(sec)
CSC carrier 1 50 1.5e-3
SYNC carrier 2 50 1.5e-3
Traffic Mode 0 16 carriers 15 1.5e-3
Traffic Mode 1 16 carriers 23 l.e-3
Traffic Mode 1 16 carriers 30 0.75e-3
Number of useful bits per 
timeslot
424 bits Variable -  but cannot be smaller (424 
bits is the size of an ATM cell)
Superframe Duration 0.0265 sec variable
Total Maximum data rate 17.4Mbps assuming an equal split of capacity per 
FMT modes
Table 3-4: Return link system parameters
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3.2 Network simulator
This section focuses on the high level description of the network simulator partly developed and 
used throughput this PhD study. As also mentioned in the overview of this chapter, it is based on 
the interaction of two separate simulators, ns and SSP. Therefore the chapter starts off by 
presenting each component separately before providing an overview of the integrated tool.
3.2.1 NS (Network Simulator)
NS-2 (the evolution from version 1) is an object-oriented, discrete event driven network simulator 
developed at UC Berkley and written in C++ and OTcl (Object Tool Control Language). NS has 
been used to a great extent the last years within the research community for simulating local and 
wide area networks.
In NS, the so called nodes can be viewed as Network layer entities (routers, servers, a satellite 
Gateway or RCST etc) on which agents representing usually transport protocols are “attached”. 
Applications, acting as traffic generators are then “attached” on top of the agents. Links in NS are 
used to connect nodes together. Packets are the basic object for data exchange and also an NS-2 
event. Each packet contains all enabled packet headers, driven by the choice of protocols (agents) 
for the simulation. In this way, NS provides a very modular and flexible approach to end-to-end 
simulators for all types of networks.
More information on NS is provided in Appendix D. In addition, several sources of relevant 
information exist on the Internet and a selection amongst them is summarised below:
• [38] The NS Manual providing a description of the main modules and functionalities in NS
• [39] - [42] Present useful tutorials with example scripts for NS beginners
• [43] Provides a complete and illustrated Doxygen Class Hierarchy of NS-2.26
• [44] General description document, particularly useful on the C++/Otcl linkage
3.2.2 SSP
SSP (System Simulation Platform) [45] is a discrete event simulator developed in C by Astrium. 
It mainly shnulates the Data Link layer of a multi-beam satellite system, while taking into account 
physical layer parameters such as fading. A model of the SSP architecture is presented in Figure
3-9 below:
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Figure 3-9: Architecture of SSP models including return link resource management (|45|)
The main processes modelled by SSP are the following;
• At system level: Event Scheduling, Terminal session management and traffic generation, 
Packet handling on the DVB-S2/RCS links. Link budget calculation;
• At gateway level: Fading models (inserted by the user), ACM algorithms for scheduling 
traffic into DVB-S2 frames. Call Admission Control model (handles terminal access into 
the system), BoD controller (grants capacity to terminals and fills the TBTP);
• At terminal level: BoD requester (formulates capacity requests according to the contents 
of traffic queues), BoD scheduler (performs the filling of the DVB-RCS frames according 
to the TBTP).
Further information on the SSP simulator, mainly in terms of the types of traces and results which 
can be obtained is provided in Appendix E.
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3.3 NS/SSP
NS/SSP is a modular software platform able to simulate applications across an end-to-end 
network path and across the complete protocol stack. The common points of the two software 
tools (NS-2 and SSP) are the following:
• The event-driven simulation: during the simulation, each event triggers a request for the 
treatment of a ftinction;
• The use of packets containing the transmitted data;
• The two software tools can be easily extended with the addition or modification of
modules.
The main difference lies in the programming languages used:
• NS uses OTcl at a high level and for the user interface (scripts) and C++ for the
modelling of the protocols, network entities etc;
• SSP is coded in C and uses text files to describe the satellite system for the user interface. 
In addition, NS and SSP are not used in the same way:
• SSP can model a high number of terminals (several thousands) in order to study fro 
example the performance of the resource management algorithms;
• NS uses a reduced group of terminals, usually in order to study the performance of a 
networking protocol.
Therefore the two tools are complementary and are ideal to be combined in an “integrated” tool. 
Using the NS/SSP tool, packet simulation is shared between NS and SSP, in the following way 
(assuming a forward link traffic flow as an example):
• NS models the creation of the packets at the high layers of the sender and their circulation 
in the network until the satellite gateway;
• SSP models the transmission of the packets between the gateway and the satellite terminal 
according to the DVB-S2/RCS standards, by encapsulating NS packets into SSP traffic 
cells;
• NS models the transmission of the packets from the satellite terminal to the final 
destination.
Therefore, in the NS/SSP interaction tool the Application to Network layers of the satellite system 
are modelled in NS while SSP models the packet circulation in the MAC/Physical layers between 
satellite network elements. The terrestrial network is entirely modelled by ns. The protocols and 
modules used across all layers, follow the per layer design assumptions described in sections. 1. 
Figure 3-10 below illustrates an example of an end-to-end network scenario in the combined
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simulator. As seen in the figure, the NS software “views” the SSP functions and the satellite 
system overall as a network link.
r 'tC P  NewReno
Transport Layer
TCP NewRenoSources
RCSThttp User PC orI—S S P -JJnk____
MAC/Physical
Layers
A g en ts
Applications
Node SspNode 
ISP router g W
~ | .  Diffserv
N SSP
Figure 3-10: NS/SSP topology as “seen” from ns 
The different elements and modules illustrated in Figure 3-10 are briefly summarised below:
O is a pure ns node, representing a terrestrial network element and in this particular case, the ISP 
router behind the satellite Gateway or the user PC behind the RCST;
O is an SspNode, representing either the Gateway or an RCST;
UDP ^ is an agent. In this particular case the UDP agent, represents the UDP transport layer;
null is a null agent, representing a UDP sink just receiving and discarding packets;
 ^is a traffic source emulating for e.g. the VoIP flow, as a Constant Bit Rate data flow. In the 
same way VoD and http are being created by different types of packet generators;
is an ns link object, using a DiffServ controlled RED type of queue;
-------------------------- is the SSP “link”, therefore the part of the topology using the SSP functions
between a Gateway and RCSTs.
In the same way as Diffserv, other entities such as the PEP for example, have been developed in 
NS during the PhD, as separate modules. Other similar modules have been developed for 
simulation purposes such as a VoIP transcoder, or the cross-layer AMR (Adaptive MultiRate) 
VoIP codec.
Figure 3-11 presents the way the simulator works firom the SSP tool side. Therefore for SSP out 
of the entities modelled as RCSTs, a number of them appear as “SSP nodes”. SSPnodes, are 
configured to pass packets to/firom higher layers in NS. The same principle is also valid for the 
Gateways, however as the simulation is normally run on a per beam basis, there is only a single 
Gateway assigned to this beam. Therefore in a way, RCSTs modelled in SSP are primarily used 
for the creation of the system traffic load. On the contrary, the SSPnodes allow the user to take a
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“closer” look and analyse specific traffic behaviour either in higher layers in NS and lower layers 
in either NS or SSP.
S S P  entity of whicti 
higher layer functions are
S S P  entity of which 
traffic generation, 
circulation is m odelled 
in S S P Packets  p assed  to  h igher layers
RCST
Up to 1000s terminals 
per beam
P ackets  p a ssed  
to  h igher layers 
In ns
Figure 3-11: NS/SSP topology as “seen” from SSP
A way of validating the integrated tool is by tracing a UDP and a TCP packet and making sure 
that it passes from the correct network nodes, at expected delay intervals. In addition, another 
common way of software validation is the insertion of “debug messages” code, appearing during 
simulation runs. Examples for both ways are provided in Appendix F.
3.4 Conclusions
Figure 3-12 below summarises important protocols and functionalities for each layer in the 
protocol stack. These also constitute prospective tools for cross-layer optimisations and the 
number of potential interactions between them is very large. An attempt of organising available 
parameters which can be exchanged between layers has been one of the first steps in this PhD. A 
summary of this exercise is provided in Appendix G and is mostly focused on the Satellite 
Dependant Layers.
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Figure 3-12: Protocols and mechanisms per Layer
The NS/SSP simulator implemented by Astrium and enhanced via this PhD, is a key factor for the 
development of the solutions proposed in this PhD. This is because it allows validating the 
hypothesis stated via the theoretical analysis and provides an estimation of the performance 
improvement they can offer. This is possible due to the potential for precise modelling of 
mechanisms at all layers of the OSI model but also at all possible network entities. This capability 
is essential for cross-layer design, as mechanisms are based on the real-time interaction between 
different layers.
The use of the NS/SSP tool constitutes a novel way of network simulation analysis in satellite 
systems. This is mainly due to the real-time multilayer interaction between different entities while 
keeping a simple modular structure. In addition, work performed during this PhD has enriched the 
simulation tool itself, via the implementation of the cross-layer entities such as the transcoder but 
also the specification and/or implementation of improved reference DAMA algorithms, the 
Diffserv module, the PEP or C2P. In addition, the extensive simulation campaigns run throughout 
this research have contributed to the tool debugging and validation, which is quite complex due to 
the number of different modules interacting.
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Chapter 4
4 Cross-layer Design for VoIP over Satellite -  
Adaptive Multi Rate (AMR) solutions
Overview
VoIP is one of the most popular applications in the Internet, gaining continuously ground over 
traditional circuit switched telephone networks. VoIP streams carry telephony conversations as 
digital audio, reduced in data rate with respect to the analog signal. This is achieved using speech 
codecs implementing data compression techniques and encapsulating voice in data packets over 
IP.
This chapter starts by presenting a short literature review and the motivation behind the design of 
the cross-layer solutions focused on VoIP applications (sections 4.1- 4.4). Performance issues for 
current and future DVB-RCS systems are identified for this purpose via theoretical analysis and 
testbed trials (section 4.3). In response to these performance issues, three cross-layer solutions are 
described in this chapter. These solutions are based on the concept of dynamically adapting the 
speech coding rate at Application layer in accordance with the time-varying conditions at lower 
layers of the network stack. Below is a list that summarises these three solutions.
• Cross-layer adaptive speech coding rate using transcoders (section 4.5).
• Two cross-layer AMR algorithms (section 4.6):
o Network/Application cross-layer AMR for the forward and return links, serving 
mostly as a comparison reference for the second AMR algorithm proposed, which 
is a:
o MAC/Application cross-layer AMR algorithm for the return link.
Conclusions from this work (section 4.7) illustrate the important performance advantages of the 
use of cross-layer design for the improvement of QoS for real-time multimedia applications.
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4.1 QoS Performance metrics for VoIP
VoIP quality is mainly affected by the following four factors: delay, jitter, packet loss, and speech 
codec performance. Each of these factors also represents the performance parameters to be 
assessed in this chapter. They are briefly analysed below:
Delay: One way end-to-end delay is the time needed for the signal to propagate across the 
network between the two speakers. For VoIP over satellite it is given by the following equation:
T„ = Tp^ Tpr + Tps + 2;  + 3T(Eq.4-l)
Where Tg comprises from the following components, also illustrated in Figure 4-1:
The propagation delay Tp, which is the delay of transversing the medium between the two 
users (satellite and terrestrial);
The terrestrial and satellite processing delays, Tpt and Tps respectively. They represent the 
delay of getting through network devices such as routers or queues at the Gateway or 
RCST;
The codec delay Tc, groups the packetisation and processing delays at the codecs: it can 
vary between 0.25ms for the (AD)PCM (Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation) 
family of codecs to 67.5ms for the ACELP (Adaptive Code Excited Linear Prediction). 
For the LD-CELP (Low Delay-Code Excited Linear Prediction) codec which is closer to 
the AMR-WideBand (modelled in this PhD study) this delay varies between 1.25 to 1.875 
ms ([46]);
Finally the playout buffer delay Tb, is due to the buffer used to smooth out packet delay 
variation in the voice playout.
ln ““5ss.l ' = 8 = '  iss n «  1!
C o d ec  R outer(s) RCST
Caller s ide  ^ ___ >. G W  Satellite C odecR eceiver s ide
Tc
Tps______________________________^  Tps j Tb
__________ I p________________  _______
Ta
Figure 4-1: One way delay assuming a caller in the terrestrial network
It should be noted here that only the major parts of the delay are modelled in simulations and are 
analysed in this chapter; thus excluding the buffer and coding delays (Tc and Tb). The processing 
delays for the terrestrial part are incorporated to the propagation.
Jitter: It is defined as the absolute value of the difference between the arrival delay of two 
consecutively received packets belonging to the same stream (RFC 4689, [47]). This is also the
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way is it calculated for simulations in this section. For testbed trials a real-time calculation 
formula is used as proposed in RFC 3550 and based on timestamp information from the RTP 
headers.
The effect of jitter is dissipated by the insertion of buffers between the transport layer (i.e., RTP 
protocol) and the VoIP application. These buffers add a delay {Tb in Eq. 4-1) compensating the 
variability in packet arrival times. In addition they are also capable of re-ordering out of order 
datagrams. Although these buffers mitigate the effect of jitter they increase end-to-end playout 
delay. For this reason there is a trade-off between jitter and buffer sizing. For example, a jitter 
buffer designed to compensate for a range of 50 ms packet delay variation will introduce an 
average of 25ms additional delay ([48]).
Packet Loss: Loss of packets and particularly burst losses affect quality since they appear as gaps 
in speech. Random packet losses that are more evenly distributed in time can still be disturbing if 
they run consistently at a high proportion and if they are also combined with delay. Packet loss is 
often expressed as a ratio or a rate (PLR) of lost over total transmitted packets.
Speech Codecs: Codecs are implemented in hardware or software and are the devices performing 
the analogue to digital conversion (and vice-versa) of the voice signal. The G.711 codec is one of 
the best performing and is also standardised by the ITU. It does not compress the signal and 
introduces the least delay, but at the expense of high bandwidth consumption. The selection of 
codec is usually based on the trade-off between compression, and therefore fitting more 
concurrent calls within the same bandwidth, and clarity. For this reason, the most common codecs 
used in satellite networks are the narrowband G.729 or G.723, the key characteristics of which are 
presented in Table 4-1 below amongst other codecs. Evidently, the more a signal is compressed 
the more it becomes susceptible to frame losses, delays, and jitter. Codecs also add up a certain 
compression algorithm delay as well as affecting jitter via their buffers. These elements make 
codec selection and setting their parameters very important for VoIP performance.
Codec Voice bit 
rate (kbps)
Mean Opinion 
Score (MGS)
Frame Duration Algorithmic
Delay
G.711 64.0 N/A 10ms N/A
CELP (Mode VIII multi rate) 6, 8.3, 12 2.70, 3.25,3.69 20 ,20,10  ms N/A
CEL? (Mode VIII scaleable) 8,12 2.98,3.38 20ms 25 ms
G.723.I 6.3 2.99 30ms 37.5 ms
G.729 8 3.38 10ms I5ms
GSM-EFR 12.2 3.91 20ms 20 ms
CELP (fixed rate Mode III) 18.2 3.14 15ms 18.75ms
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CELP (BW scalable) 16 3.41 20ms 25 ms
Optimised VQ+MPE 17.9 3 . 7 4 20ms 25 ms
Optimised VQ +RPE 18.1 3 . 5 3 15ms 33.75 ms
G.722 4 8 ,  5 6 3 . 5 5 N/A 1.5 ms
Table 4-1: VoIP codec parameters
Due to the nature of VoIP, user perceived quality is also a measure of QoS. It is however more 
difficult to quantify than the performance metrics presented so far. For this purpose the Mean 
Opinion Score (MGS) is used to provide a numerical indication of this “subjective opinion” on 
voice quality after compression and transmission. It is expressed as a number in the range of 1 to 
5, where 1 is the lowest perceived quality, and 5 is the highest. The procedure for carrying out 
MGS tests for voice is specified by the ITU-T P. 800 recommendation ([48]). Apart from the 
quality of the communication link, MGS is also affected by the speech codec used as well as 
several other factors specific to the test conditions.
As mentioned in the paragraph above, the MGS is a subjective type of test, while measurements 
such as delay or jitter are objective. The two types of experiments are linked via the E-model, 
specified by the ITU-T and ETSI ([49],[50]). The E-model is a computational method for 
determining call quality in data networks using a single measure, the R factor or transmission 
rating factor. The R factor has the advantage of evaluating the overall voice quality while at the 
same time avoiding time consuming subjective tests. This is because the calculated value can be 
mapped to the MGS. This mapping is illustrated in Figure 4-2 while the mathematical relationship 
between MGS and the R factor can be found in [49].
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Figure 4-2: Mapping between the R factor and MOS
The R factor, is a scalar quantity between 0-100, with a maximum at 93.2, due to the conversion 
of speech to a network signal and back. Its computation is based on equation 4-2 given below, 
while more information on the equations presented in this section as well as the different 
parameters can be found in references [49] and [50].
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2
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1
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R = 100-Ro-h-Id -le + A (Eq. 4-2)
Where:
- Ro is a measure for the signal-to-noise ratio as well as other types of noise including the room 
and circuit noise;
- Is accounts for other impairments taking place in parallel to the call such as a non-optimum side 
tone;
- Id is a measure of the talker echo and the end-to-end delay. When echo cancellation is perfect 
and end-to-end delay is less than 100ms Id is zero;
- le is the equipment impairment factor and depends on the codec selection. It is defined based on 
the results of subjective tests;
- A is the advantage factor, allowing for factors not related to transmission parameters to be taken 
into account. It also accounts for user expectations for lower quality due to access conditions
being more stringent than wirebound communication systems. For example, as it is mentioned in 
[50], for a cellular network in a large geographical area A is 10 while for a satellite connection 
when in double hop it is 20. For mathematical analysis in this section A will be omitted as it is a 
constant while for the simulation analysis it will be set to 20.
As to the rest of the parameters in Eq.1-2, if they are all assigned their default values as suggested 
by the standard ([50]) the equation for R simplifies to (Eq.4-3):
R = 93.2 - Ijj - Ig (Eq. 4-3)
where Idd is the index of delay across the end-to-end path (Tg). As to the equipment impairment 
factor, it can vary between 1 for the 23.05 kbps mode of the AMR-WTB codec to 86 for the 16kbps
G.726/G.727 narrowband codecs ([50]).
In summary, Eq.4-3 for the R factor is used to calculate one way, listening-only voice quality 
combining the effects of variations in transmission and codec parameters affecting QoS.
4.2 VoIP over Satellite
The DVB-S2 and DVB-RCS standards provide the potential for reliable and efficient voice 
transfer over satellite networks. The encapsulation of voice packets over DVB-RCS is illustrated 
in Figure 4-3, demonstrating at the same time the efficiency gain of encapsulating multiple voice 
frames over an IP packet. In addition the suitability of the DVB-RCS ATM profile for VoIP 
becomes evident mainly in terms of better system reactivity. This is due to their smaller size and
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lower overhead. It should also be noted that two voice frames per IP packet seems a good 
compromise between encapsulation efficiency and voice frame loss probability.
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Figure 4-3: VoIP Frame encapsulation for the MPEG and ATM profiles
For satellite networks bandwidth is normally limited to tens of kbps, mainly for the return link. . 
In addition, the one-way propagation delay is approximately 260ms and therefore satisfying the 
performance requirements set by the ITU and ETSI ([51],[52]) is challenging. This gap between 
requirements (set according to ETSI) and performance for satellite connections is presented in 
Figure 4-4, using typical values for satellites.
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Figure 4-4: QoS metrics for VoIP
As demonstrated in Figure 4-4 typically existing satellite connections are within the 
“ACCEPTABLE” class but can be in the “MEDIUM” if QoS control is applied. For this purpose, 
ground segment vendors or industrial groups such as SatLabs ([53]) have studied suitable QoS 
techniques as well as flexible MAC layer and BoD schemes for the return link ([54]-[57]). 
Conclusions from this study and tests suggest that VoIP over satellite can be carried out with a 
better quality. However, prioritisation over other types of traffic is essential to achieve this 
improvement. DiffServ is an example of a protocol employed for this purpose. On the return link, 
the use of CRA is also essential to provide a guaranteed constant bandwidth. In addition, advances 
in header and voice compression, smart voice packetisation, silence suppression, or voice and/or 
data multiplexing, improve capacity utilisation.
4.3 VoIP trials over DVB-RCS commercial offers
Trials using commercial offers can be of great value in pointing toward realistic and efficient axes 
of research by identifying performance issues. Tests presented in this section have been carried 
out using the testbed architecture presented in Figure 4-5 employing the DVB-S/RCS standards. 
This is because DVB-S2 equipment was not widely adopted by service providers at the time of 
doing the tests. Due to confidentiality, the names of the satellite solutions and equipment 
manufacturers used cannot be provided. However, this information is not essential to the 
conclusions to be drawn out of these tests. The duration of each test is 3 minutes, carried out twice 
during morning and afternoon and all statistics presented (delay, jitter, bandwidth etc) are 
measured at IP layer.
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Figure 4-5: Testbed Architecture
Results comparing the performance of Skype over two commercial satellite offers, namely Access 
A and Access B are presented in Table 4-2. A third test is also run during a videoconferencing 
session on the same link, which is useful for the analysis of the system under congestion. Finally, 
VoIP is the only application run per RCST, as tests performed with parallel TCP applications 
(FTP and P2P) show that VoIP is probably prioritised as its behaviour is not altered by the RCST 
load of non real-time applications. This is expected as it is known that terminal manufacturers are 
implementing separate priority queues for real-time applications.
Access A Access A 
(during congestion)
Access B
Link Forward Return Forward Return Forward Return
Max bandwidth (kbps) 2048 1024 2048 1024 2048 512
Bytes Transmitted 466 115 1 201 852 598 170 469 117 407 189 799 789
Bandwidth Max. 71.0 76.6 117.6 82.1 432 102.5
(kbps) Mean 30.1 49.5 40.7 522 76.2 5 /./
End-to-end 
delay (ms)
Min.
Max.
295 349 296 351 324 290
340 886 3 233 1 559 473 1 747
Mean 2PP 405 46/ 492 340 49/
Jitter (ms) Min. 0.9 4.9 1 14 0.9 12
Max. 6.9 35 1 594 646 18 384
Mean 1.9 18 60 4 28
Packet Loss Rate 
(%)
0.00 0.07 0.09 55.g5 0.09 0.07
Table 4-2: VoIP performance results using Skype
Trial results demonstrate that under no congestion VoIP can be carried over satellite with an 
acceptable quality, particularly for the forward path. For the return, under no congestion the mean
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delay is indeed close to or higher than the threshold of 400ms, set by ETSI. The increased value 
with respect to the forward link is also due to the DAMA scheme and varies according to the type 
of satellite terminal as well as the QoS policy and SLA. Performance issues become more 
apparent when another high-priority application such as videoconferencing takes place on the 
same link. In this case, the increase in delay is more notable for the forward path (approximately 
160ms more) due to the videoconferencing flow monopolising the link. The effect of multiplexing 
two applieations probably of the same CoS (Class of Service) becomes more obvious when 
looking at the higher values of jitter. For the return link, high values of jitter suggest that the 
RCST carrying out the VoIP flow is allocated traffic timeslots at an unevenly distributed manner. 
This effect can be improved with the provision of a guaranteed rate (usually periodic provision of 
traffic slots), which is an option not implemented for Access A. Finally the most devastating 
effect is packet loss, which due to buffer overflow reaches 35.85% for the uplink. As it will be 
also shown in Table 4-5, in the presence of videoconference, the return link PLR is very high. 
This is probably due to a strongly asymmetry link, with limited return link bandwidth. In addition, 
videoconferencing and VoIP should be sharing the same high priority queue, which overflows due 
to congestion and leads to very high PLR.
Apart from quantitative results, it is also interesting to observe the way performance metrics are 
being perceived by users. This is important as it may still be possible to provide an acceptable 
service despite QoS criteria falling occasionally outside the LTSI recommended range. For this 
purpose a qualitative assessment of the previous test has been also performed. Table 4-3 presents 
the assessment seale devised for the specific test in order to translate the user perception into a 
numerical score.
Audio Score
No connection 0
Comprehension impossible 1
Comprehension difficult 2
Comprehension possible 3
Good comprehension 4
Excellent 5
Table 4-3: Quality Assessment Scale
As it ean be seen in Table 4-4 human perception cannot easily distinguish the differences in 
quantitative performance results between the two satellite offers. However, the degradation due 
to congestion for Access A is being pereeived as “Several Disruptions” (uplink packet loss). 
Delay is also quantified by the user as “1 second”. Finally results are being benchmarked against 
the same application running over a LAN. This comparison shows that VoIP over satellite can be
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carried out at a perceived quality close to terrestrial networks, provided that performance 
degradation during congestion is improved.
Satellite Offer Link Rate (kbps) Speech Quality
Perceived delay Disruptions Echo Score
Access A Fwd 2048 >1s No No 4.5
Rtn 1024 Is No No 4.5
Access A (congested) Fwd 2048 Is No Limited 3.5
Rtn 1024 Is Several Limited 2.5
Access B Fwd 2048 > ls No No 4.5
Rtn 512 > ls No No 4.5
Terrestrial link Fwd LAN Os No No 5
Rtn Os No No 5
Table 4-4: Qualitative Assessment of VoIP over Skype
The quality of a VoIP session is not only affected by the underlying network but also by the codec 
used. It is thus crucial to test the behaviour of different voice codecs used by popular VoIP 
applications over the satellite link. Table 4-5 presents the results of such a test using Access A 
during congestion, in order to observe how different software solutions can adapt to conditions of 
strong bandwidth variation. Overall MSN and Skype perform better than a propriety software 
implementation based on H.261. Since the codecs used by MSN and Skype are proprietary, their 
algorithms cannot be studied. However it is well-known that they perform a codec rate adaptation. 
In addition it is known that Skype adjusts the necessary bandwidth according to the network delay 
as well as the CPU (Central Processing Unit) of the end user PC ([58]). Based on results presented 
in Table 4-5, the Skype codec seems to perform better.
Results of a qualitative assessment of the test presented above are tabulated in Table 4-6. Indeed, 
the choice of speech codec can affect the perceived voice quality. For the H.261 implementation 
comprehension is impossible due to high delay and numerous disruptions. Skype and MSN 
perform equally in terms of the user perception, despite Skype offering a higher bandwidth and a 
lower delay. This is probably due to high jitter, perceived as degradation. Finally the high packet 
loss ratio is also being noticed by the user.
MSN Skype Proprietary Application
Codec Proprietary Proprietary H.261
Path Downlink Uplink Downlink Uplink Downlink Uplink
Bytes Transmitted 394 911 351 583 598 170 469 117 770 006 108 723
Bandwidth Max. 81.6 72.5 117.6 82.1 135.2 60.4
(khps) Mean 25. P 24.0 40.7 52.2 52./ 7.9
End-to-end Min. 295 350 296 351 296 366delay (ms) Max. 5381 4 123 3 233 1 559 4 078 5 380
Mean 706 /  974 461 492 925 /2 6 5
Jitter (ms) Min. 0.7 4 1 14 1 19
Max. 1 133 339 1 594 646 700 360
Mean 25 45 55 60 46 66
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Packet Loss Rate 5.96 52,17 1 0,09 55.55 0,72 55,46
(%) 1
Table 4-5: VoIP codec performance using Access A during congestion
Satellite Offer Codec Link Speech Quality
Perceived delay Disruptions Echo Score
MSN Proprietary Fwd 2s Few No 3
Rtn 2s Several No 2
Skype Proprietary Fwd Is No Limited 3,5
Rtn Is Several Limited 2,5
Proprietary H.261 Fwd >5s Several No 0.5
Solution Rtn 10s Several no 0.5
Table 4-6: Qualitative Assessment of VoIP codecs over Access A during congestion
4.4 Conclusions from VoIP trials -  Research motivation
Trial results over existing DVB-S/RCS commercial offers demonstrate that despite their high 
propagation delay, satellite systems can deliver VoIP services at an acceptable quality. 
Performance issues can arise though when higher bandwidth is necessary (such as in the case of 
high quality VoIP or several parallel VoIP sessions) or when the link is dominated by other real­
time applications (such as videoconferencing). Variable rate codecs is the most usual way of 
coping with capacity variations in terrestrial networks. However, trials with some of the most 
popular VoIP software applications demonstrate that they do not adapt very well to DVB-RCS 
systems. It is for this reason that new control techniques are needed or adaptations to existing 
ones. In general the following dynamic control techniques are suitable for VoIP:
• The application of Forward Error Correction (EEC) in order to combat the effect of 
packet loss. The DVB-S2/RCS standards already specify adaptive coding techniques;
• The improvement of adaptive jitter buffer techniques. Relevant examples already exist in 
literature and cope with jitter value variability and packet loss from buffer overflowing 
([58]);
• Adaptable capacity allocation or prioritisation techniques in order to reduce congestion at 
network and MAC layers for real time priority applications. DiffServ, different MAC 
layer policies and SLAs are ways of achieving this;
• “TCP like” transport layer rate control techniques are also been suggested by several 
authors in order to cope with congestion ([60],[61]);
• Scalable speech codecs are widely used currently and several control techniques can be 
applied for the rate adaptation.
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The last type of control algorithm is lacking specific research in the satellite domain and is 
therefore studied in this chapter. Indeed, in the same way as TCP, VoIP related protocols and 
adaptive codecs have been designed with terrestrial wired networks as the reference. As trials are 
showing us however, the satellite environment and the DVB-RCS networks pose certain 
limitations which need to be taken into account for the adaptive codec design. A key one for 
example, is the Bandwidth on Demand mechanism operated in conjunction to variable available 
capacity conditions and high jitter. This leads to an inefficient adaptation of the codec, which is in 
the application layer, to the available data rate at MAC and Physical layers. Cross-layer design 
responds well to this type of problem of aligning available and required data rates between 
different layers and is thus the optimisation technique used.
4.5 Cross-layer adaptive speech coding rate using transcoders
4.5.1 Algorithm Description
The aim of the proposed mechanism in this section is to apply the concept of adaptive rate speech 
coding for VoIP for collective DVB-S2/RCS networks using transcoders. The concept of cross­
layer design is used for the control of the speech coding rate at a transcoder. This is achieved by 
transferring traffic congestion information from the MAC to the Application layer.
A transcoder is a device converting a voice signal between two different codecs. The need for 
transcoders in today’s networks has been raised by the existence of end-devices using different 
codec technologies as well as the difference in available capacity for speech across a complete 
network path, often crossing different networks. These differences can necessitate the further 
compression of voice signals when entering a new network domain. Examples of commercial uses 
of transcoders can be found at the edges of wireless networks usually converting signals fi-om the 
PSTN. In terms of commercial products, transcoders can be found in the market in both hardware 
and software ([62],[63]). A transcoder normally converts VoIP flows of a high speech coding rate 
(usually the G.711 standard codec used in the PSTN and working at 64kbps) to a codec 
employing a lower rate. This is normally done by reducing the number of bits per data sample, 
taken when converting analogue voice to a digital signal.
Data compression combined with QoS features for voice is also common practice at the interface 
between satellite and GSM (Global System for Mobile communications) networks. It is usually 
applied for backhauling GSM base stations over VS AT or DVB-RCS and it is supported by a 
variety of commercial products known as “abis optimisers” ([64]-[66]).
The performance objectives o f  the mechanism are:
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• To improve the QoS in terms of delay and PLR for concurrent VoIP sessions. This is 
achieved by continuously measuring the available goodput at MAC layer and setting 
accordingly the speech coding rate;
• To support a higher number of VoIP sessions within the same amount of capacity. This is 
done by reducing the speech coding rate for each or a proportion of them. In this way 
apart from improving bandwidth use the call blocking rate is reduced.
The novelty of the proposed mechanism with respect to existing transcoding or traffic optimiser 
solutions lies in the application of cross-layer design for the implementation of the rate control 
algorithm in the transcoder.
In the end-to-end path of a VoIP flow between a satellite and a terrestrial network user, it is 
expected that congestion will occur at the edges of the satellite network. It is for this reason that 
the transcoder is placed before the RCST or the GW. Therefore the cross-layer process takes place 
between the MAC layer of the RCST or GW and the transcoder (Application layer). An advantage 
of this network configuration is that the rate control process is kept transparent to end users and 
does not require any extra equipment on their side. The network architecture as well as the 
principle of cross-layer exchange is illustrated in Figure 4-6 for the return link. It is assumed that 
the network behind the RCST is a wireless LAN using WiFi (IEEE 802.11) or WiMAX (IEEE 
802.16) with several users behind it. It should also be noted that several network devices are 
omitted from the graph for simplicity, such as the wireless base station or terrestrial routers.
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Figure 4-6: Network architecture for the cross-layer transcoding algorithm
In terms of the MAC layer policy applied by the network, it can be safely assumed that collective 
or corporate types of terminals have an SLA including a guaranteed rate for priority applications
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(CRA or SR). Alternatively or in addition, it can be assumed that RBDC is not overbooked and 
every terminal possesses a certain amount of Booked Rate.
The mechanism is described in steps below:
Step 1: Detect data flow via the transcoder
For a new VoIP flow detected, enquire the MAC layer of the RCST on the availability of 
resources.
Step 2a: For a new flow calculate initial rate and available capacity
In order to determine whether a new VoIP flow needs to be transcoded or not, a comparison is 
performed between the RCST guaranteed rate ( GR ) (in this architecture a combination of SR 
and BR) and the currently observed mean input data rate for the RCST EF queue
fpp is calculated using a sliding window algorithm according to which a certain time window w
(the sliding window) is divided into / time slots of duration 6";. For most of the simulations
presented in this section / is set to 20 and Sj to 10ms.
If r. is the calculated instantaneous input rate in slot i,i = 1,2,....... , /  then the mean input rate
over a window of the EF queue is:
/
E^F — (Eq. 4-4)
/= i
Although the primary type of traffic passing via the EF queue is VoIP, signalling as well as 
videoconferencing may also run at the same time as a VoIP session, therefore also consuming part 
of the guaranteed rate. For this reason, is calculated in order to take into account this rate.
The available throughput for VoIP is:
^  fpp (Eq. 4-5)
Based on this calculation the coding mode of the transcoded signal is set as follows, where k =
represents the set of m coding modes of the transcoder.
^ (Eq.4-6)
Co for < 0
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where is the data rate of the VoIP flow before transcoding. Therefore, if there is available 
capacity to satisfy r^^ .^ , the flow is not further compressed; if there is not enough capacity it is
compressed using a lower rate codec to the level of the available throughput; and if there is no 
available capacity the lowest available coding mode is used.
Step 2b: Every x superframes monitor the queue for congestion
As the rate of concurrent applications can change in the duration of a call and new VoIP calls may 
also arrive, there is a need for continuing to monitor the queue input rate . This is done every 
X superframes for updating the available capacity. As in step 2a, in the case of congestion the 
coding rate of the VoIP sessions is compressed by an equivalent amount to the congestion (Eq. 4- 
6). Fairness between the sessions is achieved by compressing always the higher rate ones. This 
also ensures that all flows tend towards and equilibrium.
As a first step the n concurrent VoIP flows with respective data rates rT  are sorted so that
rCp > r^^}. In case of congestion the coding mode of the highest rate VoIP session is reduced 
and flows are again sorted continuously in a loop so that;
(Eq.4-7)
Step 3: Terminate the cross-layer exchange process
The cross-layer data exchange is stopped when all VoIP flows have terminated.
4.5.2 Simulation set-up and results
The mechanism is modelled in the ns/SSP simulator in order to assess its performance. The 
network topology assumed as well as the principle of cross-layer information exchange are 
illustrated in Figure 4-7. As it can be seen emphasis has been put on the return link, where 
congestion appears more often. In addition, several VoIP flows are modelled behind the 
transcoder and the RCST as Constant Bit Rate (CBR) sources. VAD (Voice Activity Detection) is 
not enabled or treated in this phase in order to focus on the effect of congestion.
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Figure 4-7: Simulation Topology for the cross-layer transcoding algorithm
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There are several parameters affecting the performance of the system as well as the mechanism. 
These are listed below and are varied during simulations in order to observe their impact on the 
system.
System Load: as the algorithm acts upon congestion the system load is set to around 
100% for all simulations. Thus the terminal can not exceed its guaranteed rate i.e. 
GR^SR+BR;
RCST Traffic load: as also verified by trials, VoIP is an EF application and therefore its 
priority is only affected by other applications of the same CoS (e.g. Videoconferencing). 
For this reason a parallel videoconferencing session will also be modelled with an 
incrementing data rate;
The level and proportions of SR and BR: CRA is more suitable for conversational traffic, 
as RBDC leads into delays and additional jitter. Therefore, the more we allocate SR to a 
terminal, the better the observed QoS should be.
In terms of performance analysis the following QoS criteria will be assessed:
Packet Delay: The mean value of a single flow will be measured;
Packet Loss rate: the PLR will be also studied under several representative conditions;
The number of concurrent VoIP flows will be also measured. This is because one of the 
primary objectives of the mechanism is to increase the number of sessions supported 
within the same bandwidth, at an acceptable QoS.
The Figures to follow (Figure 4-8 - Figure 4-10) present the results of simulations for the three 
parameters mentioned above. For the delay plot, two sets of tests have been run with an SR equal 
to 16kbps and 32kbps respectively and a BR value equal to 16kbps in both cases. Therefore in the 
second test, the terminal can make use of more CRA type of capacity while the total guaranteed 
rate GR is 32kbps and 48kbps respectively. The simulation duration for all tests in this section is 
10 minutes. The speech codecs at the end user side behind the RCST are assumed to operate at 
Tvoip = 8.8kbps, unless otherwise mentioned.
With respect to delay, it can be seen in Figure 4-8 that the use of the transcoder in case of 
congestion results in a significant reduction in average delay, under congestion. This reduction 
depends on the number of concurrent flows. For the GR=48kbps case the delay is reduced to as 
low as 290ms. Furthermore, in the case when the maximum rate is 48kbps up to five 8.8kbps 
concurrent flows can be supported with a delay of about 340ms. This value is more than the 
minimum one of about 315ms and is somewhat increasing with the codec bandwidth due to the 
RBDC requesting delay rather than the lack of capacity. Delay values of this order are also 
consistent with trial results. As soon as a sixth 8.8kbps flow is initiated, the maximum capacity is
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exceeded and the packet delay “jumps” to 637ms. Beyond this point, when adding more flows the 
delay quickly exceeds one second and for this reason when values exceed 650ms, they are not 
added on the graph. When transcoding is used, at 48kbps, 4 flows of 8.8kbps and 2 of 6.6kbps can 
be accommodated, and thus limiting the delay of the 8.8kbps flow to 340ms. The big reduction of 
delay between variable and non variable codecs has also been observed between MSN, Skype and
H.261 reaching 776ms or 1482ms. The same order of magnitude could have also been observed in 
this test if the fixed rate codec was higher than 8.8kbps and delay values exceeding 650ms were 
plotted in the graph. However doing so, the plot would be more diffieult to read. Concluding from 
this first test, the delay reduction due to transcoding is obvious, but more importantly what is 
demonstrated is the great need for it. This is because of the devastating effect on packet delay 
from a lack of bandwidth even as low as about 3kbps.
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Figure 4-8: Performance results transcoding solution -  Delay
For the measurement of PLR a different simulation scenario has been used, similar to the trials 
test configuration presented in section4.3. For this scenario, a videoconferencing session is run in 
parallel to either one or two 12.8kbps VoIP sessions according to the simulation scenario. The 
PLR evolution is recorded while the concurrent real-time application is increasing in rate. Results 
are presented in Figure 4-9. When congestion appears to the point when buffers are full and 
packets are dropped, reducing the speech coding rate eliminates lost packet as in the case when 
GR=80kbps (for this reason the line for this test does not appear in the plot). In fact, as it is 
showed in the plot the relationship between PLR and level of congestion is linear. Alternatively
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when there is a high lack of capacity the PLR is reduced by 7-8% for e.g. when GR=64kbps. The 
reduction of PLR due to transcoding can be higher, if the initial VoIP data rate is higher. In 
addition, although not modelled also in the graph, congestion also leads to lost packets for the 
concurrent Videoconfereneing application, which are also reduced due to the cross-layer 
transcoding algorithm.
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Figure 4-9: Performance results transcoding solution -  Packet Loss
Cross-layer transcoding also improves bandwidth utilisation, by accommodating more VoIP 
sessions in a given amount of available bandwidth. Scenarios employing higher guaranteed rates 
(such as 80kbps and 128kbps) are simulated in this case in order to demonstrate this capability. 
Results clearly illustrate the increase in concurrent calls, when using transcoding. For example 20 
flows instead of 15 can be supported using trandscoding, for a GR= 128kbps and for a PLR 
between 0-5%. This is an essential improvement for service providers for which satellite 
bandwidth is limited and/or expensive, as they can size the system for more potential customers.
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Figure 4-10: Performance results for the transcoding solution -  Bandwidth efficiency
4.6 Cross-layer Adaptive MuItiRate (AMR) Coding
4.6.1 Research Motivation
The analysis performed in section 4.5 has demonstrated that the use of transcoders can 
impressively improve VoIP quality in terms of delay and PLR, when there is congestion. 
However, the transcoder has certain features which may not suit all architectures and QoS 
policies:
• The cost of a transcoder is comparable to the equipment needed to support a collective 
satellite connection (wireless base station, PEP, traffic shapers or other QoS control 
equipment). It is however a substantial financial investment for a single residential user;
• Using a transcoder has the advantage that the process is transparent to the user both on the 
forward or return paths. It thus does not necessitate any extra settings or equipment on 
their side. However, most products reduce the speech coding rate and do not increase it. 
That is, in the case when there is available capacity, higher speech coding rates than the 
nominal could be used, offering improved perceived QoS;
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• The transcoder algorithm is based on the assumption that the RCST has sufficient 
guaranteed resources. This is normally the case for collective or corporate terminals. For 
residential users though, no CRA may exist in order to start-up the call immediately and 
RBDC is often overbooked. This configuration can thus create additional performance 
challenges for VoIP;
• Transcoding adds up a certain delay, which depends on its codec conversion algorithm 
and is typically 10-25ms.
The answer to these issues can be given by AMR codecs. They are also based on the principle that 
the codec can adjust its bit rate in response to traffic conditions. Therefore they improve scaling 
and are widely adopted in fixed and mobile networks.
4.6.2 Existing Work - Novelty
As it has been discussed and demonstrated in section 4.1 (presenting the QoS Performance 
metrics for VoIP) the QoS for VoEP is strongly affected by the choice of codec. The trade-off 
between speech quality and capacity utilisation under varying physical channel conditions is not 
unique to satellite networks. AMR codecs are widely adopted in mobile systems and are also 
under study for ad-hoc networks. The AMR narrowband codec (employing coding modes 
between 4.75 - 12.2 kbps) is the 3GPP (Third Generation Partnership Project) mandatory standard 
codec for narrowband speech and multimedia messaging services over 3G wireless systems. Its 
successor, the AMR-WB (Wide-Band) codec has been also selected by the 3GPP for GSM and 
the third generation mobile system, for providing wide-band speech services. It offers 9 coding 
modes between 6.6 and 23.8 kbps. It has also been adopted by the ITU-T and is the variable codec 
assumed in this PhD study. References [67]-[70] include just a few examples of the rich literature 
which exists on the design and assessment of these two codecs.
The AMR encoder itself does not normally select its rate, as it does not include the necessary 
algorithm. In fact, another module determines the suitable mode and instructs the encoder which 
rate to use. A variety of such algorithms exists in literature and can be generally classified in two 
categories: the ones which base the speech coding variation on physical channel conditions ([72], 
[73]) and the ones which take into account the available resources at network level ([74], [75]). 
For the latter, some use a “ping” type of protocol to estimate the path delay along the end-to-end 
path, while others are based on RTP/RTCP.
Due to the large acceptance of AMR codecs, a new value field has been defined in the RTF 
payload, in order to propagate the coding mode change between sender and receiver [76]. It is 
called CMR (Codec Mode Request) and can be piggy-backed over the speech frames. As 
mentioned in the previous paragraph it is normally set according to the ongoing session QoS
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parameters. This type of information can be extracted from RTCP reports including information 
on packet inter-arrival delay, jitter and cumulative packet loss. This approach has already been 
tested via simulations over satellite systems in [77] and a similar one is being used for comparison 
purposes in this section.
According to trial results, it is obvious that different AMR control algorithms can significantly 
affect QoS for VoIP. The important differences in performance between MSN, Skype and H.261 
under the same conditions prove this case. It is, however, quite difficult for the speech codec at 
the application layer to exactly predict the available bandwidth via in-band signalling and with no 
direct visibility of the underlying layers and network conditions. Especially for satellite systems, 
physical or MAC layer conditions can vary significantly due to the network load and/or fading 
conditions. For this reason cross-layer techniques making use of lower layer information reduce 
for example their coding rate during fading in order to minimise lost packets. However the 
application of Adaptive Coding for DVB-S2 and future DVB-RCS systems, transforms the issue 
of packet loss during fading to a problem of reduced information rate, due to robust coding used 
during these periods. Therefore, the most valuable information for speech coding adaptation is 
congestion and can be retrieved directly from the Network or MAC layers. An additional 
constraint for satellite systems comes from the fact that different algorithms need to be applied for 
the forward and return links. This is because of the need for accounting for the asymmetry as well 
as the differences between the MAC layers specified by the DVB-S/2 and DVB-RCS standards.
The cross-layer mechanisms described in this PhD address the issues mentioned above by 
proposing alternative techniques and information exchanges. Figure 4-11 illustrates the potential 
cross-layer designs across the reference architecture and protocol stack using AMR codecs, based 
on information exchange between different layers.
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As already discussed in seetion 4.1 (focusing on Performance metrics for VoIP) the MOS is the 
most widely used subjeetive measure of voice quality and the E-model can be used in order to 
express it using objective (or network) measurements. In addition, as it has been demonstrated by 
the transcoder meehanism, reducing the speech coding rate can significantly reduce packet delay 
and thus also improve QoS.
The objective of section 4.6.3 which follows is to study the mathematieal relationship between 
end-to-end VoIP packet delay and the AMR speeeh coding mode, using the E-model as a 
reference.
The optimisation of VoIP transmission parameters based on the E-model has been a subject often 
found in literature. In [78] the authors formulate an optimisation problem for the definition of the 
optimum eoding rate on the trade-off between speech and channel coding. The E-model is used 
and packet loss rate with bandwidth consumption as the optimisation parameters. The Lagrange 
multiplier is the optimisation technique chosen. In [79] the same objective can be found for AMR 
codecs. However in this case packet delay is also incorpomted into the optimisation problem. For 
its solution calculations of the MOS take place in an iterative manner and the parameters giving 
the maximum value of MOS are selected. This is possible as delay and packet loss are bounded by 
certain maximum limits and speech and charmel coding can only take certain values. MOS 
optimisation using the E-model is also used for VoIP playout buffer optimisation, on the trade-off 
between introduced buffer delay and paeket loss rate. The authors in [80] and [81] use precise 
non linear regression analysis in order to formulate their optimisation problem for buffer sizing 
also based on the E-model.
The novelty of the analysis presented in this PhD with respect to existing research in AMR 
algorithms lies in the adaptation of the MOS optimisation process using the E-model specifically 
for satellite networks employing AMR-WB codecs. The optimisation problem to be solved is also 
different taking as constraints the end-to-end packet delay and the AMR speech coding mode.
4.6.3 Optimising MOS for satellite access
Recalling from section 4.1, the R factor, is given by:
R=93.2-I^ -leiEq. 4-8) 
where Idd is the index of delay and Ig the equipment impairment factor.
The ITU-T G.107 recommendation ([82]) provides an analytieal expression for the calculation of 
Idd for various networking scenarios. For VoIP being performed over packet switched networks, 
all the circuit switched network parameters can be ignored. Ud can be thus expressed only in 
function of the one way end-to-end delay 7  ^:
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0 for T„ < 100ms
^dd =
Ig
25((l + X ' f ' - 3 ( l  + [ X / 3 f f '+ 2 )  X =  for 7;  > 100ms (Eq.4-9)
lg2
In [83] the authors have plotted Eq, 4-9 for various values of delay and find that it fits into the 
following expression as a function of 7  ^ or simpler d:
Idd= 0.024d +0.11(d-177.3)H(d-177.3) (Eq. 4-10)
Where H(x) is the Heavyside or step function with H(x) =0, if x<0, else H(x) =1.
For satellite networks where the one way delay d  is always more than 177ms, H(x) =1 and Eq.4-8 
and Eq.4-10 are combined into:
R -93 .2  - 0.024d-0.11(d-177.3) - h  (Eq. 4-11)
In order to express the equipment impairment factor C in terms of the set of the nine AMR-WB 
coding modes m,.(ze {0,1....,8}), the measured values provided by the ITU-T G.113 
recommendation ([50]) are used and also shown in Table 4-7.
CELP ITU-T Rec. 
G.7222
Coding
Rate
(kbps)
le
23.85 8
23.05 1
19.85 3
18.25 5
15.85 7
14.25 10
12.65 13
8.85 26
6.6 41
Table 4-7: Equipment Impairment factor for the AMR-WB codec ([50])
Using the values in Table 4-7 , multiple linear regression analysis and the least squares method we 
can derive a suitable Ie(m j function. This function is illustrated in Figure 4-12 below. It should
also be noted that the value of Ig for 23.85kbps will not be used and taken into account as this 
mode has a higher impairment faetor for a higher bandwidth utilisation.
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Figure 4-12: Equipment Impairment factor versus AMR-WB coding mode
As it can be also seen in Figure 4-12, a 4* degree polynomial represents a good compromise 
between error and complexity. Therefore Eq. 4-12 can be re-written in terms of d and m- :
fg = -34.227-0.1346/-0.0009527»/ +0.07m / -1 .9 8 m / +26.336/M, (Eq.4-12)
It should be noted that the difference between the polynomial values in Eq. 4-12 and the ones 
presented on Figure 4-12 is due to rounding.
Eq. 4-12 expresses the relationship between MOS, delay and speech coding rate. For a given 
measured delay d, exceeding the ETSI recommended threshold of 400ms, the speech coding mode 
rrii can be reduced in response so that the link load is reduced and d f (in this case also Id f). 
However when m, f , C t  and R [ i.e. by dropping the speech coding rate, the impairment due to 
the codec increases with a negative impact on the MOS or R factor. Therefore an optimum point 
needs to be found between an obseiwed value of delay {d) and speech coding rate (rrii) so that the 
MOS is maximised.
In terms of potential values, d and m, are realistically constrained:
• <7 e  [270,400], as over satellite the one-way end-to-end delay cannot be less than 270ms 
and should not exceed 400ms either;
• m. G {23.05,19.85,18.25,15.85,14.25,12.65,8.85,6.6}, as it can only take values 
from the available and useful AMR coding modes.
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Based on these boundaries the optimisation analysis becomes simpler and Figure 4-13 presents 
two plots illustrating the effect of the m,- and d  variation on the R factor. It should be noted that for 
the values plotted in the graph, the value of the advantage factor or A has been set to 20, as it is 
normally the case for satellite systems (see E-model description in section 4.1). As it can be seen 
from the two-dimensional plot, for the six out of the eight AMR coding modes (mi) plotted, the 
delay has a linear effect on the R factor which can vary up to 18 units between the lowest and 
highest threshold. The change of coding mode however, causes a more significant change in the R 
factor. For example, for the same value of delay, increasing the coding mode from 6.6 to 8.85kbps 
increases the R factor by 27%. This view is coherent with the form ofEq.1-12 and is also verified 
by the 3D plot demonstrating that the local maxima and minima of the R(d, m,) function are at the 
boundaries, i.e. R(d, mi)max = R(270, 23.05).
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Figure 4-13: Packet delay versus AMR speech coding mode trade-off
Based on the previous plots, it is seen that it may be that for a VoIP flow, a certain delay can be 
accepted, if a higher speech coding mode is used. The combination should result in an overall 
higher MOS. Indeed, the average difference of data rate between the different AMR codec modes 
is only 2.35kbps. However experience over simulations has shown that for a CBR source or a 
D/D/1 model the lack of bit rate has a dramatic effect on packet delay. Table 4-8 demonstrates the 
effect of different parameters on the R factor when increasing the speech coding mode from 
8.85kbps to the immediately highest mode, which is 12.65kbps, assuming that resources can only 
satisfy up to 8.85 kbps and therefore delay will be induced for the 12.65kbps mode:
Speech Coding 
mode ( rrij )
Equipment 
Impairment factor
///»/;)
Average End- 
to-End delay
id)
Advantage factor 
for satellite (A)
R factor
8.85kbps 26 315ms 20 65
12.65kbps 13 632ms 20 35
Table 4-8: R factor versus delay and coding mode
Therefore the lack of about 2.5kbps of capacity has a serious impact of on end-to-end delay. For 
this reason, for a CBR source the R factor is maximised, by setting the maximum possible coding 
mode which can be accommodated within the available capacity, thus leading to the lowest delay.
Coming back to the optimisation problem, it is also attempted to verify its solution by analytical 
methods. This is done by using the second partial derivative test on the R(d, m) function:
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i?(^/,w.) = 0.134c/-0.000952w / + 0 .07w / -1 .9 8 m / + 26.336m, -34.227 (Eq.4-13)
We first need to find the critical points ,m„) by taking the first partial derivatives and equating 
them to zero:
^  {d, m, ) is never 0, so it is bounded by = 270, d 2 = 400
ad 
=-0.0381m,.’ + 0.21m,’ -3.96m , +26.336
dm
with roots two complex numbers and a real one at 6.3343.
We then apply the second derivative test for critical values (270, 6.3343) and (400, 6.3343):
D =
As
dd ddèm
0 , D = 0 and therefore the second order test is indecisive.
Based on this result, it is apparent that the maximum appears at the boundaries, therefore at 
m?=23.05 and d = 270. The point appearing when m=6.3343 should then be a saddle point.
The optimisation problem can be also simplified by reducing the number of parameters in Eq. 1- 
14, therefore by expressing R either in terms of d  or m,. As the speech coding rate of a VoIP flow 
(or the aggregate of several ones) expresses the queue arrival rate at the EF queue (denoted as A,), 
it can be related to queue delay using queuing theory.
In addition, from Eq. 1-1, the one way delay can be reduced to its most important components 
while their mean values can be estimated, giving Eq. 4-14:
Ta = Tp + Tpt + Tp, = (Tq + Tpr) + Tpt + Tp = Tq+30 + 35+250 = (Tq + 315)msec (Eq.4-14)
Where Tq is the queuing delay and Tpr the processing times at the RCST and GW.
For the return link, the queuing system at the Network layer of the RCST can be approximated to 
a D/D/1 model, with packet arrival rate % and load p. The D/D/1 model represents a single server 
queue with periodic arrivals (1 is constant) and deterministic service times. This assumption holds 
true if for a single VoIP flow VAD is not used so it can be modelled by a CBR source and CRA 
is activated. For the case of a D/D/1 queue the mean delay E(d) = 0, when 1 < p, where p is the 
queue service rate [84]. This is due to the deterministic arrivals and service times, as in fact 
randomness contributes to delay in network nodes.
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For the general case, Little’s Law is the equation relating A, and p (for p<l), according to which:
E(p) = A, E(d) (Eq. 4-15)
Where E(p) is the average number of VoIP packets in the queue in steady state.
In order to solve Eq. 4-15 for a real system, and only in steady state, with respect to A,, p needs to 
be known. However, the queue arrival rate and therefore the queue load in a real system depend 
not only on VoIP but also on other concurrent applications. As a result, the system traffic load 
affecting the queue service rate and the mix of applications at the RCST are random quantities 
which are difficult to model mathematically with a high accuracy. Therefore, in a practical system 
cross-layer design can be used in order to convey this information between the entities in which it 
is available. The cross-layer mechanisms presented in this section are therefore based on this 
concept.
4.6.4 Network -  Application AMR for satellite networks
As it has been discussed in section 4.5, transcoders are very effective in improving VoIP QoS 
under congestion. However, they do not allow taking into account the potential increase in MOS 
by increasing the coding mode when there are enough available resources to support higher 
quality VoIP. This is under the assumption that the initial flow is not run at the highest possible 
rate. In a practical system, the MOS and Eq. 4-14 can be maximised, for given network 
conditions, by increasing gradually the coding rate while keeping the measured delay at a 
minimum. Therefore the aim of the mechanism described in this section is to maximise MOS for 
AMRs, based on a “real-time” measurement of end-to-end packet delay. In such a case, the delay 
information can be retrieved from the Network layer, therefore classifying the algorithm as a 
cross-layer mechanism, whereby the Network layer controls the codec at the Application. It 
should be noted that the algorithm has been mostly implemented as a comparison for the 
MAC/Application AMR to be described in the following section, as it is based on a well known 
concept.
The CMR field (an integer between 0 and 8 for the AMR-WB codec) in RTP packets can be used 
for the control of AMRs across the network. A CMR controlled AMR is described in this section. 
The advantage of this approach is that no additional signalling is needed for the cross-layer 
information exchange as RTP is used and commercial AMRs should have an established 
methodology for extracting and using the CMR information firom RTP packets. A similar 
approach has been also proposed in [77], however the control algorithm which is implemented for 
the AMR is modified to fit the satellite architecture adopted m this PhD study.
For the AMR control algorithm, the coding mode is reduced to the immediately lower mode when 
the mean end-to-end delay exceeds a certain threshold. Inversely it is progressively incremented
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as long as the measured delay is below the threshold. For the simulations in this section the 
threshold is set to 315ms using the assumptions in Eq. 4-14. A low pass filter equation is used in 
order to evaluate the mean packet inter-arrival delay and “smooth out” the variations due to jitter:
mean_delayt -  mean_delay(t.i)*a +(1 -  a) * instantaneous_delayt (Eq. 4-16)
The optimum values of a for the reference architecture have been determined via simulations to 
be between 0.8-0.9, thus favouring the previous mean measurement rather than the latest one. 
This is normal as the high values of jitter in satellite systems are causing the packet inter-arrival 
delay to vary considerably.
The proposed end-to-end cross-layer mechanism between two speakers is illustrated in four steps 
in Figure 4-14 below. In the illustration it is assumed that the satellite user (User A) is the caller 
and User B is in the PSTN. The mechanism is initiated once the connection is set up via SIP, and 
User A generates an RTP packet flow (Step 1). At its reception by User B, the packet mean end- 
to-end delay is calculated, based on which the AMR coding mode is determined (Step 2). User B 
piggybacks this value to its RTP packets, in the CMR (Step 3); paekets are then intercepted and 
read by User A extracting the AMR mode information and adjusting the coding mode if needed 
(Step 4). The mechanism is inversed for the eontrol of the satellite forward link flow.
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Figure 4-14: Illustration of the Network/Application AMR mechanism
The location of the adaptation algorithms in the architecture is illustrated in Figure 4-15, also 
numbering the mechanism steps for the control of the return link AMR.
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Figure 4-15: Architecture diagram for the Network/Application AMR in the ns/SSP simulator
Figure 4-16 below presents the algorithm in a flow chart form between the two users, again 
assuming that user A calls user B. For the control of the AMR at User B, and therefore the VoIP 
flow from User B to User A, the process is mirrored. It should also be noted that the decision 
criterion for changing the AMR mode, is based on a comparison of the mean measured delay (Eq. 
4-16) against the minimum delay (observed over simulations) augmented by the mean value of 
jitter (also observed over simulation). It should be noted that the packet flow function f(m) (where 
m(t) is the speech coding mode index at time t) is assumed to be initiated at the lowest mode in 
order to avoid queue overflow.
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Figure 4-16: Network/Application AMR algorithm
The performance assessment of the mechanism is presented in the following section.
4.6.5 MAC -  Application AMR for DVB-RCS
4.6.5.1 Research motivation and Novelty
The Network/Application mechanism described in the previous section is probably similar to the 
algorithm adopted in existing variable coding applications. In addition it can be implemented over 
existing protocols. However it is not optimum for satellite networks. Particularly for the return 
link, requesting capacity via RBDC poses several complexities. Firstly, if CRA is not used, or a 
limited amount of CRA is allocated to each RCST, the call start-up delay is increased by the delay 
of requesting the necessary RBDC for the call. This is due to the standard RBDC mechanisms 
which request capacity only when a traffic flow arrives in the IP queues. This results in a
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minimum delay of an RTT + processing times which can exceed 600ms. This delay can be further 
incremented by a maximum of 1.5 sec if periodic SYNC slots are used for the capacity request 
signalling. This second type of delay does not only occur at the connection start-up but every time 
the requested rate has to be incremented, which may be the case when using AMR codecs. 
Therefore, there is no co-ordination between the application and MAC layers. This is needed for 
satellite networks but not for terrestrial due to their nominally higher bandwidth and different 
MAC layer scheme.
The aim of the AMR cross layer mechanism proposed in this section is twofold:
• At call set up, to co-ordinate the satellite resources at the MAC layer with the VoIP call 
set-up process and the initial speech coding mode calculation;
• After successful call set-up, the objective is to continuously maintain the maximum user 
perceived quality, expressed by the R factor. This is done by selecting the optimum 
coding rate for the AMR with respect to the measured delay. The cross-layer link with the 
MAC layer also allows monitoring the available resources for other applications. It is thus 
also possible to “sacrifice” VoIP MOS for the QoS improvement of other critical 
applications.
As already discussed, the MOS can be maximised, when the delay is minimised for the highest 
mode which can be supported at the same time. As discussed in section 4.6.3, for a D/D/1 queuing 
model, this can be when/I = / / .  This type of equilibrium can be implemented at the MAC layer, 
in two ways:
• by controlling//, i.e. by increasing the queue service rate via RBDC requests in 
synchronisation with the packet flow from the application layer so that X ~ J l \
• by controlling X , i.e. the speech coding rate is set equal to the currently observed service 
rate {X ~ J i )  and the delay is thus kept to a minimum.
According to the study of the E-model (see section 4.1) and as illustrated in Figure 4-13, for low 
coding rates, the degradation on the R factor can be higher when dropping the speech coding rate 
than experiencing a delay up to a certain point. For this reason the cross-layer mechanism 
proposed measures the mean delay, and finds the optimum point on the trade-off between mean 
packet delay and speech coding mode.
In addition, although VoIP is a real-time application, usually obtaining priority over other 
services, the total system capacity may be increased during congestion by reducing the speech 
coding rate of VoIP flows. The additional capacity created this way may serve for the 
transmission of other critical real-time or TCP data.
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Resuming the features discussed above, the novelty introduced by this mechanism is the 
optimisation of MOS for VoIP achieved via cross-layer design. Additionally, the mechanism 
implementation allows the improvement of QoS for other critical applications. The cross-layer 
links introduced for this purpose are:
• between the Session and MAC layers via SIP for the control of the RBDC capacity 
request;
• between the MAC and Application layers for the control of the AMR codec.
4.6.5.2 A Igorithm Description
The mechanism is illustrated in Figure 4-17 in terms of its steps and actions between entities. In 
order to simplify the description, it is assumed that there is one single VoIP flow. It starts off as an 
MAC -> Application layer bottom to top cross-layer mechanism, where the MAC layer instructs 
the Application which coding rate to use. This calculation is based on the immediately available 
resources.
In more detail, assuming that the user behind the RCST is generating the call, as soon as a SIP 
INVITE is detected (Step 1), the cross-layer entity obtains from the MAC layer the values for the 
immediately available capacity (SR) and current EF queue mean input rate ( r ^  ).
Based on the “delta” of these figures it calculates the mean available rate ( ):
(Eq.4-17)
The closest AMR coding mode mj{nij G \nîQ,...m^\) is then found by rounding down to and 
thus the highest possible coding mode is calculated (Step 2).
If the selected mode is not the maximum which can be supported, the necessary additional RBDC 
is requested, however in parallel to the call set-up, in order not to delay it. If there are no available 
recourses the lowest coding mode is used. The AMR is then set for the mode calculated (Step 3).
As the available bandwidth for VoIP may vary during the session, the process is inverted 
becoming an Application ->MAC or top to bottom cross-layer mechanism, where the Application 
layer ‘informs” the MAC which coding rate is using and the MAC requests for the adequate 
capacity, if necessary. This process starts, as soon as the VoIP session starts, and this event is 
detected by a SIP ACK (Step 4).
The cross layer entity calculates this optimum coding rate periodically, at a period equal 
toT = n T j , where n= integer and is the TDMA frame period. This period is set to 1.06sec for 
the simulations presented in this section.
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The calculation of the optimum coding mode is based on the calculation of via a comparison 
of the RCST booked or guaranteed rate against the mean input data rate. This is done for the 
RCST EF queue or for both the EF and AF queues and r f^, respectively) (Step 5). The 
choice between these two implementation options depends on the level of priority required 
between EF and AF services. Therefore, as discussed at the beginning of the section, by 
compromising the speech coding rate for EF applications, AF applications can be improved under 
congestion.
) (Eq. 4-18)
It should be noted here that the queue mean input data rate is calculated using a sliding window 
algorithm according to which a certain time window w (the sliding window) is divided into m 
time slots of duration . If r. is the calculated input rate in slot i,i = 1,2, ,m  then the mean
input rate over a window is: F . For the simulations presented in this section rn is set to
;=1
40 and to 10ms.
For system overbooking RBDC only, if the available rate 7^ is not enough for supporting the 
optimum coding mode, then the required RBDC is requested (Steps 6 and 7).
The coding mode is then increased to the level of the corresponding RBDC, when acquired. 
During this process, the queue is monitored for congestion and if at any point it occurs, the speech 
coding mode is dropped to the level of (Step 8). This monitoring ensures that the condition for
minimum delay {À ~ J i )  holds always true.
The cross-layer process is terminated, when the voice packet flow ends. This is detected hy the 
cross-layer module, when a SEP BYE message is intercepted at the RCST (Step 9).
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Figure 4-17: MAC/Application Cross-layer mechanism for speech coding rate adaptation
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The mechanism is also illustrated in terms of information channels and architecture in Figure 
4-18.
^  AMR -X En,V. FWO code at mode indicated ^  Encode at mode '   ^  indicated
MAC/Application 
layer Information 
'  exchange
\
\
\
MAC/Application /  
layer information /  
exotiange y
/
I
RCST
Send the optimum mode for 
the path according to 
available capacity observed 
at MAC layer
nëtwôriT
GW
Send the optimum mode for 
the path according to 
available capacity observed 
at MAC layer
Figure 4-18: Architecture diagram for the MAC/Application AMR
The algorithm is also illustrated in a flow chart form in Figure 4-19 below and can be also 
compared easily to the Network/Applieation layer AMR algorithm illustrated in Figure 4-16 in the 
same way.
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Figure 4-19: MAC/Application layer AMR algorithm
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4.6.5.3 Simulation set-up and results
For the performance analysis of the two cross-layer AMR mechanisms, presented in sections 4.6.4 
and 4.6.5, four parameters are assessed: the mean end-to-end packet delay, the mean jitter, the 
PLR and the MOS expressed via the R factor. For the simulation set-up, the satellite terminals 
under test follow a specific traffic profile. This traffic profile is presented in Figure 4-20, 
modelling the inter-arrival and co-existence of different applications during an internet session. 
These are VoIP, Videoconferencing, web browsing using http and a “critical file” FTP transfer 
repeated in send and receive modes. FTP is generating ACKs routed via the EF queue and data 
packets over TCP marked as AF.
g
.9
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I
VoIP (variable rate)
Videoconferencing (data rate varying between 50-90kbps 
according to simulation scenario)
send
File transfer (300 kbytes ) 
send rec. rec.
Web browsing
rec.
4  5  6  7
Time (min)
10
Figure 4-20: Traffic profile for RCST under test
Simulation results are presented in Figure 4-21 -  4-26. The first graph presents the way mean 
packet delay varies as a function of the type of codec used as well as concurrent EF application 
load. For this purpose the data rate of the parallel Videoconferencing session is increased in steps 
in order to compare the AMR solutions against a standard 8.8kbps codec, normally used for 
satellite communications. In terms of cross-layer AMR solutions, the proposed MAC/Application 
mechanism is compared to the Network/Application cross-layer solution. Test results are also 
representative of the assessment of the mechanism for more than one concurrent VoIP flows. This 
is because the AMR algorithm of each flow works independently and will “see” the remaining 
flows as a combined rate at the EF queue, in the same was as Videoconferencing or any other 
application is seen. In case congestion arises, it will be detected by the first VoIP flow probing the 
queue, which will decrease its coding rate as a response.
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As seen in the graph, using the MAC layer controlled AMR, the mean end-to-end packet delay 
stays constant to around 370ms (55ms more than carrying out the call via CRA) regardless of the 
coding mode variation or congestion until a certain limit. This is due to the co-ordinated way of 
requesting RBDC capacity. In comparison to standard codecs, this feature results into a reduction 
of the average packet delay in the range of 40-100ms with respect to a 8.8kbps codec. However, 
for the scenario when the Videoconferencing data rate reaches 90 kbps, although the AMR is 
using the lowest available coding mode, the link reaches saturation. Thus, inevitably the average 
delay increases but it is still considerably lower than the standard codec.
With respect to the Network/Applieation cross-layer algorithm, the proposed mechanism still 
performs better in terms of mean packet delay, with a mean improvement of 45ms. This is due to 
the accurate and timely manner of detecting the satellite network congestion directly from the 
MAC layer. On the contrary, for the Network/Application algorithm there is a maximum delay of 
“one RTT+ processing time” from the moment when delay appears in the satellite network, until 
the point when the AMR changes the rate. In addition, estimating a mean value of packet delay, 
under high jitter is not trivial as there is a trade-off between responsiveness and excessive codec 
variation. Indeed when the value of a in Eq. 4-16 calculating delay, is low, the mean delay varies 
very often, causing the AMR to increase/decrease its mode not as response to real congestion but 
due to a high value of jitter. On the contrary when a is high the responsiveness to congestion is 
slower, increasing packet delay. However, when the link is saturated beyond the point that the 
AMR codec can further reduce its coding mode (when the Videoconferencing rate is 90kbps), the 
two solutions perform very similarly.
Concluding from this test, there is an important advantage in terms of packet delay, in adapting 
the AMR solution to real-time data from the MAC layer.
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Figure 4-21: VoIP mean packet delay
Simulations have been also performed in order to assess the performance of the mechanism in 
terms of jitter. Although for a certain MAC layer policy and system load, VoIP delay depends 
directly on the speech coding rate, jitter is a function of several parameters in the system. One of 
them is the RCST load and particularly the combination of different user applications with 
different priorities. This factor increases the complexity of the MAC layer framing mechanism, 
which puts ATM packets into timeslots (if the ATM DVB-RCS profile is used). This case is also 
verified by the results in this simulation, showing also the MAC/AMR does not degrade jitter as 
one would suspect because of the rate change.
Therefore Figure 4-22 presents a comparison of jitter between the cross-layer AMR codecs and a 
standard 8.8kbps codec over different user traffic profiles. The variation of the traffic profile is 
created by deactivating one of the applications in the combination presented in Figure 4-20. As it 
can be seen in the graph, FTP is the application affecting the value of jitter the most, for a fixed 
codec, when the Videoconferencing data rate is assumed to be 40kbps.
Overall, the MAC cross-layer AMR presents a more stable behaviour towards jitter. This 
behaviour is due to the reduction in delay and the cross-layer link between the MAC and 
application layers, “co-ordinating” the bandwidth increase with the availability of capacity at the 
MAC layer. In addition, due to the accurate way of estimating the presence of other applications, 
not many coding rate modifications take place.
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For the Network layer controlled AMR, a value of a =0.9 has been chosen for the mean delay 
evaluation (Eq. 4-16), which favours less codec mode changes and thus low jitter values. As it is 
seen however in the respective figure, Videoconferencing and to a lesser extend big FTP files 
affect jitter, as they affect congestion and thus cause abrupt coding mode change by the algorithm. 
Therefore, one of the disadvantages of the Network layer based AMR solution is the generally 
higher jitter values. This view is also supported by the trial results (see section 4.3) presented in 
Table 4-5 according to which under high loads the return link mean jitter is 60ms.
Mean VoIP jitter for different traffic profiles
Proposed AMR 
standard 8.8kbps 
standard AMR
CO
E
ccc
CD
no Videoconf.VoIP only no httpno FTP all Apps.FTP(one file)
Scenario
Figure 4-22: VoIP flow mean jitter
For the test on the packet loss rate, results are given in Figure 4-23, where five PER traces are 
presented: for the use of a 8.8kbps fixed rate codec, for the use of a 12.65kbps fixed rate codec, 
for the MAC/Application cross-layer AMR, for the concurrent Videoconferencing flow when the 
cross-layer AMR is used and finally for the concurrent Videoconferencing flow when the 
12.65kbps fixed rate codec is used. As it can be seen in the graph, with respect to a fixed codec 
the improvement in PER varies from 5%-20%, depending on the level of congestion as well as the 
rate of the codec to be compared against. Even when the available capacity reaches a ceiling at a 
videoconferencing rate beyond 100kbps, the reduction of the speech coding rate to the minimum 
mode of 6.6kbps improves the PER by about 3%. Apart from verifying the positive results 
expected for VoIP, the use of the AMR also improves the PER of concurrent flows. For this test 
in particular, the PER of the videoconferencing session is reduced by about 5%, with respect to 
the use of a fixed rate 12.65kbps codec.
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Figure 4-23: VoIP flow packet loss rate
Figure 4-24 presents the results on a comparison between the two AMR solutions as well as fixed 
codecs on the overall MOS throughout the VoIP session. The MOS calculation was based on Eq.
4-2 using the mean value of packet delay across the lOmin flows. For the equipment impairment 
factor of the AMR, the coding mode closest to the average coding rate over the entire VoIP flow 
duration is used. The important advantage of the AMR solutions is clearly evident, as they 
improve the R factor by about 20 units for the Network/Application AMR and by about 40 for the 
MAC/Application AMR. Therefore the overall QoS is considerably improved in combination 
with the averagely higher speech coding rate used by the AMR when no other traffic is present 
and the reduction in delay. Obviously, as the duration and data rate for videoconference increases 
as well as the ftp file size grows, the more the MOS decreases for AMRs. Between the two AMR 
solutions, the Network/Application AMR suffers from higher delay and an overall lower coding 
mode due to the variations between high and low modes, because of the inaccurate estimation of 
the delay and jitter. As to the 8.8kbps and 6.6kbs codecs, the MOS analysis shows that it is 
preferable after a certain delay to have a lower rate codec. This is because of the devastating effect 
of lack of bandwidth to the delay.
Therefore even under periods of congestion, the MAC based AMR ensures a user perceived 
quality characterised as “Good”. This is a notable improvement from the user perspective, as for a 
conventional type of MAR, based on network layer information, the user perception for the same 
network conditions is in the area of “Fair”.
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Figure 4-24: VoIP MOS expressed via the R factor
The advantage of the MAC/Application AMR mechanism is not limited to the increase of MOS 
for VoIP for given network conditions. By taking into account congestion for AF applications, the 
performance of priority TCP flows or other time critical applications can be also improved. An 
illustration of such a case is presented in Figure 4-26 where the throughput of two TCP files 
(representing the file transfer in the traffic profile presented in Figure 4-20) is compared between 
the cross-layer AMR codec and a standard 12.8kbps codec. As a result of the speech coding mode 
adaptation, the mean TCP throughput is increased when using the cross-layer AMR. This means 
that for example files can be transferred 11 sec faster for the SOOkbytes file modelled in the traffic 
profile. The benefit of the mechanism becomes more evident the more congestion grows and the 
more the file size increases. However, the necessary drop in MOS for VoIP is also proportional to 
the file size. Therefore it is recommended that this functionality is implemented for smaller 
priority files. In the scale of a complete system however the increase in throughput can 
accumulate to several kbps during congestion. As an example, a drop from 12.65kps to 8.8kbps, 
for 100 users, results to about 380kbps of extra bandwidth for the return link.
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Figure 4-25: FTP throughput trajectory for the AMR vs. a fixed rate codec
The second test in the assessment of the mechanism with respect to TCP file transfer is presented 
in Figure 4-26 . It quantifies the improvement in the transfer duration for FTP priority files, due to 
the use of the MAC/Application AMR. The test is run for an increasing file size, comparing the 
AMR with two fixed codecs at 8.85kbps and 12.65kbps respectively. In addition, two test 
configurations have been used, with two different levels of congestion, created by using two 
different data rates for the concurrent videoconferencing application (48kbps and 68kbps). 
Results demonstrate that for the 48kbps videoconferencing case, the improvement in transfer 
duration can reach 50secs for the largest file with respect to the 12.65kbps codec. On the other 
hand, the drop in MOS for VoIP in order to achieve this reduction is 7 units in the R factor scale, 
across a lOmin call, forming an interesting trade-off between MOS reduction and improvement 
for other applications.
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Figure 4-26: FTP file transfer duration for the AMR versus fixed codecs
It should be noted here that the same functionality could not be performed using the 
Network/Application cross-layer mechanism. This is because of the use of the CRM field or 
RTCP reports driving the AMR code selection. Therefore this type of mechanism does not allow 
communicating the delay experienced by other applications to the sender.
4.7 Conclusions
VoIP is an application particularly sensitive to delay and jitter. The ETSI and ITU-T have defined 
400ms and 40ms respectively, as the numerical limits for acceptable voice quality. Packet loss 
rate, until the point of 2%, can be also accepted particularly if it is random (as opposed to burst 
errors). Besides these objective measures, the MOS (ranging between 1 to 5) is the leading test of 
subjective nature. It can be also estimated from numerical measurements via the E-model, also 
defined by ETSI and the ITU-T. The R factor is the numerical expression of the E model and 
ranges between 0-100 or 0-93 in practice. For a perceived quality which is characterised at least as 
“Fair” and does not dissatisfy most users, the R factor should be at least 80 or in the MOS scale 3.
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Trials using three existing commercial DVB-RCS offers and three different speech codecs have 
been performed under nominal and congestion conditions. Their results have been compared 
against the performance thresholds discussed above generating the following conclusions:
• For the forward path, unless congestion exists, the performance of all parameters is within 
the “acceptable” characterisation;
• Variable speech codecs have been used and they indeed improve the QoS. But for the 
return link, and particularly imder congestion, their performance degrades. This is 
probably due to their design, adapted to terrestrial rather than satellite or wheless 
networks;
• Packet Loss Rate exceeds considerably the 2% limit and can reach 35% or 60% under 
congestion;
• In general, return link delay exceeds 400ms by an amount also proportional to congestion. 
This figure in combination with the high PLR only under congestion suggests an 
inefficiency of the MAC layer scheme or the codecs or both;
• Jitter for the return link exceeds 40ms only when congestion exists. In this case, the codec 
selection seems to play an important role;
• Despite the unfavourable performance results, users being conscious of the particularity 
of satellite networks, give an “opinion score” of 4.5/5 when there is no congestion. When 
there is congestion this value drops to 2.5/5 on average, depending strongly on the codec 
used.
The first cross-layer mechanism presented in this section, the Cross-layer adaptive speech coding 
rate using transcoders, targets the control of the speech coding rate adjustment mechanism for 
transcoders. The information transferred between the MAC and Application layers is the available 
throughput for the EF queue of the GW or RCST. The mechanism fulfils its design criteria by 
keeping the delay as low as 340ms. Compared to the delay of an 8.8kbps fixed codec under 
congestion this represents a reduction of often more than 1 sec. Although it does not affect jitter it 
considerably reduces PLR. Even by dropping the coding mode by 2.2kbps PLR is improved by 
44-90% depending on the level of congestion. Finally, it can improve the number of supported 
flows in the same bandwidth and at the same conditions by around 33%, even for a minimum 
reduction in speech coding rate of 2.2kbps with respect to fixed codecs. These results present a 
significant improvement for the successful application of VoIP over satellite networks.
The successful principle of cross-layer design for variable speech coding has been expanded to 
the control of AMR codecs. In addition, a mathematical analysis has been provided to optimise 
the MOS for VoIP in practical systems in two ways:
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• By adjusting progressively the speech coding rate, so that the maximum speech coding 
mode is found while conserving the delay below a minimum threshold;
• By setting the speech coding rate to a certain value so that the EF or real-time RCST 
queue arrival rate is equal to the queue service rate.
Both solutions have been explored, implemented and analysed in the ns/ssp simulator via cross­
layer design. Cross-layer design is essential for the transfer of information between several layers 
being involved in voice transmission: the speech coding mode is a parameter available and 
controlled at the Application layer, packet delay can be obtained by the Network layer, while the 
queue dynamics and capacity are controlled at the MAC layer.
The first optimisation approach implemented via the “Network-Application AMR” has been 
compared to the “MAC-Application AMR”. The “Network-Application AMR” is based on an 
exchange of information between the Network and Application layers. This information is the 
mean VoIP end-to-end packet delay, used for the selection of a suitable coding mode, which is 
then exchanged between the two communication parties via the CMR field. This mechanism is 
not complex to implement, as it is based on the use of existing protocols such as RTF. In addition, 
it takes into account the congestion across the complete communication path. Simulation results 
suggest however that it is not suited to satellite networks as the propagation delay is high, 
affecting the timeliness of the CMR information arriving at the sender. In addition, high jitter 
affects considerably the accuracy of the end-to-end delay estimation.
For the “MAC-Application AMR”, the speech coding rate is also controlled dynamically but 
based on the conditions of the satellite MAC layer. The advantage of this mechanism is two-fold. 
On the one hand, it continuously adjusts the speech coding rate to maintain the highest MOS. On 
the other hand, it also improves the performance of applications running in parallel to VoIP 
provided that the “relative” option is implemented. This is achieved by dropping the speech 
coding rate when a certain level of congestion is detected, thus reducing the MOS for VoIP but 
increasing the available bandwidth for other priority applications. Simulation results for this 
mechanism suggest that efficient adaptive speech coding techniques, which have greatly 
contributed to the suceess of VoIP over terrestrial networks can be also applied for satellites. This 
is under the condition, that the necessary congestion information is accessed in the MAC layer, 
using cross-layer signalling.
The two mechanisms have been compared against a fixed rate codec but also between them, 
showing that retrieving congestion information from the MAC layer is a better way of controlling 
AMR codecs for DVB-RCS systems with respect to both fixed codecs and AMRs based on 
Network layer information.
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Finally, for the traffic profile used in the simulations in this chapter it has been assumed that there 
is a single VoIP flow. This was selected m order to reflect a typical RCST traffic profile for a 
consumer, not likely to run several VoIP sessions at a time. In addition, a popular technique used 
in the case of several parallel voice conversations is Voice Activity Detection (VAD). VAD is 
thus used in order to increase bandwidth efficiency by multiplexing voice or other application 
data during silence periods. However, trial results have demonstrated a higher packet delay for 
the return path voice, even when there is no congestion. At a first glance one might think that this 
is entirely due to lack of resources; but a closer look at the real time traces from tests implies an 
inefficiency of certain RBDC algorithms when VAD is used in conjunction to DVB-RCS. This 
issue is further explored and addressed in the Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
5 Cross-layer Design for VoIP over Satellite - 
MAC Layer mechanisms
Overview
The issue of combating the effects of congestion in satellite networks is of primary importance. 
To this direction, three cross-layer mechanisms have been proposed in Chapter 4 improving the 
QoS for voice communications under congestion. These mechanisms are focused on the 
modification or adaptability of the Application itself. However looking closer to the interaction 
between the satellite MAC layer and VoIP traffic, other performance issues are identified. An 
important case of this type, appearing when using VAD (Voice Activity Detection), is addressed 
in this chapter via the Predictive Capacity Request Algorithm for VoIP mechanism.
In addition, mechanisms presented in Chapter 4 assume operation within a certain capacity limit 
which can not be expanded. This can be due to congestion (due to increased traffic load, FMT etc) 
or the current inflexibility of the DVB-RCS MAC layer. The final mechanism proposed on VoIP, 
employs the newly standardised Connection Control Protocol (C2P) and proposes its application 
for the optimisation of the VoIP MOS for given network conditions.
The two mechanisms described above improve the perceived user QoS over satellite by a 
considerable amount. The improvement can reach a performance level equivalent to terrestrial 
networks, provided that the necessary bandwidth is available.
5.1 Research motivation -  VAD and Bandwidth on Demand
VAD is a speech processing mechanism, detecting the presence of speech in an audio signal. The 
application of VAD m VoIP allows disabling packet traffic generation during human silence 
periods. In this way the capacity utilisation of a system can be improved due to reduced traffic 
load. VAD is achieved by sampling an audio signal and comparing certain quantities against 
thresholds which appear typically in voiced speech. It can thus distinguish between speech and 
background noise.
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It is crucial to note that although VAD reduces the offered traffic load -  combined with a standard 
RBDC requesting mechanism -  it can also lead to additional delay. Indeed, this is one of the 
reasons for the performance degradation observed on the uplink during DVB-RCS trials (see 
section 4.3), together with the fact that satellite systems are asymmetrically sized (typically 8:1 or 
4:1). They thus currently offer much lower bandwidth on the return path for most systems.
When VAD is used, a voice flow presents an on/off type of traffic profile due to the interleaving 
of talk spurts and silence. Using the standard ns/SSP RBDC scheme, it is not possible to sustain a 
continuous rate request and therefore rate provision since the queue can be “sampled” for the 
capacity request during an “off” or silence period. This leads to an additional recurring delay of 
0.5 - I.7secs, depending on the SYNC slot allocation period. Thus this delay appears every time 
capacity is re-requested for a detected “on” period.
This performance issue has been also identified in [86] and [85]. In more detail in [86], a series of 
tests are performed using a new transport layer protocol based on DCCP (Datagram Congestion 
Control Protocol), which is based on TCP but adopted for real-time applications. When VAD is 
enabled the perceived user quality reduces significantly, as the rate control algorithm cannot 
synchronize with the encoded rate when the application oscillates between silence and talk. In 
[85], a solution is proposed for combining RBDC with VBDC for cost-aware strategies in VoIP. 
In such a case the role of VBDC is to support BE traffic if it exists as well as maintain a certain 
level of RBDC by continuously sending capacity requests via TRF slots. This “keep-alive” 
mechanism is expected to alleviate the effect of transition between silence and talkspurt. The 
paper also notes that when there are several speakers, there is an eventual convergence towards a 
mean rate. More specifically, for 20 speakers or more, it proposes a fixed rate of 40% of the 
maximum, without however proposing a methodology for varying this value with the number of 
flows. According to analysis of real and simulated traces, though, the aggregate packet arrival 
process resulting fi*om the superposition of several voice sources exhibits a highly bursty nature. It 
is this effect which leads into surprising delays under both high and low loads, as voice sources do 
not converge into a continuous rate. Figure 5-1 demonstrates the high burstiness issue via the 
comparison of the trajectory of a single voice source and the combination of 20 concurrent 
sources.
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Figure 5-1; Comparison of a real time VoIP trajectory of 1 and 20 parallel flows
The issue can be further verified by taking a closer look at the traces of trial results presented in 
section 4.3. As shown in Figure 5-2, end-to-end delay is highly variable, between 290-1700secs. 
On the other hand the data rate range is equally variable within 5-95kbps. Looking closer into the 
plot, it appears that high delay peaks appear after a low data rate or silence period.
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Figure 5-2: Snapshot of test using DVB-RCS commercial equipment and Skype
5.2 VoIP modelling -  Novelty of proposed mechanism
The work presented in this chapter combines for the first time three areas of existing research. 
These are predictive BoD capacity request estimation mechanisms, VoIP traffic modelling, and 
cross-layer design. The contributions from the first two are detailed in this section.
In order to combat the inevitable delay of “capacity on request” schemes and improve their 
accuracy, several RBDC algorithms have been proposed by researchers. The most relevant to this
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work on VoIP are [87] and [88] where the author is proposing a capacity request scheme based on 
Videoconferencing traffic prediction. The best fit distribution for this type of traffic has been 
found to be the Pearson V or inverted gamma distributions. In [89] the authors use a Pareto 
distribution in order to estimate necessary resources for self-similar traffic, such as http. As the 
Pareto distribution does not fit exactly the traffic pattern, a corrective factor or positive bias  ^is 
introduced, which depends on the current network load. However the authors do not specify how 
^ can be calculated or predicted in real networks. Therefore the novelty of the proposed 
mechanism in this PhD study lies also in the creation of a predictive BoD mechanism, specific to 
VoIP traffic.
The main area of existing research utilised in this paper is VoIP modelling. The ITU-T has 
produced a traffic model for voice ([90]) including mean values for on and off periods. According 
to this model, a single voice source is characterized as a series of silences (off periods) and 
talkspurts (on periods) during which packets arrive deterministically. That is at fixed intervals of 
duration T. In this case, a single voice flow can be modelled by a 2-state Markov process with on 
and off state durations exponentially distributed (Markov Modulated Deterministic Process or 
MMDP). To ease statistical analysis an assumption is made that packets arrive following an 
exponential distribution. In this case packet inter-arrival can be described by a Poisson process 
and the complete VoIP flow can be analysed in the same way as an M/M/1 queue system (2-state 
Markov Modulated Poisson Process or MMPP). Both ways of modelling are illustrated in Figure
5-3 below.
Deterministic 
packet distribution
-X.......... ------
silence i talk
Packet
Transmission
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exponential 
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silence i talk
MMDP MMPP
Figure 5-3: Single source illustration with deterministic and exponential packet inter-arrivals
In [91], the ITU model is compared against real VoIP traces and it is found that 85% of real calls 
present “longer silences” and “longer bursts” with respect to the ITU-T model, particularly when 
they originate from mobile or public phones. In addition to this work, the values given in [92] are 
also quoted often in literature and indeed represent longer on and off periods. For this reason 
these values are used for simulations in this section. However, as also shown in Table 5-1, for the 
scale of concurrent calls of a single RCST in the satellite network (normally up to 20) the ITU 
model and the model presented in [92] give very similar results. To verify this, the aggregate of
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flows has been generated using the on and off values from both models. Their mean rate is 
measured at the end of simulations and compared against the theoretical model given in [92].
Number of 
Flows
Mean Rate measured in 
simulations (kbps)
Mean rate estimated 
(kbps) - Reference 
algorithm f92]
Reference 
Model [92]
ITU-T
model
1 3,17 3,17 3,11
3 9,29 9,40 9,33
5 15,54 15,64 15,54
7 21,79 21,73 21,76
9 27,74 27,99 28,00
11 33,75 34,23 34,20
13 39,78 40,16 40,42
15 45,86 46,00 46,63
17 52,09 52,17 52,85
19 58,20 58,16 59,07
21 62,49 62,46 65,3
Table 5-1: Comparison of estimated and measured VoIP mean data rate
Several examples of research exist also in the area of superposition of multiple voice sources such 
as [93] - [95]. In [93] the statistical properties of the superposition of voice and data are 
determined with a good accuracy based on correlated MMPP theory. Results from this work 
demonstrate that the Poisson model is not adequate for the description of the superposition of 
several voice sources. However, due to the queuing system assumed in the RCST based on 
DiffServ, the only concurrent EF application which can be queued together with VoIP is another 
delay sensitive application (e.g. Videoconferencing). Thus, models combining VoIP with random 
data do not apply to our Reference Architecture.
In [94], a study of real VoIP traces reveals different findings with respect to the ITU-T model for 
call holding times as well as On and Off periods, showing that they exempt a heavy tailed 
behaviour rather than exponential. This is due to new codec techniques as well as variable rate 
codecs. For this reason a generalised Pareto distribution is used instead of the exponential and a 
fractional Gaussian noise model is introduced to describe the aggregated traffic from several 
sources. However, results from this work are not used in this PhD as the ITU-T model remains the 
most reliable source for a generalised voice model.
[95] is a continuation of the work performed in [94], in which the concept of self-similarity is also 
used for the superposition of VoIP flows distinguishing between homogeneous and heterogeneous 
applications or light and heavy loaded networks. It is also shown that in practice the superposition
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of 40 VoIP flows for certain codecs tends very quickly to an exponential distribution of packet 
inter-arrivals. It can thus be replaced by the model of a single exponential generator and studied 
on the basis of the Poisson model. For less that 40 concurrent flows applying this methodology 
leads to a mean rate estimation which varies greatly from the measured one. For this reason it 
cannot be applied in the architecture of a few VoIP flows assumed in this work.
Concluding from this literature review, the work presented in [92] is used as a basis for the RBDC 
prediction algorithm due to its accuracy but also suitability to the reference architecture 
assumptions.
5.3 Predictive Capacity Request Algorithm for VoIP
5.3.1 Algorithm Description
The purpose of the proposed capacity request mechanism is to estimate a mean rate over RBDC 
which will be requested on a constant basis as long as VoIP session(s) are active. The value to be 
requested is calculated using VoIP modelling, and more specifically the superposition of different 
voice streams, in conjunction with cross-layer design. Cross-layer design is used for the transfer 
of information between the Application and MAC layers. The information transferred in this case 
is the number of concurrent flows and their data rate. The first advantage of the mechanism is that 
the delay due to VAD together with the delay due to capacity request are considerably reduced. At 
the same time, as RBDC is the only capacity category used, bandwidth efficiency is improved 
with respect to using CRA. Therefore the second advantage of the mechanism is that it also allows 
finding an optimum solution between packet delay and bandwidth consumption.
The novelty of this work with respect to existing research lies in the use of cross-layer design in 
combination with mathematical modelling for the device of a predictive RBDC technique solving 
the performance issue of VAD over RBDC. At the same time the algorithm finds an optimum 
solution on the trade-off between packet delay and bandwidth efficiency.
As discussed in section 5.2 a single voice flow can be characterized by the M/D/1 or M/M/1 
queuing model while its packet arrival process can be modelled as a renewal process. It is 
reminded that renewal theory is a generalisation of the Poisson process for random holding times. 
The number of packets in a talkspurt {N) is assumed geometrically distributed on the positive 
integers with mean E(N) described by the following probability function^:
Pr(A/ = j )  = k p ^ - \ j  = 1,2,3....  (Eq. 5-1)
' More details about the derivation o f equations in this section can be found in [93]
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Where k is the last arrival, p is the probability of a packet arrival (/? =  ^) while the mean
duration of a talkspurt is a=E(N)*T. The mean duration of the silences, which are assumed to be 
exponentially distributed is p.
The superposition of several voice sources can be treated as a EGIi/G/1 model where i=l, 2,3...n 
is the number of concurrent voice flows. In order to understand the packet arrival process of such 
a complex model the Index of Dispersion for Intervals (IDI) is used, which measures the 
cumulative co-variance normalised by the square of the mean among k consecutive inter-arrivals 
and is given by:
where is the sum of k consecutive inter-arrival times. The concept of co-variance is very
important because. Also as shown in Figure 5-1 the high variability of data rate for even several 
voice sources is due to the effect of many small individual co-variances of packet inter-arrival 
times.
Using the formula given in [92] and other sources, the IDI for the superposition of several 
sources is:
V
1 — p
TP + \ - p
2 2»
1 — jP w +1
(Eq. 5-3)
For the tests performed in this section the codec packetisation period T is set to 54.2ms and the 
mean duration of a talkspurt is = 352 ms, meaning that E(N)=6.5 and the probability of a 
packet arrival is p^(5.5/6.5). The mean duration of the silence periods is = 650 m  . Regarding 
the codec assumptions a baseline data rate of 8.85kbps is assumed and a frame size Sp of 60bytes.
Based on Eq.4-3 the IDI can be calculated for several flows and several types of codecs. Figure 
5-4 below presents the results of this calculation for two of the AMR coding modes (the 
narrowband 8.8kbps and 23.05kbps) as well as a codec at 32kbps which is frequently used by 
applications such as Skype or MSN. According to results, for more than 13 flows all codecs 
converge to an IDI value between 0.9-0.95. As it can be seen in Eq.5-3 for a large value of n, the 
last term becomes negligible and therefore the value of T does not affect packet dispersion. 
Indeed for 200 flows, all three coding rates converge to a value of 0.99. Below 7 or 8 concurrent 
flows, the IDI is increasing rapidly as a function of T or if the packet size is fixed, the VoIP data 
rate.
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Figure 5-4: Index of Dispersion for Intervals versus rate and number of flows
Under the assumption that successive packets N in a talk spurt are geometrically distributed, 
according to the superposition process the mean of a packet inter-arrival timeXw is:
E { X ^  J3T + 1 — /? 
n  n p
(Eq. 5-4)
The mean rate to be requested continuously from the BoD controller is given by Eq. 1-5 below. 
This rate is requested from the point of detecting the first VoIP flow, until a new flow is detected 
as active or terminated, i.e. until n changes and 5-5 is updated.
(Eq. 5-5)
Cross-layer design is used for the update of n and T, sent from the Application layer (codecs) to 
the Capacity Request mechanism at the MAC layer of the satellite terminal. For this purpose, a 
cross-layer information channel can be established between the codec and the RCST. 
Alternatively information can also be retrieved by snooping RTF/RTCP or SIP packets conveying 
application information in their headers.
5.3.2 Simulation set-up and results
A simulation campaign has been run using the ns/ssp simulator for the performance assessment of 
the mechanism. The parameters affecting QoS and varied during simulations are: the VoIP traffic 
load, the codec rates and the capacity requesting scheme. The three capacity requesting policies 
compared are: a) the proposed Predictive RBDC mechanism, b) a CRA assignment policy that is
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equal to the peak coding rate and c) a combination of 6 kbps of CRA in total with the standard 
RBDC mechanism implemented in ns/SSP. For the CRA assignment, if there are four 8.85kbps 
flows as an example, peaking at 35.4kbps, 36kbps of continuous guaranteed data or information 
rate is provided due to the necessary rounding up to the closest even number of kbps. This is as 
specified by the DVB-RCS standard. In all simulations, the effect of congestion is neglected, i.e. 
the RCST is always granted the requested rate. This is a deliberate decision in order to focus only 
on the impact of VAD on QoS. For all the simulation results presented in this section, the 
simulation duration is ISminutes, while the nominal RTT is about 600ms.
The first test assesses the performance of the mechanism in terms of the mean packet delay. As it 
can be seen in Figure 5-5, with respect to the CRA policy, the effect of providing a continuous 
mean rate, instead of the peak, increases the average delay by around 75ms for more than 7 
concurrent flows. This is a considerable improvement, as plain CRA is the policy guarantying the 
minimum possible delay. However, with respect to a basic RBDC policy, the reduction of delay 
varies between 170ms to almost 1.2 sec. The mean delay for the predictive RBDC reduces with 
the number of flows due to the reduction of packet dispersion (IDI value). The delay for classical 
RBDC on the other hand increases with the number of flows. This is because the delay due to the 
RBDC capacity request increases as a function of the bandwidth needed. There is only one 
exception to the improvement of delay, and that is when there is a single flow. As expected, when 
there is no superposition of flows, the mean rate calculated by Eq. 1-5 is lower than the real one. 
In order to address this issue in real systems, the algorithm can be used only if the cross-layer 
information indicates that there is more than one concurrent VoEP sessions. In general simulation 
results confirm the analysis presented in Figure 5-4 where the mean delay varies according to the 
IDI. Thus the mean delay for the predictive RBDC stabilises at around 380ms when there are 9 or 
more concurrent flows. This value is very close to the minimum delay which can be achieved in 
practice over satellite networks for the return link. In addition, results from this test verify the 
initial hypothesis formed after trail results, that VAD causes a high delay over DVB-RCS.
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Mean delay versus number of parallel VoIP flows
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Figure 5-5: Packet delay assessment for the predictive RBDC for VoIP
The effect of delay needs to be evaluated in conjunction with the assessment of the bandwidth 
efficiency achieved using the Predictive RBDC algorithm. As seen in Figure 5-6 apart from the 
cases when there are 3 or fewer concurrent flows, bandwidth efficiency is of the same order as 
RBDC (between 90% and 100%). When there are a few concurrent calls, efficiency is around 
80%. For the case of one flow, although CRA+RBDC showed an improved delay performance, 
the bandwidth efficiency is lower by 10%. Compared to CRA, predictive RBDC improves the 
capacity utilisation by about 63%, particularly when there are 5 or more concurrent flows. 
Therefore the mechanism allows DVB-RCS networks to take advantage of the 60% improvement 
in bandwidth utilization inherently offered by VAD. This is because in an interactive 
conversation, one of the two speakers is active only about 40% of the time. Occasional lower 
values in bandwidth efficiency as in the case when n=15 flows is justified by the necessary 
rounding up of the requested rate to the nearest even number of kbps. Therefore in this case a 
maximum of about 1.9kbps of extra capacity is requested with respect to the mean.
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Figure 5-6: Bandwidth efficiency assessment for the predictive RBDC for VoIP
Figure 5-7 sheds more light to the trade-off between delay and bandwidth consumption by 
comparing the delay observed if a higher or lower rate is requested than the one estimated by Eq. 
1-5. The rate is therefore increased and decreased with respect to the reference mean rate in steps 
of 2kbps for a sum of 3, 9 and 15 concurrent calls. We observe that the delay versus requested rate 
function is not convex in the plotted field, which is normal as delay minimizes when the peak rate 
is offered. Flowever, also by the shape of the curve it can be deduced that the rate obtained by Eq. 
1-5 (rounded up or down to the closest even number of kbps), is a better solution to the trade-off
between bandwidth efficiency and delay. This is verified as (R is the value of requested
dR
rate) for a delay < 400ms is maximised for -2<R<0, for the cases of 15 and 9 flows and 0<R<+2 
for 3 flows. Therefore the mechanism provides the flexibility to the service provider to provide 
choose a bandwidth saving or QoS policy of providing more or less bandwidth per VoIP and per 
customer type.
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Figure 5-7: Trade-off between packet delay and bandwidth efficiency
Finally, jitter is also compared between the classical and predictive RBDC capacity requesting 
mechanisms. As it is seen in Figure 5-8 apart from the case when there is a single flow, mean 
jitter is improved by about 20ms. This is because part of the capacity provided is in a periodic 
“CRA like” manner. This is because the same mean RBDC rate is given every superffame, except 
when the number of flows is modified. In the case when there is only one flow, the 6kbps of CRA 
provided together with RBDC (in contrast to the 4kbps mean value for the predictive RBDC 
mechanism) lead to a jitter improvement. It should also be noted that the values of jitter observed 
when using VAD are higher than when assuming a CBR voice codec, which is normal due to the 
transitions between speech and silence.
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Mean jitter versus number of parallel VoIP flows
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Figure 5-8: Jitter assessment for the predictive RBDC for VoIP
For the results presented so far it has been assumed that all the VoIP sources use the same codec 
parameters and are thus homogeneous. In the case of AMR codecs or heterogeneous flows using a 
total of m different speech coding rates j  ( j e  {l,2,3...w}), Eq. 5-5 is transformed to Eq.5-6, being 
equally accurate over longer periods as packets in a talk spurt are assumed to be geometrically 
distributed;
(E q . 5 -6 )
Moreover, so far it has been assumed, that the codec used in the satellite network is a narrowband 
8.85kbps codec. However, as shown in Figure 5-4 the more the codec data rate increases the more 
packet inter-arrivals are dispersed, in the case of a few parallel flows. It is therefore important to 
verify that this potential increase in coding rate does not degrade significantly the performance of 
the Predictive RBDC mechanism.
The two cases described above, are examined via simulations, accessing the impact of AMR 
codecs or wideband codecs on the mean packet delay. Results are presented in Figure 5-9. For the 
AMR codec, two sets of tests have been run for 3 or 6 concurrent flows using a combination of up 
to three adjacent coding modes m(i,i+l,i+2). This assumption is logical, as regardless of the rate 
control algorithms, codecs sharing the same connection are under the same congestion conditions 
and therefore should adapt to the same or adjacent coding modes. It should also be noted that each 
measurement point in the plot is based on a single simulation. As seen in the figure, the mean 
delay is higher than in the case of homogeneous codecs when higher coding modes are used. This 
difference in delay is due to the fact that the IDI increases as a function of the data rate for a few
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concurrent flows. Particularly the case of less than 7 concurrent flows at modes around 23kbps is 
the worst case in terms of packet dispersion and therefore mechanism performance. It is seen that 
in this case mean packet delay is about 510ms.
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Figure 5-9: Mean packet delay using the Predictive RBDC algorithm for different codecs -  worst case
The graph presented in Figure 5-10 shows the bandwidth efficiency obtained when enough 
bandwidth is offered in order to achieve a mean delay lower than 400ms. This policy is applied 
only in the worst case delay cases of 3 flows and less. The test is repeated for various codecs 
between 6.6kbps to 64kbps and for 1, 2 or 3 parallel flows. Results show that the lowest values of 
efficiency are obtained for 6.6 and 8.85khps codecs. However, results indicate at least 10% more 
efficiency than CRA. The highest efficiency is obtained for codecs around 18kbps and can reach 
even 80% for only three concurrent flows. Indeed, Eq. 5-4 giving a measure of packet inter-arrival 
dispersion, presents a local minimum for m=18.12kbps and n= 1,2,3. It is however important to 
note that using the predictive RBDC mechanism, even for wideband codecs around 23kbps, a 
delay lower than 400ms can be achieved for one, two or three concurrent flows, with a 
considerably higher bandwidth efficiency that CRA, namely 53%, 65% and 78% respectively.
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Figure 5-10: Bandwidth Efficiency of the Predictive RBDC algorithm - worst case
The last test has demonstrated the bandwidth efficiency versus delay trade-off. In real systems, 
this choice is made by service providers and the mechanism provides a useful “tool” in order to 
control it.
5.4 Solution integration in the Connection Control Protocol
The cross-layer solutions presented so far aim at optimising the MOS by making better use of the 
RCST capacity within the limits of its SLA. This is done by adjusting to congestion by modifying 
parameters at the application or MAC layers. The solution presented in the current section 
addresses the issue of MOS optimisation not by adjusting the speech coding rate but by 
demanding extra capacity beyond the limit of RCST guaranteed capacity (SR+BR).
According to the current version of the DVB-RCS standard the modification of the SR or BR 
quantities during an RCST session (time period during which the RCST is logged-on), is not 
possible. The Connection Control Protocol published by ETSI in January 2009 ([96], [97]) aims at 
enhancing the control plane of DVB-RCS systems, adding several features. These include a 
dynamic control of connection parameters and the set of communicating parties for mesh and star 
topologies. In addition, it offers a capability for a QoS driven dynamic allocation of bandwidth 
resources. Therefore, C2P allows managing resources at a connection/control plane, as opposed to 
user/traffic plane.
The aim of the application described in this section is to put in place an adaptive SLA mechanism, 
improving the performance of VoIP while also making use of the cross-layer mechanisms
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proposed in this Chapter as well as Chapter 4. This is achieved by temporarily providing a CRA 
higher than the SR threshold in order to support one or multiple concurrent VoIP flows using 
VAD. Therefore instead of requesting RBDC at various intervals (which can be limited to BR) a 
steady number of timeslots is provided in a periodic manner, thus nimiinising delay and jitter. It is 
reminded that only CRA is offered as a contiguous set of slots, independently of the carrier coding 
or symbol rate. In case the resource requested cannot be provided, the MAC/Application cross­
layer AMR is used. The C2P standard is used as a basis for network message exchange thus 
ensuring that the mechanism is as close as possible to standardised solutions.
5.4.1 C2P and cross-layer design
The purpose of this section is to introduce the basic principles of C2P as well as identify which of 
its elements can be used for the implementation of a cross-layer adaptive coding/SLA mechanism 
for VoIP.
C2P addresses several DVB-RCS system scenarios amongst which a “Star transparent multi 
beam”, which is the reference architecture scenario of this PhD. In order to implement the C2P 
features, there is a set of messages defined for the set-up, modification and release of connections. 
The standard is based on some clear definitions for the terms IP flow. Stream and Connection 
which are as follows:
An IP flow is a sequence of IP packets from an IP source to an IP destination based on a 
set of IP packet attributes (IP source address, IP destination address, Laver 3 protocol 
type. Source port. Destination port. Class of Service, Router or switch interface);
A stream is interpreted as the logical flow of layer 2 data packets from one network 
reference point (e.g. RCST, NCC/GW) into the satellite / DVB-RCS network;
A connection is understood as a Laver 2 logical association between two or more entities 
or reference points required for traffic transmission with a certain C2P Class of Service 
(C2P CoS). A connection is defined by the combination of the following parameters:
1. A pair of RCST MAC addresses (source and destination);
2. A C2P QoS class;
3. VPI/VCI pair (ATM profile) or a PID (MPEG profile), to be used for 
encapsulation / re-assembly at the connection reference points.
C2P defines different types of connections according to the type of architecture on which it is 
applied to. For the implementation in this PhD study, both signalling and traffic connections need 
to be considered. In terms of the network entities requesting the set-up or modification of the 
connection, one can distinguish between two types of connections:
• NCC-initiated;
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RCST-initiated.
Furthermore C2P connections supported in this architecture scenario are assumed to be unicast 
and bidirectional in a star configuration; that is duplex point-to-point connections between an 
RCST and the GW. The relationship between flows, streams and connections is illustrated in 
Figure 5-11 below, for the type of system addressed.
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Figure 5-11: ChannePConnection/FIow Model for Star Transparent Scenario ((96|)
In summary the difference between an IP flow and a connection is that the first one is identified at 
IP layer and is more probably associated with a particular application, while the latter is identified 
at layer 2 and is associated with a QoS scheme. For example an IP flow can carry the data of a 
TCP session and another one of a VoIP call. Then these flows would be translated into two 
different connections at MAC layer as they would most probably have two different C2P QoS 
classes. The two connections however can be part of the same stream as long as they run behind 
the same RCST. From a different perspective, the bandwidth of a particular carrier for the return 
link is organised in superffames, the resources of which can be logically split in traffic streams for 
every RCST but also per MAC CoS. Capacity per MAC CoS is then split into connections per 
RCST, used in order to send data from applications of the same priority.
The list below presents the message types supported by the C2P protocol. These vary according to 
the function to be implemented. Highlighted are the ones to be used for the implementation of the 
proposed mechanism in this section;
• Connection establishment request (point-to-point or point-to-multipoint)
•  Connection establishment response (point-to-point or point-to-multipoint)
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• Connection release request
• Connection release response
• Connection modify request (/profile, /join, /release, /flow)
• Connection modify response (/profile, /join, /release, /flow)
• Channel modify request
• Channel modify response
• Connection Status Enquiry
• Connection Status Response
The Connection Control Protocol messages can be carried over the existing DVB-RCS signalling 
messages:
- from RCST to NCC: In-band Signalling messages, used for transmitting control and
management information to the NCC (TRF or SYNC slots);
- from NCC to RCST: TIM (Terminal Information Message) unicast messages
embedded in private message sections carried by the FLS 
(Forward Link Signalling).
In order to manage connections controlled by C2P, a C2P profile parameters table should be 
configured by management in each RCST including all the necessary information for the creation 
of C2P messages. These parameters are also handled by the connection control module and 
interpreted by the resource control mechanism for resource allocation. The information required 
per C2P profile entry is listed below:
C2P profile index
• Pkt Index or list of Pkt Index
• C2P CoS (MAC CoS): determines the traffic class of service for the connection. In a
simple implementation it can be mapped to CRA, RBDC or VBDC in order of MAC layer priority
• C2P priority (IP scheduling priority), it can be matched to the Diffserv CoS
• C2P SDR / PDR return (transmission capacity): sustainable or guaranteed data rate and
peak data rate or not guaranteed data rate for the connection transmission
• C2P SDR / PDR forward (reception capacity): sustainable or guaranteed data rate and 
peak data rate or not guaranteed data rate for the connection reception
• C2P activity timeout: connection activity timeout used to trigger connection release if 
there is no traffic
• C2P connection direction: unidirectional / bidirectional
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• C2P traffic info: optional field containing relevant traffic info needed for example for the 
implementation of IntServ
The events triggering C2P for connection establishment, modification or release vary and their list 
is not exhaustive. Relative to the proposed cross-layer mechanism, entailing a connection 
modification, the following cases are specified in the standard:
1. Traffic measurement at RCST or Hub: On the RCST side the trigger can be based on the 
capacity occupancy of a buffer (queue size) or on the number of IP flows per connection.
2. Specific signalling messages on the interface with other network mechanisms, e.g. 
Performance Enhancement Proxy (leading to a connection modify request).
3. Interception of a signalling message associated with an application session (e.g. RSVP, 
SIP) leading to a connection establishment/modify/release request. This type of trigger 
assumes a control plane interface between the application or session layer and the 
transport layer.
Based on Annex C of the standard a connection bandwidth modification can be requested in the 
following four cases:
- every time a new C2P profile is detected, that is every time there is a new C2P 
connection request;
- by capacity requests based on the IP and MAC buffers status ;
- by a C2P channel modify request based on the IP and MAC buffers status;
- by a C2P connection modify profile based on the IP and MAC buffers status or new IP 
flows detection.
It is therefore seen, how implicitly or explicitly the C2P standard implementation includes cross­
layer design. Explicitly, the need for an interface between the application and session layers is 
expressed for the interception of signalling messages, triggering C2P connections. Implicitly, a 
C2P channel/connection modify request, generated at the MAC layer is based on information on 
buffer status, obtained by other layers.
5.4.2 Cross-layer Adaptive SLA mechanism for VoIP
This section proposes an adaptation and combination of the “MAC/Application AMR” and the 
“Cross-layer VAD” mechanisms presented in sections xx and xx respectively. The resulting 
mechanism over C2P is used for the maximisation of MOS and improvement of bandwidth 
efficiency for VoIP in a standardised implementation framework.
In a summary, using the adaptive SLA mechanism for VoIP, the RCST will be able to extend the 
value of its SR based on the status of its currently established connections. This is achieved by
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requesting an SDR value via C2P, up to a certain limit. The use of SR or CRA is needed for VoIP 
because of the low jitter requirement as well as the fact that SR is the only rate guaranteed in a 
system overbooking RBDC. Therefore, C2P allows replacing the continuous RBDC requests 
(assumed for the “Cross-layer predictive RBDC” mechanism described in sections.3), with a one- 
off dynamic request of a CRA type of capacity.
The mechanism is described in distinct steps, detailed below in pseudo code, for the return link. It 
is assumed that the RCST is initiating a call towards the PSTN and VAD is used:
Step 0, log on
At the RCST and GW:
The RCST logs on following the nominal procedure. This is done by sending a log-on request via 
a CSC (Common Signalling Channel) slot to the NCC/GW, which either accepts or rejects the 
RCST via the CAC and notifies it by sending a TIM message.
Step ly establish new connection or send a connection modify request
At the RCST every n superframes:
If a new VoIP flow is detected by a SIP INVITE, extract all necessary information from SDP 
header based on which: if VAD is used, the mean data rate of all concurrent VoIP flows is
calculated based on Eq. 1-24 for VAD over AMRs; a check is performed if there is already 
enough SR to support this rate and other concurrent applications of the same C2P CoS; if not, a 
“connection modify request” is sent, asking for the additional capacity needed up to . RBDC
requests are also carried out in parallel and independently in order to support the rate needed on 
top of the CRA. If there is no existent connection set up for this C2P CoS, then instead of a 
“connection modify request” a “connection establishment request” is sent.
for (1 in connections) //For the 1th C2P eonnection, assumed already established 
for ( / in superframes, /= i*+/i ) //Check every n superframes 
if (new IF flow j, j=l,2,3....k) //If a new VoIP flow is detected 
calculate_r^ //Calculate the mean VoIP data rate (Eq. 1-26)
if ( otherEF input rate + r^  >= SR+ SDR^ n) ) //If the current SR is not enough
send_C2P_CnxModReq(SDRi  ^= SDR^ ;.]) + 0((otherEF_input_rate + ), (SR+ SDR^ h))) //ask
for the “delta” capacity needed in the form of SDR via a connection modify request
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It should be noted here that there is a need for monitoring the queue status in terms of the input 
data rate due to other applications (otherEF input rate parameter) periodically, as the rate of most 
applications is not constant and can vary throughout the session. An additional reason for 
monitoring the queue and reducing the speech coding rate is an unsuccessful Connection Modify 
Request, as it is also explained in Step 2..
If VAD is not used, then the mechanism does not change fundamentally. During Step 1 instead of 
the mean data rate being calculated using the “Cross-layer VAD algorithm”. It is done
k
according to the following formula: y* = . That is the sum of the peak speech coding rate
v=o
of each concurrent session is used, multiplied by a “serving factor” a, 0<a<L The value of a is 
set depending on the desired level of QoS with respect to bandwidth consumption.
Step 2, process the connection modify request
At the GW at the reception of a connection modify request:
The GW responds to the RCST request using a TIM message. If the request is within the terminal 
SLA limits then a Connection Modify Request ACK sent.
new_CAC_process(SDR/) //Submit the request to the CAC 
if (connection accepted) 
send_C2P_CnxModResp(ACK) //Send an Acknowledgement message to the RCST 
else
send C2P CnxModResp(SDRi) //Send the rate which is available
It should be noted here that the RCST should normally never request a rate higher than its SLA, as 
these parameters are stored in the Terminal Active Connections Table.
Step 5, process the connection modify response
At the RCST when the response is received (or not):
The RCST updates the C2P connection profile according to the new capacity received. If there is 
no response and the T-RCST_CnxModifyResp timer expires, then the AMR cross-layer mechanism 
becomes effective, as described in section4.6. The coding mode is then reduced by the necessary 
amount. In parallel to the AMR mechanism C2P puts in motion a procedure of re-demanding the 
same rate. Therefore, as soon as a response is received, the speech coding rate can be re-increased.
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If (ACK) //If the ACK is received 
update_C2P_profiIe(SDRi‘) //Update the profile on the available guaranteed resources
mcrease_AMR_coding_mode(SDRi’) //The coding rate is increased if possible to the new SDR/
else
if (T-RCST_CnxModifyResp expires) //If no response is received until the timer expires 
reduce_AMR_coding_mode(SDR(i.i)’) //The coding rate is decreased according to SDRj’
Step 4y request to release the connection
At the RCST, when a connection becomes inactive:
The C2P activity Time out (T-TxTrfActivity), which is a multiple of superfi-ame periods acts as a 
trigger for the release of additional resources, when these are not needed. A suitable message is 
sent therefore to the NCC/GW. Alternatively, the interception of a SIP BYE message can be used 
for this purpose.
if (T-TxTrfActivity expires) /M  an IP flow stops or becomes inactive and the activity timer expires 
if (otherEF input rate < SR+ SDRi ) // If additional resources are no more needed 
send C2P CnxRelReq //Ask the NCC to release the connection
At this point, it should be noted that the RCST does not need to reduce the amount of SDR. 
According to the C2P specification, the NCC/GW sets a maximum duration after which it releases 
the connection automatically or it sends a “CnxStatReq” (Connection Status Request) message in 
order to inquire the RCST on its need for the additional rate.
Step 5, accept the connection release
At the GW, at the reception of the connection release request:
The GW responds to the terminal via a TIM, releases the additional resources and updates 
accordingly the Terminal Active Connections Table.
send_C2P_CnxReIResp(ACK) //Acknowledge the release of the connection 
update resources table //Set SDR for this connection to zero
Step 6f treat the connection release ACK
At the RCST, at the reception of the connection release response:
The RCST updates accordingly its C2P profile and Active Connections Table.
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update resources table(SDRi' =0) //Set SDRi' to zero
The mechanism is also illustrated in Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13, for two scenarios also 
identifying the steps presented above. The first scenario assumes that the connection modification 
is performed correctly and the RCST obtains the required rate each time, while the second one 
that the connection modification is unsuccessful. This may be due to lack of resources, a lost 
request or a lost response. In both cases, the application of the mechanisms proposed in this PhD 
“on top” of C2P is illustrated in coloured boxes.
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The difference between the two cases presented in Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13 is that in the case 
of failure or congestion, the cross-layer mechanism reduces immediately the speech coding rate to 
the level of available resources, in order to minimise delay and packet loss. As soon as resources 
are acquired, the maximum rate in restored.
Figure 5-14 presents the results of a simulation similar to the one presented in Figure 5-7 for the 
“Cross-layer predictive RBDC”, examining the trade-off between MOS and bandwidth 
consumption. This is done by calculating the R factor, while providing to the RCST a lower or 
higher data rate than the one calculated by the algorithm. For the blue or 23.05kbps curve, the 
Adaptive SLA process is carried out successfully during the call and therefore the RCST obtains
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the requested rate. It can thus maintain a speech coding rate of 23.05kbps in VAD mode 
throughout the call duration. As it can be seen in the graph, the end-to-end delay reduces as more 
bandwidth is provided and this results in an increase for the MOS. Overall, an R factor of 70-83 
is achieved when obtaining the requested mean rate calculated via Eq. 5-24 or more. This 
performance is characterised as “Fair -  Good” in the MOS scale for a bandwidth efficiency in the 
range of 80-95%. When the SLA mechanism is not successful, as in the case of lack of capacity, 
the AMR rate drops and in this case the mean rate over the lOmin simulated session is 12.53kbps. 
As a result, the MOS drops, however not considerably, as the delay stays at acceptable levels. It 
should be also noted that there are up to 3 parallel VoIP flows simulated which presents one of the 
“worst case” scenarios for packet inter-dispersion. Finally the need for reducing the speech coding 
rate rather than suffering from delay due to lack of capacity is also demonstrated by the test. 
Therefore if more than 2kbps of the required continuous mean rate is not provided, the MOS 
becomes higher for a lower speech coding rate.
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Figure 5-14: VoIP MOS when using the Adaptive SLA mechanism
In summary, the adaptive SLA mechanism operates in a similar fashion as TCP for real-time 
applications; always “pushing” the network to grant more capacity but backing down the 
transmitted rate if this capacity does not exist. This rate association is, however, only possible due 
to the cross-layer design “linking”, the user plane to the control plane (SIP/C2P) across and 
including the MAC and Application layers in between them.
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5.5 Conclusions
Trials presented in section4.3 have demonstrated a higher delay for VoIP in the satellite return 
path exceeding the upperbounds defined by ETSI. It is proven in this section that there are more 
factors contributing in this delay in addition to the obvious lack of available capacity for the 
return link. One of them is the incompatibility of certain MAC layer algorithms for RBDC request 
with VAD. In this case, CRA can be used instead of RBDC in order to improve delay, but at the 
cost of excessive bandwidth consumption. A suitable cross-layer mechanism has been proposed in 
this chapter solving this problem with an optimal solution between delay and bandwidth 
efficiency. The application of the “Predictive Capacity Request Algorithm for VoIP” leads to a 
considerable reduction of the mean delay and jitter, which depends on the number of concurrent 
conversations. Simulation results have also shown that even for a “worst-case scenario” of three 
23kbps VoIP flows, 24kbps of continuous rate is needed (plus additional capacity for peaks) in 
order for them to be transported with a delay less than 400ms and a bandwidth efficiency of 78%. 
Therefore the mechanism offers a high MOS, close to or as high as terrestrial networks, but not at 
the expense of bandwidth efficiency. More importantly the mechanism allows satellite networks 
adopting BoD mechanisms based on queue sampling to efficiently apply VAD. Therefore they 
can take advantage of the bandwidth saving, while not being penalised by increased packet delay.
Improving the SLA policy as a response to congestion between users is also of primary 
importance, particularly as the trend for well defined SLAs is staring to develop among satellite 
service providers. However, the current version of DVB-RCS is quite inflexible with respect to 
SLA management. That is it does not allow for example the modification of the SR or BR during 
an internet session. C2P currently standardised by ETSI is a session management protocol which 
can add more flexibility in SLA handling. Using C2P, the “Predictive Capacity Request 
Algorithm for VoIP” and the “MAC/Application layer AMR” proposed in sections 5.3 and 4.6.5 
respectively are combined for a practical implementation using a standardised solution. Using 
C2P, the “Predictive Capacity Request Algorithm for VoIP” mechanism can be simplified and 
improved, by replacing the additional RBDC request, with a connection modify request, for 
additional SR or BR. Finally, the MAC/Application AMR ensures that the MOS is kept at a 
maximum by setting the optimum AMR coding mode rate, when congestion is detected.
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Chapter 6
6 Cross-layer Design for TCP over Satellite
Overview
The majority of popular internet applications, such as Web browsing or even Audio/Video on 
Demand, is carried over the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). In addition, the volume of 
transferred data grows continuously and several high data rate streaming applications are also 
running over TCP while buffering content before transmission. In addition, fast web browsing is 
becoming essential for an internet service while the size of web page objects is also continuously 
growing. In this environment it is important for satellite systems to improve the provision of TCP 
services, if they are to play an important role in broadband service provision.
This Chapter proposes two cross-layer mechanisms addressing two key issues for TCP over 
satellite, both related to the interaction between the satellite MAC layer and TCP:
• A cross-layer predictive capacity algorithm. The mechanism requests bandwidth using 
TCP modelling, the accuracy of which is enhanced by information obtained directly from 
the Transport layer;
• A cross-layer congestion control algorithm. This mechanism controls TCP throughput 
using direct feedback on available resources from the underlying queuing system in the IP 
or MAC layers.
An additional contribution presented in this chapter is a simulation campaign comparing several 
TCP versions over a satellite architecture employing the latest standards (DVB-S2/DVB-RCS 
enhanced with FMT). In addition, it takes into account the latest satellite design technologies, 
delivering higher capacity to the users.
6.1 TCP over Satellite
Historically, TCP over satellite has suffered from performance degradation due to the long 
propagation delay, the high bit error rates, as well as the stringent capacity allocation. The impact
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of these characteristics on standard TCP performance has been well documented in references 
such as [98] or [99].The most important impairments of this type are:
• Bandwidth asymmetry and large round-trip propagation delays (around 540ms for GEOs), 
leading into Acknowledgements (ACK) being delayed. Thus window scaling during slow 
start but also congestion avoidance become inefficient. In addition, the retransmission 
process in case of packet loss is quite slow;
• For client-server communications TCP is unfair to coimections with high propagation 
delay;
• High bit error rates due to the wireless channel are being misinterpreted as congestion. 
This leads into reduced TCP throughput due to exiting the congestion avoidance phase 
and restarting the slow start mechanism;
• TCP’s receiving windows are nominally set as a function of the RTT (Round Trip Time), 
which is high in satellite networks, independently of the throughput.
Extensive research has been carried out during the last decade on solving these issues for satellites 
but also the wireless environments in general. Improvement methodologies can be categorised to 
either an adaptation of end-to-end TCP [100]-[105] or the implementation of Performance 
Enhancing Proxies (PEP) [106]).
For an end-to-end optimisation example ([100]), TCP-Peach+, employs a “jump start” and “quick 
recovery” algorithms controlling TCP throughput and congestion control. These mechanisms are 
fed by information coming from a stream of low priority segments, called NIL segments. These 
are used to probe the availability of network resources as well as error recovery. In addition, 
TCPW BR (TCP Westwood Bulk Repeat) implements three sender-side-only modifications, 
namely Bulk Repeat, Fixed Retransmission Timeout and Intelligent Window Adjustment. These 
are destined to help a sender recover from multiple losses in the same congestion window but also 
keep window size reasonably large when there is no congestion. In addition, a Loss 
Differentiation Algorithm (LDA), is used to indicate whether losses are due to congestion or 
errors. Therefore TCPW BR addresses two important differences between terrestrial and classical 
satellite networks which are bursty errors and losses due to errors being interpreted as congestion. 
Some of the remaining end-to-end mechanisms are discussed in the following section, as part of 
their implementation in a PEP.
The concept of PEPs has been successful, as they effectively address the issues of high packet 
error rates and a long propagation path. This is performed by splitting the coimection between the 
terrestrial and satellite paths. They thus implement necessary modifications to TCP only over the 
satellite portion of the data path, leaving the terrestrial part of the connection intact. It is in fact.
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for this reason that several interesting end-to-end TCP solutions have not been adopted, as they 
would require a universal adaptation of TCP protocols. In addition, packets from the terrestrial 
network are acknowledged at reception at the PEP. This feature reduces the long RTT, “costing” 
considerably satellite connections in throughput due to favouring terrestrial connections.
6.2 TCP over DVB-RCS employing FMT
6.2.1 Introduction and novelty of the analysis
In parallel to research on TCP over satellite and PEPs, evolutions in other layers have led to the 
modification of two key assumptions behind the design and assessment of most “TCP over 
satellite issues” mitigations. These are the high BER at physical layer and the low user data rates. 
Regarding the high BER, for future broadband satellite systems the use of the evolved DVB- 
S2/RCS standards, employing FMT) such as Adaptive Coding and/or Modulation, can result in 
the reduction of the BER. On the other hand low user data rates are no longer a necessity as the 
evolution of current payloads and platforms in Ka band offers the possibility of supporting higher 
data rates at lower cost/bit.
The objective of the simulation campaign presented in this section is to re-examine the suitability 
of five different TCP versions for future satellite systems, via their comparison using simulations. 
The novelty in this analysis lies in the use of the ns/SSP multi-layer simulator as well as the 
definition of a reference architecture corresponding to future broadband satellite systems 
employing the latest standards. In terms of the TCP versions used, in addition to the popular TCP 
New Reno, SACK and Vegas, the analysis also includes more recent TCP versions such as 
Westwood and Hybla.
Several simulation studies already exist (such as [107] or [108]) which compare and evaluate the 
performance of TCP extensions over various satellite configurations. Results can not be easily 
generalised as they always vary according to the network set-up and TCP policies assessed. 
However, all studies demonstrate the performance degradation of “traditional” TCP (Reno, New 
Reno or Tahoe) due to the long RTT and traditionally high BER of the satellite channel.
6.2.2 Simulation set-up
The TCP versions used for the simulation campaign in this section are chosen according to their 
suitability for satellite systems and the availability of a software model for the ns simulator. Each 
of them is briefly described below:
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TCP New Reno ([109]) is quite popular and is based on the concept that the sender cwnd 
(congestion window), grows in steps according to the incoming rate of ACKs until a 
packet is considered lost. Despite its fairness and stability in terrestrial networks, its 
performance in satellite systems is mainly hindered by the considerable reduction of the 
congestion window in response to a lost packet, as this is interpreted as congestion. 
However as the satellite architecture adopted in this PhD tends to approach a terrestrial 
one. New Reno should perform considerably better than past studies. It should also be 
noted that the Window Scaling option is included in the version of New Reno used in 
simulations, which further improves its performance;
TCP SACK (Selective ACKnowledgement) ([110]) is an option recommended for satellite 
systems as an additional means of coping with the large RTT, high number of ACKs and 
bulky errors. For example, for a window with a large number of dropped packets New 
Reno retransmits one packet per RTT and thus the loss recovery phase may last long. 
While using SACK, the sender is informed about all the segments successfully received. 
Therefore needless retransmissions are avoided while the number of sent packets per RTT 
is increased. In the reference architecture adopted in this PhD the possibility of multiple 
errors in the same window is reduced due to FMT. Such errors can still occur due to 
buffer overflow but can be avoided to an extend by larger buffer sizes in the GW and 
RCST;
TCP Vegas ([111]) has been reported to perform well in satellite networks and is also 
recommended for space communications in the SCPS-TP (Space Communications 
Protocol Standards - Transport Protocol) standard ([102]). Unlike New Reno which 
“indirectly” pushes the underlying queues to overflow in order to observe an error, TCP 
Vegas uses the buffering delay as a measure of congestion. Based on a delay estimation 
algorithm it adjusts the cwnd up or down by one packet per RTT. It is therefore more 
“conservative” than New Reno in its growth of cwnd, a feature which suites the 
traditionally low available data rates of satellite systems;
TCP Westwood+ ([112]) is an improved version of TCP Westwood ([113],[114]) suitable 
for environments with high losses such as the ones induced by a wireless channel. It is 
based on New Reno but introduces a modification to its Fast Recovery algorithm 
according to which the slow start threshold is not set to a fixed low value but to the 
currently estimated end-to-end bandwidth. Westwood+ adopts an improved bandwidth 
estimation algorithm with respect to Westwood. From a theoretical point of view, TCP 
Westwood+ is considered as the best option for the reference architecture in this paper.
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due to the New Reno feature of maximising the bandwidth utilisation while it does not 
penalise a connection due to packets lost randomly in the physical medium;
• Hybla ([116]) is currently an experimental extension to TCP perforrning well in satellite 
networks, according to literature ([117], [118]). It adopts a modification of the Slow Start 
and Congestion Avoidance algorithms as well as other “satellite friendly” options such as 
SACK. It aims to equalise the performance of the satellite link with the wired link using a 
normalised round trip time parameter p. This parameter represents the ratio between the 
actual RTT and the round trip time of the reference connection to which TCP Hybla aims 
to equalise the performance to.
All TCP versions described above are compared in this section using the ns/SSP simulator. Their 
software models used are the standard ones included in ns-2.29 apart firom Westwood+ and Hybla 
which have been obtained from [119] and [120] respectively. Regarding the simulation set-up, 
for the return link each RCST has a maximum data rate of 240-480 kbps, depending on the FMT 
mode used, for 150 RCSTs in the system. In order to facilitate the interpretation of results, the 
data rate for each RCST is restricted to 128kbps, out of which 16kbps is the SR (Static Rate). This 
was chosen so that the maximum data rate is not affected by the FMT variation and throughput 
can be studied as a function of TCP and not FMT mode change. For the forward link, there is no 
SLA applied. However each of the 150 “background RCSTs” in the beam have a sending profile 
of 8.8kbps of EF, 40kbps of AF and a BE data rate varying between 6-10kbps.
6.2.3 Simulation results
The objective of the first test presented in Figure 6-1 is to illustrate the joint behaviour of the 
Transport and MAC layers for different TCP versions in the return link. This is done by plotting 
the trajectory of the throughput at the MAC level queue for a file transfer of 1Mbyte. In the 
absence of packet errors New Reno, Westwood-t- and SACK perform the same and for this reason 
only the Westwood results are plotted. As expected. New Reno starts up more “aggressively” than 
Vegas and it is for this reason that the file is transferred faster using New Reno. TCP Hybla 
presents an extreme behaviour of a very high initial rate, exceeding the maximum one and then 
followed by a much lower one. This maximum rate is not seen in Figure 6-1 as the MAC layer 
rate is restricted to 128kbps. Therefore it seems that the “p” parameter needs to be better tuned for 
this simulation scenario. Overall, this test already gives an indication that if a data rate as high as 
128kbps is achieved New Reno based protocols outperform Vegas.
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Throughput trajectory and file transfer over time
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Figure 6-1: MAC Throughput -  Return link
It is also interesting to study the behaviour of the TCP variants under congestion. For this purpose 
http traffic is injected for the duration of the simulation as well as UDF traffic at a rate of 16kbps 
between 50-150secs. Figure 6-2 presents the throughput at TCP level for the file transfer duration. 
As expected, as http traffic is of a low rate and priority, eongestion is only created by UDP. In this 
case New Reno (as well as Westwood+ and SACK) and Vegas behave similarly, oscillating 
between 105 and 117kbps. This is quite a good estimation of the available bandwidth left for TCP 
which is about 112kbps. Examining the simulation data set, the mean throughput during the 
congestion period is higher for Vegas. Therefore under congestion it appears that Vegas employs 
a slightly better algorithm of calculating the available bandwidth. This means that the choice 
between Vegas and Reno is not straightforward and depends on the number of subscribers that 
need to be accommodated in a system. This determines whether a system is designed to tolerate a 
high level of congestion and the TCP version would be chosen accordingly.
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TCP throughput trajectory overtim e under congestion
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The purpose of the tests presented in the following Figure is to quantity the apparent advantage in 
throughput of New Reno under no congestion for the return path as an example. This is done by 
measuring the file end-to-end transfer time, defined as the interval between the times the first 
packet is sent by the source until the last ACK is correctly received. As it can be seen, for a small 
file size (until 200kbytes) the transfer time between New Reno and Vegas is similar. As the file 
size grows, New Reno performs better and for a file size of l.SMbytes, it is transferred 5secs 
faster using New Reno than Vegas. Therefore there is a trend of TCP New Reno showing an 
improved performance as the file size grows. Regarding TCP Hybla, it is not plotted in the graph 
as it starts at a rate as high 6Mbps. Therefore, it can be assumed that its parameters need to be 
manually rectified for its use on the return link.
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6.2.4 Conclusions from Simulations
Overall, based on the simulation campaign performed in this section, it seems that the three “New 
Reno based” protocols (New Reno, Westwood, SACK) behave similarly in the absence of packet 
loss. In general, they perform better than Vegas apart from the cases when there is high 
congestion. In this case Vegas has a slight advantage. As this PhD assumes a satellite architecture 
with increased capacity, congestion is not a regular effect and for this reason TCP New Reno will 
be assumed as the reference TCP version used. TCP Hybla also shows an interesting behaviour 
for the forward link, however it needs to be calibrated in order to be used for the return link. 
Finally, all simulation results have verified the initial prediction that using future satellite 
architectures which offer performances in terms of data rate and packet loss closer to terrestrial 
networks, the satellite transport layer should be re-adapted closer to standard terrestrial network 
TCP versions.
6.3 Emulations using a PEP over DVB-RCS
A series of tests has been also carried out using one of the latest PEPs in the market, the 
UDgateway from UDcast. In general the aim of the test campaign with respect to the context of 
this research is to demonstrate that similar work on TCP acceleration is currently still ongoing for
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commercial products. In addition it demonstrates that research in this PhD responds to realistic 
performance issues.
The objective of the first test, is to verify that the PEP TCP acceleration mechanism can indeed 
lead to a maximum bandwidth utilisation. The TCP acceleration mechanism used in UDgateway 
follows RFC 3390 for window scaling, SACK according to RFC 2018 as well as the 
enhancements proposed in RFC 2001: TCP Slow Start, Congestion Avoidance, Fast Retransmit, 
and Fast Recovery.
The test presented in Figure 6-4 has been carried out over a testbed simulating the satellite delay 
only and not a real satellite link. The maximum bandwidth of the link is set to 2Mbps. The first 
test is carried out using the default PEP configuration, with window scaling but having increased 
the receiver buffer size from 64kbytes. This allows a “smoother” sending throughput, not limited 
by the receiver capacity. However, with a satellite RTT around 516ms even with no congestion, 
throughput does not exceed 1Mbps for the majority of the time. The second graph presented in 
Figure 6-4 shows the results of enabling the “window increase” option in the PEP, via which the 
full available bandwidth can be used. This is done by manually setting a window value, defined 
via testing over the link It should be noted that the timescale used between the two graphs is not 
the same.
:L.
Figure 6-4: UDgateway FTP download with and without window scaling
Tests have been also run for assessing the performance of http using the PEP. Results are 
presented in Figure 6-5. The main result coming out from the graph is that despite PEP 
acceleration techniques, the delay over the satellite link for web browsing remains substantially 
higher than a terrestrial one, necessitating further research in the field. However, the effect of 
prefetching seems, as expected, to be beneficial for certain websites.
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Summarising, the main conclusions which can be drawn from the above tests are that the default 
sender and receive window values as calculated by the standard TCP mechanisms can be 
pessimistic for a broadband satellite link. This is because they are based on the RTT value and 
ACK mechanisms. However a more sophisticated and automatic way of calculating this window 
has to be devised rather than manually setting it, as in the above experiments. The following 
sections (section 6.5) address this issue as well as propose other solutions for the improvement of 
http and TCP over satellite using PEPs (section 6.4).
6.4 Cross-Layer Predictive BoD for TCP
6.4.1 Research Motivation - Link between Transport (TCP) and MAC layers
In satellite networks there is a strong link between the transport and the MAC layers, whether 
TCP splitting is used or an end-to-end version. Especially for the return link where DAMA 
schemes are implemented to co-ordinate RCST access in the MF-TDMA scheme, the relationship 
between the two layers is more complex.
Existing literature such as [121] - [126] has also already addressed the relationship between the 
two layers. More specifically, results from this research have identified the impact of BoD 
schemes on the RTO (Retransmission TimeOut). In more detail, the BoD affects the ability of 
TCP to efficiently estimate the RTO due to the additional delay introduced. The impact of delay 
variation in the estimation of the RTT is another issue identified. In addition, the ACK behaviour, 
especially for the return link affects the rate the congestion window value is updated. 
Furthermore, the behaviour of each capacity category (CRA, RBDC, A/VBDC or FCA) impacts 
TCP parameters in a different way. Different approaches for BoD schemes taking into account
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TCP parameters have been also proposed. However this approach becomes quite complicated as 
the interactions between TCP and BoD schemes cannot be easily captured by analytical methods, 
leading often to unrealistic or over-simplifying assumptions. On the other hand the performance 
of the BoD scheme mainly in terms of the amount of capacity requested by the system is affected 
by the rate of incoming traffic. Indeed the majority of capacity requesting schemes in the RCST 
bases the requested value on an estimation of the currently observed incoming data rate to the 
RCST queue. But for TCP applications, this rate depends on the behaviour of TCP, which in turn 
is based on the congestion window, RTT calculation and frequency and duration of RTOs.
Therefore there is an indirect but also reciprocal dependency between TCP and the satellite 
DAMA scheme, in the sense that one layer is trying to “guess” the transmission capacity of the 
other. Therefore TCP is trying to “saturate” or “estimate” the available capacity while the DAMA 
scheme is trying to evaluate the rate required by TCP in order to request and obtain it from the 
system. Cross-layer design can assist in making this two-way link more explicit by exchanging 
direct information between the two layers and this is the objective of the mechanism proposed in 
this section.
6.4.2 An analytic insight -  MAC/Transport Layer relationship
The aim of this section is to provide an insight into the problem of interaction between TCP and 
the DVB-RCS MAC layer via:
• the mathematical expressions demonstrating the TCP throughput reduction with the high 
MAC layer delay and its variability;
• the accuracy issue of the capacity request algorithm because of the TCP throughput 
variability.
The TCP throughput {Rj^p ) is inversely proportional to the RTT, as it is also shown by the well 
known generic formula:
rwnd  ^  ^ ^
^Tcp -  6 - 1)
The RTT comprises the Propagation delay and Access delay due to the BoD
scheme [r TT = Tp+ ). The BoD delay comprises from:
• the queuing delay until the queue is sampled (e.g. SYNC slot allocation period)
• the time a capacity request is transmitted (i.e. link latency),
• plus the processing delays at the RCST and Gateway,
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• plus potentially an additional delay due to capacity shortage or high priority traffic arrival 
consuming the data rate initially indented for the TCP flow.
So summarising: =T^ '^'^rcst '^ ’^ gw Although the use of a PEP can substantially
reduce the effect of the propagation delay, the delay due to the BoD mechanism and its variability 
still affects TCP flows.
The guidelines of the DVB-RCS standard ([4]), provide an indication on realistic values for the 
BoD mechanism delay. According to it, a terminal is assumed to be allocated a SYNC slot with a 
period of 32 frames or 848ms for the ATM profile assuming a 26.5ms frame duration. For the 
MPEG profile, depending on the terminal activity, this period can vary between 1.4 and 12 sec. 
The RTT for a GEO satellite is around 500ms while the BoD controller scheduling latency is in 
the order of 50 -  100 ms according to the specific implementation. Finally, according to the 
standard, the latency between the terminal receiving the TBTP message and transmitting the burst 
assigned to it should not exceed 90ms. It should be noted here that capacity requests can be also 
carried within TRF (Traffic) slots, although the majority of RCST manufacturers do not support 
this option or it is not actually used. In this case the SYNC slot delay does not exist but a delay 
due to the lack of packets to send. Therefore the total delay of the loop also presented in Figure 
6-7 can be as long as 2.5 seconds if SYNC slots are used.
As part of its reliability features, TCP uses the RTO mechanism as a retransmission timer to 
ensure data delivery in the absence of any feedback from the remote data receiver. Based on 
RFC2988 [126] the baseline algorithm for its calculation is based on an estimation of the RTT and 
its variance based on a low pass filter equation as shown below:
• Variables initialization:
E [ R T T = RTTfO ’ the mean RTT value is initialised to the first packet RTT 
measurement;
RTTVar{RTT)jQ = — , the variance of the RTT value is initialised to half;
RTO^q = £ ’[/?JT],o+inax(G,4*F(3r(i?7T)^(j), the RTO is calculated on the basis of 
the RTT where G is the granularity of the heartbeat timer
• Variable update during session
Var(RTT),^i = ( l - p ) *  Var{RTT), + P *  |£[/?7T], -  RTT, | 
E[RTT\^, = ( l - a ) * £ [ ^ 7 T l  + a*R TT,
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= £ [ i?7t L  +m ax(G,Z*Fin-(i?7T),^,). -Ke {1,2,3......} (Eq.6-2)
The a and P values are initialised to 0.125 and 0.25 respectively, meaning that past values are 
“preferred” and the RTO is slowly modified. However variations in the RTT due to the BoD can 
be very abrupt leading to premature and unnecessary RTOs.
It should be noted here that in real systems, the RTO calculation can be improved using the Eifel 
detection algorithm (RFC 3522). This allows a TCP sender to detect a posteriori whether it has 
entered loss into recovery unnecessarily and therefore imrove the accuracy of the RTO loop. 
Therefore it might be that certain RTOs noticed during simulations are due to the TCP 
implementation in ns-2 and could be overcome in real systems.
After an RTO, a typical TCP implementation will fall into slow start, initializing the congestion 
window to 1 segment and increasing it by 1 segment for each ACK received. This behavior 
effectively increases the window size each round trip of the network path, which can therefore be 
quite long. The negative impact of a false RTO into TCP throughput is shown in the generic 
throughput equation below:
cyde=n
tcp _  segments +1 
^  _  segments _sen t _  cycie=i
T^CP
tcp_cydes_duration jura,ior,^p*R TO
cycle=l
where p is the probability of an RTO occurrence and a tcp cycle is defined as the period of the 
congestion control window increase until an error occurs. In addition, it should be noted that a 
false RTO leads into bandwidth inefficiencies due to unnecessary retransmitted packets.
Unlike TCP, the BoD capacity request algorithm at the RCST is not standardised and depends on 
the specific RCST implementation. However most algorithms are based on the statistical sampling 
of the RCST queues in order to determine the capacity required. Figure 6-6 presents the 
throughput trajectory during the first 15 seconds for a TCP New Reno and Vegas flow, denoted as 
R and R', respectively. The test conditions are the same as the simulations presented in section 
6.2.2 for the TCP variant comparison under no congestion. Assuming that the queue is being 
sampled every second, the high variability which characterises the throughput samples is 
measured. In addition it is illustrated by calculating the variance of throughput samples Rn, 
denoted in the tables below as Var(R„), as well as the standard deviation between three 
consecutive ones. This high variation results in a reduced “supply” of data rate to the RCST (due 
to inefficient averaging), therefore leading also TCP to reduce and/or slowly increase its data rate.
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Var(R„) 2955.8
min(o(R„+3)) 6.7
max(a(Rn+3)) 53.5
Var(R\) 940.9
min(a(R'n+3)) 6.7
max(o(R'n+3)) 20.2
Figure 6-6: TCP Flow throughput variability
6.4.3 Existing Work and Novelty
The purpose of this section is to present existing relevant work in the areas of cross-layer design, 
predictive capacity request and TCP modelling. These subjects constitute the basis of the cross 
layer predictive BoD algorithm.
Work employing inter-layer exchanges in the area of BoD working with TCP can be found in 
references such as [127]. This work proposes a BoD scheme is proposed taking into account the 
RCST fading conditions towards a capacity allocation which maximises TCP throughput. 
However in a system using FMT, the fading conditions do not result in packet loss but additional 
congestion due to robust coding.
The issue of predictive or adaptive capacity request for DVB-RCS, or similar air interfaces, has 
been addressed in literature using however, different ways of predicting the value of this request. 
In [128] control theory is used to model the satellite network (and more specifically the loop of 
traffic inflow ->  capacity request -> capacity assignment) as a time-delay system. Bandwidth 
requests are then generated adapting to the current network load. In this way, when the system is 
experiencing congestion and cannot satisfy all requests, rather than receiving negative feedback 
on the capacity request that would “upset” the stability of the loop, a reduced but optimal value is 
requested using the Smith Predictor, which is the most popular scheme for stabilising control 
processes affected by dead time ([129]). In [130] a slightly different approach is used, based on an 
optimisation formula for a control problem trading queue occupancy with bandwidth waste. In 
[131] this estimation methodology is tested against different assignment policies at the NCC such
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as weighted proportional assignment, round-robin etc. Fairness between different types of users is 
then assessed (Gold, Silver, Bronze) as well as between different traffic types (EF, AF, BE). None 
of these algorithms however, consider the effect of TCP behaviour. The specific behaviour of 
TCP for the capacity predicted value is considered in [132]. The paper presents a centralised 
mechanism at the NCC controlling the congestion window of the senders and allocating capacity 
based on a “next congestion window estimate” parameter. However, there are several 
disadvantages in centralising such a process at the NCC such as additional signalling and 
complexity. In addition the reference does not specify an algorithm for predicting the evolution of 
the TCP window.
TCP throughput modelling is another rich research subject. It is mainly focused on New Reno, as 
it is very popular. Analytical models for a single connection can be mainly split in two groups: the 
ones for long lived connections such as [133]-[135] or others focused on short lived connections 
such as [136]-[139].The latter put more focus into the modelling of the connection establishment 
and slow start. In addition, [140] defines an integrated model of TCP evolution, modelling apart 
firom the congestion avoidance phase, the timeout and slow start process after the loss of a packet. 
In [141] the authors go a step even further by including the connection start-up phase and 
incorporating the file size parameter into the analytical model. Other types of TCP throughput 
models also exist examining an aggregate of TCP connections in interaction with the IP network 
and particularly the router queuing system. References, such as [142]-[145], use fixed point 
prediction for this purpose. Finally [146] provides a comprehensive smvey on TCP evaluation and 
modelling.
The novelty of the proposed mechanism lies in the use and adaptation of a classical TCP 
throughput model for the design of a predictive capacity request algorithm. Furthermore, the 
solution is tailored to DVB-RCS networks with TCP connections. More importantly the use of 
Cross layer interaction is also a novel and catalytic element in the algorithm construction 
enhancing the prediction accuracy of the mechanism and therefore its effectiveness in terms of 
performance improvement.
6.4.4 Algorithm Presentation
Stunmarising firom sections 6.4.1-6.4.3, the aim of the Cross-Layer Predictive BoD for TCP is to 
improve TCP throughput, often compromised due to the BoD capacity requesting mechanism. 
This is done in two ways: by reducing the initial session start-up delay and subsequent delay 
variation but also by offering the amount of necessary capacity faster for the session. It thus drives 
TCP to also grow its congestion window faster.
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An illustration of the mechanism is shown in Figure 6-7 below. The delay elements in the loop 
path ahead of which capacity should be requested are also shown. The main ones are indicated as 
d and / while the complete delay loop is: traffic arriving at queue -> BoD Request ->  BoD 
Controller at Gateway-> reception of TBTP -> Traffic Scheduling. It is also assumed that the 
RCST is requesting capacity via the allocation of periodic SYNC (Synchronisation) slots.
d = SYNC allocation
TCP data X-Layer
■fnom PEP predictor
BoD
jiequest
ioD i f q i r i t i
BoD Controller 
at Gateway
I = RTT+ processing
Figure 6-7: Illustration of the of the Predictive BoD algorithm principle
As also explained in section 6.4.2, delay is introduced by the SYNC allocation period as well as 
propagation and processing delays. That is already assuming that the necessary capacity is 
available. Consequently the prediction timeframe for the algorithm is tp = d ^  I, where d  is the 
SYNC allocation period and / the sum of propagation and processing delays at gateway and 
RCST. Therefore, for the current SYNC slot request, the terminal attempts to predict the traffic 
which will he queued up and be ready to transmit, at a timeframe equal to the next “opportunity” 
to request again plus the time to receive the requested capacity. With no cross layer mechanism in 
place, a series of packets arriving at the IP queue will wait a maximum time period d, until the 
next SYNC slot becomes available in order to request the eapacity needed for their transmission. 
Then a period of RTT is needed due to propagation delays until it receives the TBTP, plus the 
processing delays.
In order to estimate the necessary TCP throughput at t = + tp we need to model the standard
way TCP updates its window value. For the purposes of modelling the window evolution, the 
TCP model presented in [146] is taken as basis. Therefore assuming that the TCP segment size is 
constant, the capacity of the link is r and the available buffer size is B, the TCP maximum 
window size for flow i will be:
(Eq.6-3)
where Wi.^ ax represents the amount of data TCP estimates can have “in flight” without an 
acknowledgement, T is the propagation delay plus the queue service delay x=l/p. However, the
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queue service delay is minimum, as the data rate is always available ahead of time and therefore t  
0 and T-^ r .
During slow start TCP New Reno will increase the window size by 1 for every acknowledged 
packet. Therefore for every slow start cycle of duration equal to t, therefore the window grows as 
according to the following equation:
(EC.M
During Congestion Avoidance the window grows according to the way the receiver is
dW-
acknowledging packets. Therefore ----   is the rate of window growth according to
düj
acknowledgement arrival and —^  the acknowledgement arrival rate, then ——- = — .
^  db;
Assuming that the acknowledgement arrival rate is the same as the sending rate, during
da. W.
congestion avoidance — - = ----- -—  Combining the above equations:
dt rtp+ B
dW.
dt
(Eq. 6-5)
The proposed mechanism is demonstrated in distinct steps below, based on the above TCP 
throughput model:
Step 0: Capacity request through the last SYNC slot
Step 1: at r, get the latest TCP information from the transport layer for connection i:
- Wi(t): congestion window value
- Wi.max(t): the maximum window value as calculated by TCP
- Ssi(t) : slow start threshold
Step 2: estimate the TCP throughput for flow i att= t + tpi
lf(Wi(t)< Ssi(t)), i.e. if the connection is in the slow start phase the estimated throughput rjatt-^ tp 
is:
dt
7]{t + tp) = --------------------* tcp _  segment _  size (Eq. 6-6)
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dW.
where   is calculated based on Eq. 66-5.
I f  (Wi(t)> Ssft)), i.e. if the connection is or enters in congestion avoidance phase the estimated 
throughput p at t + tpis:
- I f  (Wi(t) < Wi.max(t)-B), i.e. if the congestion window is growing towards 
based on Eq. 6-6:
T]{t + tp) —------------------ * tcp _  segment _  size (Eq. 6-7)
It should be noted that in order to favor throughput versus bandwidth efficiency 
and compensate for any modeling inefficiencies, an additional number of 
segments n is introduced into the equation. In simulations presented in this 
section, the maximum number of n has been empirically estimated to 2 segments.
- If(Wi(t) > Wi.„ax(t)-B),i.e. if the congestion window is at or approaching
W.
T]{t + tp) =  ' ^  * tcp _  segment _  size (Eq. 6-8)
p^
Therefore it is assumed that throughput is saturating based on the maximum 
window value in order to favor throughput versus bandwidth efficiency. In 
addition, in practice it is quite complicated to accurately estimate TCP throughput 
for each flow as several connections can share the same link.
Step 3: Send requests through the following available SYNC slot by setting RBDC and VBDC 
equal to the predicted values:
RBDCreq = Tl{t + tp)
VBDCreq =(T]{t-\-tp) % )/ (traffic slot size)
6.4.5 Simulation set-up and results
The ns-SSP simulator is used in its standard configuration in order to asses the proposed 
mechanism with respect to its baseline implementation of the MAC layer. The standard embedded 
ns-2.9 TCP New Reno implementation is also used.
The objective of the first simulation scenario is to illustrate the way the mechanism works and the 
impact of the relationship between the MAC and transport layers. This is done by presenting a
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comparison of the instantaneous data throughput for the TCP and MAC layers. The parameters for 
the simulation scenario are: Mean number of RCST: 150, Ns concurrent UDF traffic: 16kbps, 
FTP file size: lOOkbytes, SR = 16kbps, BR = 64kbps. Small file sizes are used in simulations in 
this simulation campaign because the start-up delay is more noticeable for small files rather than 
long-lived TCP connections.
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Figure 6-8: Throughput versus time - no system congestion
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Figure 6-9 : Throughput versus time -  under congestion (150 RCST logged into the system)
Examining the plots given in Figure 6-8, it can be drawn that the cross-layer predictive BoD 
improves TCP performance in two ways:
• the first packet of the file is transmitted from the RCST to the end destination up to 1.643 
sec earlier. This time is equal to about 1 sec of SYNC allocation delay + 520ms of RTT + 
120ms of processing and queuing delays;
• the MAC and TCP throughput trajectories are in a way “aligned”, for most of the file 
transfer, leading to the complete file transfer several seconds earlier. This effect is 
quantified in following tests.
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Figure 6-9, further confirms the above finding under increased congestion conditions. The figures 
suggest that under increased congestion, the TCP throughput, with no cross layer, is lower but the 
cross-layer mechanism works equally well.
Figure 6-10 provides a more detailed insight into how the mechanism drives TCP indirectly, by 
plotting the congestion window evolution for two different files. In parallel this type of test has 
also served as a verification mechanism for the mathematical model. As it can be seen, after the 
slow start mechanism, when a single packet is sent every RTT, the window grows rapidly to its 
maximum value, at a rate equal to about 4 segments/second. After the first cycle, the maximum 
window is readapted to the link characteristics and available buffer size, and cycles are repeated in 
a similar fashion but with a growth rate of about 2 segments/second. The test also illustrates once 
more the advantage of the predictive BoD mechanism in “inciting” the congestion window to 
grow faster. This is done just by providing the adequate capacity when in need.
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Figure 6-10: Congestion window evolution
The following test, the results of which are presented in Figure 6-11, quantifies the reduction of 
the algorithm in file transfer delay. For very small files, up to about 200kbytes, the classical and 
predictive BoD perform quite similarly. However the predictive BoD still achieves a reduction of 
delay of about 1-2 seconds, equal to the initial delay of capacity request. For a bigger file size, 
until about 350kbytes, the effect of the algorithm is not only limited to the initial capacity request 
delay, but results to an important delay reduction of 6-10 seconds. This reduction is mainly due to 
the increase of TCP throughput. As the file size grows bigger, and the effect of slow start and 
delay variability becomes less significant, the delay reduction is stabilised to about 3 sec. 
Therefore the mechanism appears more advantageous for small files or http traffic.
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Figure 6-11: Effect of the cross-layer predictive BoD on transfer delay
Finally a crucial parameter in the mechanism performance assessment is the amount of available 
bandwidth. This determines the TCP maximum and instantaneous congestion control window 
value. The previous simulation run, has been conducted with a Booked Rate of 64kbps. This 
simulation seenario compares the transfer duration of a 350kbytes file when varying the RCST 
maximum RBDC booked data rate. Results presented in Figure 6-12 demonstrate that between 80 
and 130kbps available bandwidth the average gain in delay when employing the cross-layer 
predictive BoD is 1 Isec. On the contrary, as expected, under congestion conditions, the benefit of 
the mechanism is more limited, as the timeslots received by the system are not sufficient, even if 
arriving on time.
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Figure 6-12: Effect of on BR variation on BoD behaviour
6.4.6 Conclusions from Simulations
Mathematical analysis but also simulations in this chapter have demonstrated how the delay but 
also its variations due to the BoD mechanism for DVB-RCS (and other similar air interfaces) 
affect the growth of the TCP congestion window. It has also been shown how abandoning the 
classical capacity request implementation of queue sampling and passing to the predictive BoD 
algorithm offers the RCST a steadily increasing data rate. This steady rate improves TCP 
throughput not only at the beginning of file transfer but also in the duration. The minimum 
improvement in file transfer delay varies from 1. 6 - 2  seconds, which is equal to the capacity 
request loop delay. This improvement is particularly interesting for small files or http objects. 
Delay is then further improved in function of the file size and the available data rate.
6.5 Cross-Layer TCP Congestion Window
6.5.1 Research Motivation -  TCP over satellite forward and return links
Performance issues of TCP over satellite have been discussed in section 6.4.1 in the context of the 
research motivation for the Cross-layer Predictive BoD. These issues are more focused to the 
aspects of interaction between the MAC and transport layers for the return link of a DVB-RCS
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system. The purpose of this section is to discuss the research motivation behind the second cross- 
layer mechanism proposed in this section. This algorithm offers a solution to the issue of the 
potentially low TCP throughput over satellite.
In general, the maximum throughput for a TCP connection is affected by a combination of factors. 
The most obvious is the maximum available bandwidth on the slowest link of the end-to-end 
network path. However, even if the necessary bandwidth exists, there is a number of less obvious 
limitations such as the long RTT, packet errors and the pecularities of the satellite architecture.
The impact of the congestion window size on TCP throughput has already been discussed in 
section 6.4.1. In addition to that, the rwin (Receive Window) represents the maximum number of 
segments that a receiver can accept before acknowledging the sender. Therefore, even if there is 
available bandwidth and zero packet loss in the network, TCP windowing (rwnd and/or cwnd) 
itself can limit the throughput. Therefore, it does not allow the session to utilise the full network 
bandwidth.
Packet loss, whether due to congestion or corruption places an additional limit to throughput. 
Packet loss in the physical layer can be tackled via the use of efficient coding or other mitigation 
techniques, and this is also the case in satellite networks. On the other hand, packet loss due to 
congestion depends on efficient buffer management techniques as well as the adaptability of TCP. 
For example, TCP implementations such as New Reno effectively push the underlying buffer to 
overflow (by sending large amounts of data) in order to estimate the throughput limitation. This 
policy is very effective for high throughput networks as well as networks with a low RTT. This is 
because the congestion control window can recover quite quickly from a packet loss. This is not 
the case, however, in satellite networks. It is for this reason that TCP implementations such as 
Vegas are traditionally preferred. However, as shown in section 6.2.3, Vegas does not adapt as 
well as Reno to the available capacity when this capacity does exist.
An additional limitation of satellite, is the very often asymmetric link design between the forward 
and return links. This means that the ACK flow can be sent with a different throughput on the 
forward and return links, affecting TCP throughout. In addition to the different delay between 
paths, due to the different MAC layers between DVB-S2 and DVB-RCS (or another air interface 
employing capacity reservation) TCP traffic and ACKs do not experience the same delay at the 
link layer. Furthermore, via the use of FMT techniques, the issue of high-bit error rate due to 
fading or other atmospheric effects has been transformed into an issue of congestion or delay 
variation at the MAC or Network layers. This is due to the variation of the useful data rate 
between different coding modes. Finally, due to the capacity request mechanism, an RCST may 
be “entitled” to a higher data rate via its SLA, which however is never obtained. This is because
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the necessary capacity is never requested by the MAC layer due to TCP limiting its throughput 
due to windowing.
All the performance limiting factors mentioned above are being naturally “ignored” by the TCP 
stack due to the layered structure of the network. These include, in summary, long RTT and 
packet loss being interpreted as congestion, the rwnd, high forward and return links asymmetry, 
congestion and congestion variation, often higher capacity availability. Cross-layer design can 
provide a solution to these issues by creating an explicit link between the transport and other 
layers. The type of information to be transferred as well as the transformation of existing 
algorithms to utilise is examined in the following sections.
6.5.2 Existing Work and Novelty
Improving TCP throughput in satellite networks has been a very popular research subject ([147]- 
[153]).
Research on cross-layer design for higher throughput involving the Transport layer and more 
specifically the congestion window caleulation, appears in the context of all types of networks. 
For terrestrial networks in [155] a joint TCP/AQM (Active Queue Management) algorithm is 
proposed for the improvement of data rates at not only the source but also routers. References 
[156]-[158] propose cross-layer algorithms taking into account congestion information from the 
MAC layer, channel state information from the Physical layer or both. Similar work exists also for 
Ad-hoc networks [159] and wireless LANs [160]. Overall, the concept of linking TCP to lower 
layers is very similar for all the work mentioned above. However, for each type of network, the 
cross-layer information exchanged needs to be adapted to the specific network system architecture 
and behaviour. This makes the applicability of the above solutions very difficult for the reference 
satellite architecture adopted in this study.
Examples of cross-layer design for TCP also exist for satellite networks. In [161] erasure codes at 
the link layer are used for the enhancement of the congestion window calculation for S-TCP 
(Scalable TCP) ([162]). In [163] the concept of joint TCP congestion controI/AQM design is 
applied in the context of end-to-end satellite networks and PEPs. The cross-layer information 
exchanged between the Network and Transport layers is the standard thresholds defined for RED 
(Random Early Detection) type of queues. In addition, a mechanism of explicitly differentiating 
random packet corruptions at the physical layer and losses due to congestion is implemented. 
Simulation results show that the combination of the two mechanisms results in a 600% throughput 
improvement for a single satellite connection, assuming a BER of 10'^ . However, the system 
assumed in this work is rather different from the Reference Architecture adopted in this PhD
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study. For instance, three DiffServ-enabled queues are typically implemented in an RCST rather 
than RED, and the BER is in the range of 10'*®, when FMT is implemented, rather than 10'^ .
The novelty of the cross-layer congestion control window mechanism proposed in this PhD lies in 
its implementation over a realistic future satellite architecture as well as in the algorithm being 
based on the concept of optimum buffer sharing. Therefore, cross-layer design can remove the 
boundary between the transport and MAC layer transforming the TCP bandwidth estimation issue 
to a buffer management problem. In addition, it is generic enough to be implemented for either 
the forward or the return links and for different types of queuing systems.
6.5.3 Algorithm Description - Cross-Layer TCP Congestion Window
The aim of this mechanism is to apply the concept of cross-layer design to the TCP congestion 
window for the satellite reference architecture adopted in this PhD. The mechanism is assumed to 
operate in the PEP (therefore only in the satellite part of the end-to-end TCP connection). The 
cross-layer information exchanged is the available space in the underlying layer buffers in the 
GW or RCST.
In terms of performance improvement, the objectives are:
• To improve the TCP throughput, especially for the forward link where there is usually 
more available capacity;
• To eliminate the PER (Packet Loss Rate) due to buffer overflowing;
• To allow the satellite user to fully use the available bandwidth according to the RCST 
SLA.
The control of the TCP congestion window has been also studied in section 6.4 for the cross-layer 
predictive BoD. The difference between the two mechanisms is that the predictive BoD is 
applicable only for the return link and its control over TCP is indirect by “encouraging” the 
connection to increase its rate. This is done by providing it the necessary bandwidth (Transport -> 
MAC information flow). The mechanism proposed in this section is directly and “explicitly” 
controlling the TCP congestion window (MAC or IP -> Transport information flow). The 
interactions between different parts of the system architecture are illustrated in Figure 6-13 below, 
for the PEP and RCST in the return link. The forward link mechanism will be similar between the 
forward link PEP and the Gateway.
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Figure 6-13: Cross-layer mechanism illustration for the RCST ([164])
As it can be also seen in Figure 6-13, via the cross-layer link, the PEP or transport layer have 
direct “visibility” of the underlying IP or MAC layer queuing system in the RCST or Gateway. 
The cross-layer information transferred is the available queue size, which can be translated easily 
into queuing delay. Therefore, unlike several TCP implementations such as New Reno, using the 
packet loss probability as the criterion for congestion control window growth, the cross-layer TCP 
implementation uses queuing delay. This is also the characteristic allowing for the performance 
improvement, as it will be also demonstrated via simulations.
The principle of the mechanism is further illustrated in Figure 6-14. As it is shown, every time the 
congestion window value is updated, it is done not according to the standard mechanism but via a 
direct “enquiry” of the currently available space in the queue. At the same time, the queue is never 
overflowed due to this direct feedback. The standard TCP mechanisms such as the RTO , window 
scaling or Duplicate ACK are left intact to preserve the reliability character of TCP and minimise 
modifications.
receive TCP function^
ACK checks and 
other functions 
exist in between
If ACK IS vail
free incoming 
packet
Update window cwnd = minfT m ^w nd}
Figure 6-14: Illustration of the Cross-layer TCP congestion window algorithm
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The mechanism also uses a Tm or maximum threshold parameter, which represents the maximum 
number of packets that can be sent in a window, despite the currently available size in the queue. 
It is defined as a function of the maximum allowed TCP data rate per user. This is also because 
the mechanism has to also address the issue of fairness between different users. In fact, if 
otherwise, a few bandwidth-hungry applications can make use of the majority of the available 
bandwidth. In the case of the reference architecture, if no controlling mechanism is used, the 
forward link throughput for a single user can reach in theory up to 10s of Mbps. In practice this 
rate is constrained by the receiving capability of the RCST which is usually around 4Mbps - 
10Mbps. For this reason the T^ parameter and therefore the maximum size of the congestion 
window for the forward link is set to a mean data rate of 700kbps-lMbps.
With virtually no limits between the Transport and the MAC layers, the TCP congestion window 
can be transformed more into an effective buffer management algorithm. Its main performance 
targets the maximum queue throughput, fairness between flows sharing the buffer and no queue 
overflow. Similar research can be found in the areas of shared memory or buffer management for 
packet switches ([165]-[170]).
The algorithm proposed in this PhD for the TCP congestion window calculation is an evolution 
from the Shared Memory Buffer (SMB) algorithm proposed in [167]. With respect to the SMB 
equivalent, the switch is the respective MAC queue (in the DiffServ Reference Architecture, the 
AF or BE priority queue) while the individual queues contenting for the buffer are the TCP 
connections. The parameters describing the algorithm are also listed below:
• the value of the cross-layer congestion control window
• Tm. the maximum congestion control window threshold
• B: is the currently available space in the queue
• 5": a threshold to the maximum queue occupation, allowing for packets due newly arrived 
TCP connections, S = a*B, where a e  [0.1,l]
• i is the index of active TCP connections, i= l, W is the number of active TCP sessions
per RCST
• Di is the data that TCP flow i has pending to send, i.e. for FTP the remaining file size.
The cross-layer congestion window at time t and for connection i is therefore defined as:
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Based on Eq. 6-9, if the available space in the queue is enough to accommodate all the data 
pending to be sent by all active TCP connections at time t, the TCP cwnd is set equal to the 
available space in the queue. That is, if it does not exceed the maximum threshold value. A certain 
margin is always taken and it is proportional to the relationship between the available space in the 
queue and the data to be sent. If the underlying queue cannot accommodate all the data ready to 
be sent, then the congestion control window is set based on a weight factor, favoring the 
connections with more data to be sent. It should be noted that this is a design choice and the 
weight factor can be also set according to other criteria, e.g. packet delay at TCP level.
6.5.4 Simulation set-up
The ns/SSP simulator is used for the simulation campaign, with all layers across the protocol 
stack being active, including the FMT techniques. FMT affects the instantaneous available 
information rate at system and individual user level. TCP PEPs are used with the reference TCP 
versions implemented for the forward link being TCP New Reno and Hybla. The standard ns-2.29 
software implementation is used for New Reno while the ns module for TCP Hybla has been 
obtained from [120]. Due to the fact that the software implementation downloaded for Hybla is 
not adapted to lower data rate links, only TCP New Reno has been used as a benchmark for the 
comparison or return link scenarios.
Based on the objectives for the algorithm design mentioned in the previous section, the 
parameters that have been monitored and measured over simulations are listed below:
• The file download time, i.e. the time interval between the reception of the first 
(handshake) and the last packets at the final destination;
• The TCP goodput, averaged over a session between all active TCP connections. It has 
been monitored at different points in the end-to-end architecture: server, GW PEP, RCST 
PEP, user;
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• The fairness between different TCP connections. This is particularly important when 
considering mixed traffic scenarios and several users behind a RCST. It can be expressed 
using the following relationship ([171]):
R /J
Faimess\ratio\ = --------    (Eq. 6-10)
- a
where R = total throughput
r = throughput of a single link
N = total number of links
Depending on the part of the network under examination a “single link” can be a user 
connection, a subscriber connection, an ISP server connection etc.
In addition, for the overall link, the fairness index calculation can be based on Jain's 
equation, whereby:
Fairness\ratio\ = —      (Eq. 6-11)
N
Unless it is otherwise stated, for all the tests presented in this section, for the return link SLA, the 
Booked Rate (BR) is set at 106 kbps and the Static Rate (SR) at 16kbps. In addition, for the 
forward link, five parallel TCP flows are assumed per user, while for the return link a single TCP 
flow at a time. In addition, the system load default value has been set at 50%. The system load in 
this case is controlled by the number of RCSTs in a single beam. Each RCST in the system has 
the following traffic profile:
EF traffic (fwd/rtn) : 16 kbps symmetrically
AF traffic (fwd/rtn): 40/10 kbps
BE Traffic (fwd/rtn): 6-10/1-2 kbps.
The key parameters to vary for the TCP simulation campaign, affecting TCP behaviour the most, 
are:
• The system load, expressed in terms of the number of terminals at system or SSP level;
• The number of concurrent TCP sessions per user;
• Application parameters (file size, session/packet arrival rate etc).
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6.5.5 Simulation results and analysis
The objective of the first simulations presented in Figure 6-15 and Figure 6-16 is to compare the 
file transfer duration between New Reno, TCP Hybla (for the forward link) and cross-layer TCP. 
The download time is a good measure of comparison as it represents the perceived user QoS and 
is also the combined effect of the TCP throughput and the number of re-transmissions.
As it can be seen in Figure 6-15 for the forward link, with respect to New Reno the cross-layer 
mechanism improves the file transfer time by up to 208 secs for a file size of 20000 kbytes. More 
importantly, this trend in improvement is proportional to the file size. These results are as 
expected, as when there is low congestion in the network, the algorithm makes use of all the 
available forward link bandwidth, up to or close to the maximum limit set by the maximum 
threshold parameter. This is because the congestion control window value is not limited by the 
high RTT but also due to the real time throughput feedback from the IP/MAC layer. The 
important advantage of cross-layer TCP is that it can make use of the full link capacity potential, 
unlike the other TCP versions the throughput of which is “capped”. With respect to Hybla the 
algorithm performs similarly for small files up to about 2000 Kbytes due to Hybla being quite 
aggressive in its initial throughput. For bigger file sizes the cross-layer algorithm can increase its 
throughput to up to 1Mbps (maximum threshold parameter). This results in a considerable 
reduction of delay reaching up to 92sec. Simulation results validate therefore the increase in 
throughout foreseen via analysis and also demonstrate that it is impressive even with respect to 
recent TCP versions such as Hybla.
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Figure 6-15: Cross-layer TCP congestion window performance assessment - forward link
Figure 6-16 presents results for a similar test for the return link but with smaller file sizes, which 
is typically the case for an asymmetric internet link. As also seen in the graph, there is a small 
improvement in download time between the two TCP versions of the order of 3 sec. This is 
expected, as New Reno employs a quite accurate mechanism of evaluating the maximum 
available bandwidth which does not fluctuate a lot during short simulation periods. In this case, in 
the absence of packet loss, the only significant improvement of the cross-layer algorithm is 
skipping slow-start. In addition, as mentioned in section-3.1.1, Free Capacity Assignment is 
disabled to facilitate the interpretation of simulation results. In its presence the cross-layer 
algorithm should perform better. This is due to the explicit feedback from the MAC layer, 
allowing a better adaptation of the TCP rate to the data rate variations due to the free capacity 
allocation. Strong variations in the available information rate may also occur due to the change of 
FMT mode in response to attenuation at physical layer. Such an event did not take place in the 
simulations presented in this section, mainly due to the short simulation and transfer times for 
small files. Under these dynamic conditions the cross-layer algorithm is also expected to show an 
additional advantage.
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Figure 6-16: Cross-layer TCP congestion window performance assessment - return link
The objective of the following simulation scenario is to study the effect of system load variation 
on the performance of the cross-layer TCP algorithm. For this reason, the throughput is measured 
at different points in the simulation. The ns-SSP simulator allows an exponential ramp-up of the 
number of background terminals logged on in the system. Therefore, for the following test the 
system load varies from 30-90% exponentially, while throughput samples are being taken at 
various intervals. Furthermore, the throughput is measured at 3 points in the network path, for the 
forward and return links: at the data source behind the gateway or the RCST, at the output of the 
first satellite system node (GW/RCST) and at the output of the second satellite network node 
(RCST/GW). An “infinite” FTP file is used at the source, so that results are independent of file 
size.
Results are presented in Table 6-1 below for the forward path. As also discussed for the previous 
simulation test, when the system load is low, the mechanism can take advantage of the available 
bandwidth and can go up to more than 2Mhps, for the specific simulation scenario. This rate is 
also regulated by the other TCP reliability mechanisms and more notably the influx of 
acknowledgements. This is why when the system load increases, the lack of capacity for the 
return link acknowledgments can regulate the forward link throughput. Overall, for the
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comparison between the cross-layer TCP and a traditional version such as New Reno, the cross­
layer version is less penalised by the system load increase, both in terms of the absolute value of 
throughput value and also in terms of the level of reduction due to the increase in traffic load. This 
is normal because in varying traffic conditions, the cross-layer mechanism, does not back off 
unnecessarily. Therefore it can exploit the available forward link throughput, but it can also adapt 
better and faster to the changing conditions due to the direct feedback from the queues, rather than 
indirect TCP mechanisms. This direct feedback is possible due to the ‘closed-loop TCP network’ 
created by the PEP, and would be more difficult to implement for end-to-end solutions, as it 
would require a dedicated signalling protocol to transfer the congestion information.
System
Load
Source ->GW GW ->RCST RCST ->destinat(on
Throughput (kbps)
New Reno
30% 3516 316 317
39% 3895 166 166
52% 3937 137 137
68% 3952 62 62
91% 3965 34 34
Cross-layer TCP
30% 3516 2316 2316
39% 3894 462 462
52% 3936 255 255
68% 3952 177 177
91% 3963 126 126
Table 6-1: Throughput versus system load -  Forward Link
The same test has been also run for the return link. Results are very similar as the results shown in 
Figure 6-16. They demonstrate that under limited available bandwidth , the increase in throughput 
due to cross-layer TCP cannot be high and is about 2kbps for the studied simulation scenario. 
Comparing the forward and return link performances, another interesting element to note is the 
difference between the source to GW/RCST data rates. For the forward path, it remains stable at 
around 3.8Mbps while for the return, it starts at about 22Mbps and falls sharply. This is due to the 
important role of the flow of acknowledgements. For the forward path, the incoming ACK rate 
varies very little with respect to the increase in network load. For the return path however, due to 
the higher rate of acknowledgements coming from the forward link, the flow is “encouraged” to 
increase its rate. This is seen particularly for the beginning of the simulation when the load is 
lower.
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System
Load
Source ->RCST RCST ->GW GW ->destination
Throughput (kbps)
New Reno
30% 22892 36 37
39% 16438 27 27
52% 11741 19 19
68% 9132 15 15
91% 7472 12 12
Cross-layer TCP
30% 22892 39 39
39% 16438 30 31
52% 11741 22 22
68% 9132 17 17
91% 7472 14 14
Table 6-2; Throughput versus system load -  Return Link
Fairness is one of the most important features offered hy TCP, preventing the network from 
congestion collapse. The cross-layer TCP algorithm replaces congestion control, even for only a 
part of the network path, between the PEPs. It is therefore necessary to verify its fairness between 
different TCP flows of the same file size. Simulations over different scenarios have shown that 
TCP versions such as New Reno or even Hybla, calculate exactly the same window size for 
parallel connections, with the same file size and for exactly the same network path. This leads to a 
fairness ratio of 0.010 or 1.000 using Eq.6-10 and Eq.6-11 respectively. Due to the design of the 
cross-layer algorithm, the congestion window is slightly different between different flows, as each 
of them samples the queue at a slightly different time, and therefore obtains a different “available 
space” value. As it is also shown in Figure 6-17, for a relatively low congestion scenario (blue 
trace shown on the left axis), the first flow(s) will occupy a bit more space in the queues as they 
sample first. This leads to an average data rate which is higher by a few kbps. As congestion 
grows and the traffic queue dynamics increase (green trace shown on the right axis), this 
difference and trend reduces. Overall, as the difference in data rate is small, even for up to 20 
connections per RCST, the fairness index for the cross-layer TCP congestion control window, is 
at 1.000. This is the same value as classic TCP and stays the same for several tests being carried 
out under various load conditions and number of users. This is because the difference is data rate 
between different users stays always small.
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Figure 6-17: Mean Throughput per parallel TCP flow
Analysis and simulations in this section have shown once more how the fast adaptation of higher 
layers to the varying traffic conditions can significantly improve their performance. This can be 
achieved most effectively by direct feedback from the underlying queue system rather than the 
inherent TCP reliability mechanisms based on “indirect” measurements of delay. In a way the 
proposed mechanism imitates Reno in its tendency to exploit all the available queue space, but it 
does it in a dynamic and reliable way. Therefore the cross-layer TCP congestion control window 
mechanism can allow an RCST to make use of the full link capacity potential, while keeping the 
same reliability mechanisms in place. In addition, setting the TCP congestion control threshold 
“manually” can be also seen as a way of applying an SLA on the forward link. This is because it 
is not possible at MAC layer, due to the Gateway common queuing system for all users.
6.6 Conclusions
The cross-layer designs presented in this section have demonstrated solutions to performance 
issues of future satellite architectures. This hypothesis is supported by analysis and simulations 
also presented in this section. The comparison simulation campaign between different TCP 
versions has revealed that the current assumption on the low performance of TCP New Reno over 
satellite does not hold necessarily true. This is valid for future broadband satellite networks, when 
PEPs are used. This is due to the quasi error free channel ensured by FMT and the higher data rate 
which can be provided per user.
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The remaining work was focused on performance issues arising from the interaction between the 
MAC and transport layers. In more detail, the implementation of the Predictive BoD algorithm 
demonstrated the indirect but also strong link between TCP behaviour and the BoD scheme. 
Simulations have shown how the mechanism allows the transfer of a file to start 1.6-2.0 sec 
earlier. The exact value of delay depends on the availability of a SYNC slot. However more 
interestingly, the reduction in this initial delay has an impact on the calculation of the TCP RTT 
and RTO values. Therefore, the behaviour of the congestion window is altered. This results in a 
higher physical layer throughput and a further reduction of the file transmission delay. The impact 
of the algorithm depends on the file size, maximum available data rate as well as the way capacity 
is allocated (e.g. whether RBDC is booked, partially booked, or can be overbooked). Therefore, 
results clearly demonstrate the benefit of a joint design between the Transport and MAC layers.
A new TCP congestion control mechanism has been also presented in this section. It is based on a 
cross-layer exchange of information between the Transport and MAC/TP layers. The parameter 
sent by the MAC layer is the “currently” or “instantly” available queue size. This value is used to 
calculate the congestion window. The main advantage of this algorithm is that it maximises TCP 
throughput, with respect to existing congestion window calculation methods. The percentage of 
improvement is a function of the available capacity and volume of data transferred. This is 
achieved by efficiently making use of the available space in the underlying MAC queue while 
using the feedback information to prevent packet loss due to queue overflows.
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Chapter 7
7 Summary and Conclusions
Overview
Broadband access has become in the recent years a standard consumer application, with 
household penetration rates predicted to reach even close to 100% in Western Europe. Terrestrial 
wired networks cannot offer however a homogenous service across a complete country, and in 
particular rural areas. This is due to the high cost of extending the infrastructure to the “last mile”. 
Satellite networks on the other hand can provide a means of service complement to terrestrial 
networks. This application has led to an important market and technological growth for satellite 
broadband systems.
Despite their homogeneous coverage, the higher cost/bit for satellite unicast applications leads 
generally to an internet offer of lower average bandwidth per user than cable or DSL. The limited 
bandwidth together with specific features of satellite architectures such as the high latency, the 
DAMA schemes and the need for Fading Mitigation Techniques, calls for an adaptation of 
existing or standard internet protocols and mechanisms, in order to overcome QoS impairments. 
Analysis and simulations in this PhD have shown how the novel cross-layer mechanisms 
proposed can considerably improve or optimise the QoS of two types of popular applications 
(VoIP and TCP). This is done by identifying specific performance issues and proposing a 
customised solution via cross-layer design.
As it has been discussed in preceding chapters, there is a series of performance issues which can 
be overcome when allowing information exchanges through the layered architecture. However 
one could argue against the implementation of cross-layer design for certam reasons as for 
example the need for keeping an independency between layers. This is very important for 
equipment and software interoperability or backward compatibility and has indeed contributed to 
the success of internet applications. However in satellite networks or other wireless architectures, 
standardising solutions or protocols allowing interactions between layers, if not integration, is 
easier. This is because they constitute smaller and “closed” sub-networks. In addition, the number 
of equipment vendors and service providers is limited and specific for certain geographical 
regions. These factors can facilitate equipment adjustments and customisation for cross-layer 
solutions. Existing examples in this direction are the C2P session layer protocol, specific DAMA
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solutions standardised via the Satlabs industrial group or plans for RCST products with integrated 
PEPs.
This chapter is focused on summarising the solutions proposed in this PhD from their practical 
implementation point of view. A more detailed summary of the performance advantage offered by 
each cross-layer design has been provided in the conclusions section for each chapter. Ideas for 
extending current work are also given in the Future Work subsection.
It should also be noted here that as the major part of the work has been completed in 2008, 
references included are work which has been published up until this period.
7.1 Cross-layer Design for VoIP
Five cross-layer mechanisms have been described and analysed in this PhD targeting to improve 
performance issues for VoIP. It is also important to note that they correspond to realistic 
performance impairments as they have been identified via trials of DVB-RCS commercial offers. 
Trials have demonstrated that most important degradations appear during congestion. The 
mechanisms proposed do not target however only performance improvements during congestion. 
Detailed analysis reveals several issues mostly related to the fact that most popular VoIP software 
implementations have been designed with the terrestrial networks as references. Analysis for 
overcoming this problem has resulted in two types of possible developments: a) the development 
of adaptive speech codecs specific for satellite users, based on the cross-layer principle and b) the 
adaptation of the satellite terminals and gateways for treating VoIP traffic in a specific way. Both 
types of solutions have been analysed and proposed as part of this PhD.
The solutions proposed are further adapted to different types of architectures. For example a 
transcoding solution, acts in the same way as a PEP does, but for VoIP traffic instead. That is, it 
performs a protocol adaptation over the satellite link, with the modification being transparent to 
the end users. In addition, it is more suitable for a collective type of RCST or for the forward link, 
due to the transcoder cost as well as the coexistence of several VoIP flows in parallel. In another 
example, if the C2P protocol is used, an AMR control algorithm can be effectively combined with 
a cross-layer capacity request mechanism adapted to VAD. Finally, the simulation analysis 
carried out agrees with the trial results, demonstrating its reliability for validating the solutions’ 
performance.
All mechanisms are summarised in the table below. Emphasis is put on mentioning the 
architecture for which they are more suitable for but also on the ease of comparison between 
them. The final selection of a solution for implementation should depend on a mix of factors such 
as the network architecture, cost versus QoS required as well as bandwidth efficiency versus QoS.
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Architecture/path Suitable Solution Layers Involved information
Exchanged
Advantages/QoS
Enhancement
- LAN or 
“Community” of 
users sharing a 
single satellite 
connection
- Forward path
Transcoders using 
dynamic Cross- 
layer speech coding 
rate adaptation
MAC -> Application GW or RCST
available
throughput
- Reduction o f call blocking 
rate or increase of 
bandwidth utilisation by 
supporting more VoIP 
flows in the same 
bandwidth
- Solution transparent to end 
users
- Reduction in delay 
(proportional to level of 
congestion)
- Reduction in RLR 
(proportional to level of  
congestion)
- Forward path
- single or multiple 
users behind 
RCST
- VAD not 
activated
Network/Application 
cross-layer AMR
Network -> 
Application
mean end-to-end 
packet delay
- Solution based on existing 
protocols
- Takes into account delay 
across the end-to-end path
- Improves MOS/QoS 
parameters with respect to 
fixed codecs
- Return path
- single or multiple 
users behind 
RCST
- VAD not 
activated
MAC/Application 
cross-layer AMR
Session (SIP) ->
MAC<->
Application
- start/end of call
- available 
capacity (already 
obtained)
- required rate (to 
be requested)
- Adapted to DVB-RCS 
MAC layer
- Reduction of call start-up 
delay
- Optimisation o f MGS
- Considerably improves 
QoS parameters (delay, 
jitter, PLR) with respect to 
fixed codecs and network 
layer based AMRs
- Return path
- single or multiple 
users behind 
RCST
- several VoIP
Predictive cross­
layer RBDC for
VoIP
Application/Session 
(SIP)-> MAC
- start/end of call
- codec 
packetisation 
period
- Optimisation o f the trade­
off between packet delay 
for VoIP and bandwidth 
efficiency
- Reduction o f packet delay 
and jitter for VoIP
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flows
- VAD activated
- Return path Cross-layer
- single or multiple
adaptive
users behind
coding/SLA
RCST
mechanism for VoIP
using C2P
- multiple VoIP
flows
- VAD can be
activated
- using C2P
Session (SIP) ->
MAC<->
Application
same as the 
MAC/Application 
cross-layer 
AMR and 
Predictive cross- 
layer RBDC for 
VoIP
mechanisms
- Solution based on an ETSI 
standardised protocol (C2P)
- Combination of 
advantages as in the two 
previous mechanisms
In terms of quantifying the performances achieved at a high level, using the “MAC-Application 
AMR” mechanism for example, the average packet delay which can be achieved is in the order of 
360ms. This is a very important achievement, as it is measured in presence of other concurrent 
applications and with no use of the guaranteed SR or CRA. This type of delay although higher 
than terrestrial networks, it is still characterised as “Acceptable” by ETSI. Jitter on the other hand 
is kept to a value of 10-20ms depending on traffic conditions, and is characterised as “Medium”. 
Overall, the MGS score which can be achieved even under congestion is above or around 80 in 
the R factor scale, with a theoretical maximum of 93. This performance is comparable also to 
terrestrial networks. Similar MGS scores are also observed when applying VAD, however this is 
when using the “Predictive cross-layer RBDC for VoIP” mechanism. The algorithm this time 
ensures that the satellite MAC layer is compatible with the Application for VAD, via cross-layer 
exchanges. Finally, the use of the standardised C2P protocol as means of implementation of the 
solutions at session layer, demonstrates the potential for a practical implementation of the 
algorithms proposed.
7.2 Cross-layer Design for TCP
TCP over satellite has been a very popular research subject. This is mainly due to its importance 
for internet growth but also due to the diverse performance issues. These arise mostly from the 
fact that TCP has been designed for terrestrial wired networks. In response to this issue several 
TCP variants have been proposed, adapted to satellite air interfaces and architectures. However, 
these need to evolve together with the evolution of architectures, which are now offering higher 
bandwidth to users and more robust links.
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The two cross-layer mechanisms proposed in this PhD offer effective solutions to issues such as 
low goodput or delay, via the cross-layer design principle, which assumes that data can be freely 
exchanged between layers and entities. Mechanisms are summarised in the table below:
Architecture Suitable
Solution
Layers Involved Information
Exchanged
Advantages/QoS Enhancement
- return link
- use o f PEPs
- small files
Cross-layer 
Predictive BoD 
forTCP
Transport -> MAC -TCP congestion 
window
- maximum TCP
congestion
window
slow start 
threshold
- reduction o f initial session start­
up delay
- increase o f TCP throughput
- forward and 
return links
-use of PEPs
- large file 
transfer/ long 
lived connections
Cross-layer 
TCP congestion 
window
MAC -> Transport - current 
available buffer 
space
- number of 
parallel TCP 
sessions
- increase o f TCP throughput
- elimination o f packet loss due 
to buffer overflows
- application o f an SLA or traffic 
shaping combined with 
remaining PEP features
The performance improvement, which can be obtained via the application of the cross-layer 
algorithms is substantial. This is always under the important condition that adequate bandwidth is 
provided. In this case, performances can match the ones of terrestrial networks for file transfer. 
The key is in the adaptability of TCP to the potentially rapidly changing conditions but also to the 
amount of available bandwidth.
The implementation of the proposed mechanisms is considered relatively straightforward as the 
equipment involved are the Gateways, RCST and their respective PEPs. In addition, commercial 
products now offer a close integration between PEPs and the baseband equipment of RCSTs and 
Gateways. On the other hand PEPs themselves are integrating more and more typical “MAC layer 
features” such as traffic shaping or policing. Finally, the number of PEP equipment vendors is 
limited, ftirther facilitating the eventual implementation of cross-layer solutions in PEPs.
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7.3 Future Work
The research results presented in this PhD can be further exploited and expanded in different
directions:
• The ns/SSP simulator has been an indispensable tool for the validation of the theoretical 
analysis. Its accuracy of representing a real network can be further improved by dynamically 
modelling the fading conditions in Ka-band, across Europe. For this reason temporal and/or 
spatial fading model data needs to be integrated. These can run in “real-time” in parallel to 
higher layer simulations or in advance;
• Although simulations provide a good indication of the impact of proposed solutions, 
emulations using equipment are needed in order to validate solutions. This is also needed 
particularly for the cross-layer signalling implementation. Therefore, the suggested 
modifications need to be integrated into prototype gateways, RCSTs, speech codecs and 
PEPs;
• The standardisation of cross-layer protocols (via ETSI, DVB, Satlabs etc) is essential for their 
eventual implementation;
• Research on adaptive speech coding for VoIP can be extended to Videoconferencing, as in the 
future video communication sessions are expected to gain ground;
• Additional layer mechanisms can be included in the cross-layer design suit, such as the data
link encapsulation or application data packetisation. These types of mechanisms should 
mostly target to improve bandwidth efficiency rather than QoS. In addition, the generic 
stream implementation for DVB-S2 is a relatively new element which can be exploited for 
cross-layer design. In addition, cross-layer design can be also applied to additional TCP 
functionalities, apart from congestion control. The RTO mechanism as well as the receive 
window mechanisms are such examples;
• Additional cross-layer designs can be devised, also for improving QoS and bandwidth 
efficiency. For example they can be specifically focused on the newly introduced FMT 
techniques for the return link. An example is a “predictive BTP” mechanism, dynamically 
reconfiguring frequency carriers of different modulation/coding modes while taking into 
account fading but also user traffic statistics. In addition a dynamic mechanisms adapting the 
timeslot duration can be also devised taking into account fading but also traffic requirements;
• The reference architecture studied in this PhD is built around a transparent or bent pipe 
satellite. Future research can be expanded to the adaptation of the cross-layer mechanisms to
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regenerative architectures, employing different MAC layer techniques and therefore often 
necessitating different solutions;
A fixed satellite network was the basis of the reference architecture studied. However, a 
mobile architecture can be also studied under the scope of cross-layer design. The architecture 
can employ DVB-RCS mobile and can address several issues requiring layer adaptability such 
as beam hand-over;
The physical layer considered in this PhD study is based on a Ka-band air interface. However, 
as systems are expanding in spectrum, the Q N  bands may be employed quite soon. As these 
bands present a different fading profile, more research is needed in the field in order to 
understand the impact on higher layers. Cross-layer design would be once more an 
indispensable “tool” for mitigating any negative impacts across the protocol stack.
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Appendix A: RRM in DVB-RCS employing 
FMT
Three main Resource Management processes exist in a DVB-RCS system, as briefly listed below:
■ the CAC;
■ the BoD (capacity request and allocation);
■ traffic shaping/scheduling;
Traffic shaping and scheduling has been discussed in section 3.1.1, while this appendix details the 
steps of the CAC and BoD mechanisms when employing FMT.
The RRM functions have access to “databases” in the NCC and GWs storing information on the 
status of the system, which are updated periodically or can be more static. The most important 
ones are:
■ tables of IDs of currently active RCSTs in the system together with information on their 
location in terms of beams;
■ SLA parameters for each terminal in the system (SR, BR etc);
■ tables with the most recent FMT mode required per RCST;
■ the list of current and past received connection requests;
■ the list of current and past received capacity requests.
Based upon the information above, the current system load, hi total and related to each FMT 
mode, can be determined.
Figure A-1 below presents a step-by-step illustration of the CAC process, followed by a brief 
description of these steps.
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Figure A-1 : Illustration of the CAC process (source Astrium)
Step 0: Update the list of active terminals in the system based on the received CSCs
(Common Signalling Channel).
Step 1: Sort out the list of active terminals in the system according to their priority.
Normally different grades of RCSTs exist in a system, for example Gold, Silver, Bronze, 
according to their SLA as well as priority of access to resources.
Step 2: “Enquire” the SLA database on the status of the SLA of the newly logged-on
terminals. It should be noted that in the DVB-RCS system an RCST cannot change basic 
elements of its SLA such as the SR for example during its connection.
Step 3: “Enquire” the FMT database on the current distribution of RCST per FMT mode.
Determining the FMT mode for each terminal is a function performed by Link control on 
the basis of the SNR information received by RCSTs. This process is being centralised at 
the GW or NCC. Otherwise it can be also performed by each RCST, which can then send 
its “preferred” FMT mode to the system.
Step 4: Based on the current demand and the specific CAC algorithms of each
implementation, RCSTs are either logged on into the system or rejected. A TIM 
(Terminal Information Message) is then sent informing them of their status. It should be 
noted that in a system employing FMT, the capacity is split dynamically or statically in 
carriers of different symbol and/or coding rates. It may be therefore that an RCST can not
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be “accommodated” in the system based on the resources available for its optimum FMT 
mode. In this case if capacity exists in a more robust mode (higher coding or lower 
symbol rate) the RCST can be accepted in the system, although in a less efficient manner. 
In case no resources exist for the most robust FMT, depending on the implementation, 
either resources are reconfigured or the respective RCST(s) are rejected.
Step 5; At the end of the process, all the relevant databases are updated, the RCST 
information is “passed on” to the BoD functional entity and TIM messages are sent to the 
RCSTs.
Once a terminal is logged on to the system, it can be allocated capacity based on request or 
statically according to its SLA. Once capacity requests are received by the gateway, they are 
processed in the so called BoD controller. The process is illustrated in steps in Figure A-2 below, 
while each step is also summarised in the same way as the CAC.
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Figure A-2: Illustration of the BoD process (source Astrium)
Step 0: Update the list of capacity requests for all terminals in the system. This should
include newly received ones but depending on the implementation (BoD with memory or 
memory less), it can also include past unsatisfied requests. The list is then “sorted out” 
based on the priority allocation scheme selected for each system.
Step 1: In the same way as the CAC, “enquire” the FMT database on the current
superframe distribution of RCSTs per FMT mode.
Step 2: Get the latest information on the currently available capacity per FMT mode. This
already takes into account capacity allocated to terminals in a static mode at log on as
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well as dynamic capacity which is allocated however over several continuous superfirame 
periods (continuous RBDC allocation).
Step 3: The capacity allocation scheme algorithm is then used in order to fill in the
TBTP, based on the available resources per FMT mode. There is a variety of relevant 
algorithms to do so, from a simple round-robin allocation to more complex schemes, 
including cross-layer ones. It should be note that in the same way as the CAC there is an 
issue with respect to the split of resources per FMT mode. Therefore it may be that 
terminals are not always allocated capacity for the optimum FMT mode they require.
Step 4: The TBTP is then filled, potentially in an iterative manner, so that resources per
FMT mode can be dynamically re-arranged.
Step 5: Send the TBTP to the terminals via the forward link signalling streams.
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Appendix B: Cross-layer Design 
Classification
This section of the Appendix presents a useful classification of the different cross-layer solutions 
based on existing work from M. Van der Schaar and S. Shankar. Different categories together 
with suitable examples of cross-layer mechanisms are presented below:
► Top-down approach: The higher layer protocols optimize parameters and strategies at the 
next lower layer. This cross-layer solution is studied in terrestrial wireless systems, where as 
an example the application dictates the MAC parameters and strategies, while the MAC 
selects the optimal physical layer modulation scheme.
► Bottom-up approach: The lower layers try to insulate the higher layers from losses and 
bandwidth variations. If end-to-end connectivity between source and destination TCP entities 
is to be preserved, this solution requires modifications to the underlying protocol stacks to 
enable carrying lower-layer-related information from the satellite segment to the terrestrial 
end-points. However, for the PhD reference architecture, the use of PEP allows bottom-up 
modifications to TCP, albeit interoperability between the PEP and the rest of the network has 
to be ensured.
Application
Pass
application Transport
parameters
Network
Choose
modulation
scheme
Link
— ► Physical
P ass info on 
^  __ congestion
— control
I Differentiate 
I loss from
_ J congestion
Top-down 
— — Bottom-up
Figure B-1: Examples of top-down and bottom-up approaches within a given protocol stack
► Application-centric approach: The application layer optimizes the lower layer parameters 
one at a time in a bottom-up (starting from the physical layer) or top-down manner, based on 
its requirements. This approach is not always efficient however, as the application operates at 
different time scales and coarser data granularities (multimedia flows or group of packets)
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than the lower layers (that operate on bits or packets), and hence it might be difficult to 
instantaneously adapt their performance to achieve an optimal performance.
► M AC-centric approach: In this approach the application layer passes its traffic information 
and requirements to the MAC, which decides which packets/flows should be transmitted and 
at which QoS level. The MAC also defines the physical layer parameters based on the 
available channel information.
P ass 
application 
and QoS 
param eters
Application
Transport
Network
Link
Physical
! P ass  information on 
I expected TCP 
I throughput
FMT mode
< “
_ _ _ _  Application centric 
_  _  MAC centric
Figure B-2: Examples of application centric and MAC centric approaches within a given protocol
stack
► Integrated approach: In this approach, strategies are determined jointly. However, 
exhaustively trying all the possible strategies and their parameters in order to choose the 
composite strategy leading to the best quality performance across all layers is impractical due 
to the associated complexity and computational difficulties.
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Appendix C: Additional Application Protocol 
stacks
The purpose of this section of the Appendix is to provide the protocol stacks for a couple of 
typical UDP and TCP applications. This is because the layered protocol stack represents the 
starting element for cross-layer design development. It should be also noted that the protocol stack 
for VoIP has been also presented in the main body of the report, in section 3.1.
Audio/Video on demand: The audio/ video on demand scenario illustrated below assumes 
exchanges between a user behind the RCST and a server behind the GW. It should be also noted 
that sessions are initiated from the user side since it is the user that connects to an audio or to a 
video server. This will trigger an RCST logon if not already done.
audio/video
Sateflite
(Transparent)
appli
TCP/SCPS-TP
DVB-RCS DVB-RCS DVB-RCS
appli
Figure C-1: Audio/ video on demand protocol stack
Web browsing: Web browsing is an interactive service with moderate requirements in terms of 
capacity and QoS. The traffic is bursty and mostly asymmetric as the user sends mainly http 
requests on the return path and receives Web page objects on the forward path. Therefore in this 
scenario the sessions are initiated on the user side.
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Figure C-2: Web browsing protocol stack
Interactive Gaming: Gaming represents an interesting application scenario, although quite 
challenging for implementation over a satellite link due to the high propagation delay. It is 
assumed that both (or multiple) users are initiating a service with respect to a gaming server.
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Figure C-3: Interactive Multi-player gaming protocol stack
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Appendix D: The ns simulator and the ns/SSP 
Diffserv implementation
The purpose of this Appendix is to provide the reader with a more detailed background on the ns 
simulator, based on information which can be found in literature and various internet sources 
(sections.2.1 lists relevant references).
The ns node
Nodes can be viewed in ns as Network layer entities (routers, servers, a satellite Gateway or 
RCST etc) on which Agents representing the transport layer or transport protocols in general are 
“attached”.
NODE "^Agent J 
aoenls^— ^
Node entry
Figure D-1: ns node illustration
The Node itself is a standalone class in OTcl. However, most of the components of the node are 
themselves TclObjects. The simplest node structure in ns consists of two TclObjects; an address 
classifier (classifier_) forwarding packets to the appropriate link and therefore to the next node 
and a port classifier (dmux_) forwarding packets to the corresponding agent.
The ns Link
Links in ns are used to connect nodes together. In the same way as the node is composed of 
classifiers, a simple link is built up from a sequence of connectors. A simple illustration of an ns 
link is provided in the figure below.
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Figure D-2: ns link illustration
The class Link is implemented entirely in Otcl. The OTcl SimpleLink class uses the C++ 
LinkDelay class to simulate packet delivery delays. The type of queue in the link between two 
nodes can be DropTail as in the example above, RED, DiffServ/RED or SFQ (Statistical Fair 
Queuing) while different error models can be introduced at the level of the link to model physical 
layer loss.
The ns Agent
Agents in ns represent endpoints where network-layer packets are constructed or consumed, and 
are used in the implementation of protocols at various layers, but principally at the transport layer. 
Application modules (FTP, http etc) or simple traffic generators (CBR, VBR, exponential etc) are 
then attached to agents. An illustration of a simple topology between two nodes, is provided in the 
figure below where an FTP connection is modelled between two agents, by being connected to a 
TCP Agent in nO forwarding packets to the TCP Sink Agent (sinks produce TCP ACK) in node 
nl.
Figure D-3: ns agent illustration
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It should be noted here that more than one agents can be attached to a single node and more than 
one applications can be attached to a suitable agent. The class Agent has an implementation partly 
in OTcl and partly in C++ while agents are connected to lower level nodes via “Connector” 
objects.
The ns packet
Packets are the basic object for data exchange and also an ns-2 event. Ns-2 has its own memory 
management for allocating packets. Each packet contains all enabled packet headers, driven by 
the choice of protocols for the simulation. A generic ns packet format is illustrated in the figure 
below:
Packet Format
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Figure D-4: ns packet illustration
Each packet apart from the various protocol headers also contains a common header with the 
following information:
• A timestamp;
• A numeric packet type;
• A simulator-wide unique id;
• The simulated packet size;
• A label indicating (typically) on which link a packet was received, used for multicast.
The figure below provides an illustration of the FTP application example in terms of the packet 
flow between the two agents, in which TCP packets are presented in blue and ACK packets 
coming back from the sink in red.
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Figure D-5; Illustration of packet flow in ns
It’s interesting to notice that both incoming and outgoing packets transit through each Node 
entry_ point. In addition, the link entry is always connected to node Addr Classifier and Link exit 
is always connected to the next node entry_ point.
Link between C++/Qtcl in ns
Ns is a command line simulator, which interprets Otcl scripts provided by the user and in which a 
particular network topology is defined in terms of the specific protocols and applications to 
simulate and the form of the output obtained from the simulator (the output is always trace files of 
various variables, which can be post-processed to plot graphs or compute statistics).
As hinted also in the sections above, ns is based on two programming languages: an object 
oriented simulator, written in C++, and an Otcl interpreter, used to execute user’s command 
scripts. From the user point of view, the C++ simulator is hidden: command scripts written by a 
user are executed by the interpreter. The interpreter parses the command scripts and associates 
functions corresponding to command names.
To make it simpler, the simulator could have been written in Otcl and be the computing part of the 
interpreter. However, doing this would have resulted in long simulation run times. Using a 
compiled C++ simulator and class hierarchy allows achieving efficiency in the simulation and 
faster execution times. This is particularly useful for the detailed definition and operation of 
protocols (allowing reducing packet and event processing time). This duality of programming 
languages in ns is presented in the figure below:
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Split Object: Object created in Otcl has a corresponding object in C++.
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Figure D-5: ns Internal OtcFC++ Duality
Consequently, there are two class hierarchies: the compiled C++ hierarchy and the interpreted 
Otcl one, with one to one correspondence between them. C++ objects describe the internal 
behavior of all ns components, whereas Otcl provides a flexible and powerful mean to set up and 
control simulations.
The Otcl interpreter can thus be viewed as the unique interface between the user and the simulator 
(which includes all the C++ objects used in ns). Through the interpreter, the user can assemble ns 
C++ objects and set up simulation scenarios.
In fact the correspondence between Otcl and C++ is not strictly a one-to-one correspondence. 
Pure Otcl objects can be found (e.g.: objects which only assemble objects, without modifying 
their behavior) but also pure C++ objects (e.g.: specific data structures only used inside C++ 
methods and which should never be accessible to the user during a simulation).
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Appendix E: The ns/SSP simulator
The purpose of this Appendix is to provide a couple of examples of traces which can be obtained 
using the SSP simulator, at system and MAC layer level. These are illustrated in the figures 
below:
•j.oieeio r
SK IS
Figure E-1: BTP illustration, snapshot for a single Beam, single superframe
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Appendix F: Simulator validation
This section briefly presents a couple of examples of the validation performed for the simulator in 
general but also for each developed module and cross-layer mechanism. In more detail, 
validation was carried out at three levels:
• By prompting debugging messages in the C++ code, tracing errors or function results;
• By monitoring statistics such as the average throughput at various parts of the network;
• By tracing a UDP and TCP packet on the forward and return links across the end to end 
network.
An example from each method is presented in this Appendix.
Debugging information can be obtained from the code as illustrated in the following figure. For 
this purpose the program needs to be run in the “debug” mode, evoked by an option in the ns 
Makefile.
The primary purpose of the process for the example presented below is to determine whether the 
TCP window calculation for the cross-layer TCP is performed correctly. For this purpose it is 
verified that values are transferred correctly between SSP (and more specifically the ssp_node.cc 
module) and the TCP agent in ns. In addition it is checked whether they correspond to the correct 
Class of Service Queue and the correct RCST. Other debugging messages, however not presented 
in this figure, also appear to inform the user of the TCP agent going into Duplicate ack action, 
Quickstart etc.
■ ■ j'-;., ■' _;c; x|
^S spftode : :M ax_queu.e_..Sizet'bits) = $000000 
SspHocle : : P a c k e t D e s tin a t io n -4  ;
SspHode : T erm inal ;RZST_queue_Size = 40,44320 C b its) 
TCP : window .s ize : -= 338 . . .
SspNode: :MaK-Clueue_iSize{bits) = 8000000 
S s^H odefîF ôçket D e s tin a tio n = 5  ; p r io _ = l 
SspNode; ferM in a 1 :RCSt_queue_Sxze = 4044320( b i t s )  
TCP twindow =  3 #  ■ ..
SspNode : : i ze  ( b i t s  ) * 8000000
: :P acW t D e s t in â t ion=4 \ phio,.,»!;
SspHode: Term inal :RCST:.,queue»S iz e  = ' 4044320: ( b i t s )  
s i z e  = 3 #
%spHbde : :M aK .queue*S 'i2e(b its) = 8000000 
-SspH ôde: ; P a c k e t D e s t.ir is tip ii,^  \ p r ‘io.^=i 
IfS spN pde:T erm inal;RCSt„qüeue^Size = 40443201b i t s )  
" TCP:window s i z e  = 338
Figure F-1: TCP cross-layer module debugging information -  return link
It should he noted here, that the packet destination, is the destination id obtained by ns, and the 
priority field 1 is assigned to the AF type of traffic in SSP (with 0 used for EF and 2 for BE).
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Statistics for verification purposes can be also obtained per TCP flow. The figure below presents 
an example for a file of SOOkbytes, for the return link, using 2 RCSTs at ns level. This type of test 
allows to cross-check the correct implementation of the TCP mechanisms. As it can be seen in the 
figure below, all packets are correctly transmitted over the end-to-end architecture, using the TCP 
cross-layer algorithm and with no retransmissions. In addition, this can he verified by multiplying 
the number of packets times the data size which is 1460 bytes of data. It should also be noted that 
the goodput value is defined as the total number of data packets correctly transmitted, over the 
simulation duration.
m aria_k(«escau t:~ /ns-aU inone-2 .29 /ns-2 .29 /gesares-scrip ts =jnizj
FWD+RET simulation time : 147.000 s, nb cx term : 212
FWD+RET simulation time : 148.000 s, nb cx term : 213
FWD+RET simulation time: 149.000 s, nb cx term: 215
Finishing program at 150.09999999999999 
Return :
Flow(1)-Packets sent/retransmitted by the source : 549/0 
Flow(1)-Packets sent/retransmitted by the RCST PEP: 549/0 
Flow(l)-Packets sent/retransmitted by the GW PEP : 549/0 
Flow(l)-Goodput of the source : 35.039999999999999kbps 
Flow (l)-G oodput of the RCST PEP: 35.039999999999999kbps 
Flow(l)-Goodput of the GW PEP : 35.039999999999999kbps 
F1ow(2)-Packets sent/retransmitted by the source : 549/0 
F1ow(2)-Packets sent/retransmitted by the RCST PEP: 549/0 
Flow(2)-Packets sent/retransmitted by the GW PEP: 549/0 
Flow(2)-Goodput of the source : 35.039999999999999kbps 
Flow(2)-Goodput of the RCST PEP : 35.039999999999999kbps 
Flow(2)-Goodput of the GW PEP: 35.039999999999999kbps 
End of FWD+RET simulation 
[maria_k@escaut gesares-ccripts]$ |
Figure F-2: TCP debugging information
In the opposite case where there is an incorrect transmission of packets over the data path, as in 
the following figure, where the simulation duration has been shorter than required, debugging 
results revile the issue.
m a ria _ k @ esc au t:~ /n s-a llin o n e -2 .2 9 /n s-2 .2 9 /g e sa re s -sc r ip ts
FWD+RET simulation time : 58.000 s, nb cx term : 153
FWD+RET simulation time : 59.000 s, nb cx term : 154
Finishing program at 60.100000000000001 
Return :
Flow(1)-Packets sent/retransmitted by the source : 549/0 
Flow(1)-Packets sent/retransmitted by the RCST PEP: 549 
Flow(l)-Packets sent/retransmitted by the GW PEP: 131/0 
Flow(1)-Goodput of the source: 105.12kbps 
Flowd )-Goodput of the RCST PEP : 105 .12kbps 
Flow(l)-Goodpu.t of the GW PEP: 23.359999999999999kbps 
Flow(2)-Packets sent/retransmitted by the source : 549/0 
Flow(2)-Packets sent/retransmitted by the RCST PEP: 549 
Flow(2dPackets sent/retransmitted by the GW PEP: 129/0 
Flow(2)-Goodput of the source: 105.12kbps 
F1ow(2)-Goodput of the RCST PEP: 105.12kbps 
Flow(2)-Goodput of the GW PEP: 23.359999999999999kbps 
End of FWD+RET simulation 
[maria_k@escaut gesares-scripts]$ |
Figure F-3: TCP debugging information -  erogenous transmission example
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Tracing correct packet generation and circulation in the network is also a form of validation. The 
following figure shows parts of a standard ns trace, in which the handshake process and the 
correct circulation of a TCP packet and its acknowledgement have been highlighted. Data flow 
takes place in the return link over the PEP, therefore packets go through ns nodes in the following 
sequence: node n° l(User PC) -> 3(RCST) -> 2(GW) -> 0(ISP router behind GW). In order to 
improve the readability of the trace only one RCST is modelled at ns level, sending only TCP 
traffic via a single application. The corresponding type of value for each column in the trace is 
also presented below.
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Event Time From To Pkt Pkt Flags Src Dst Seq Pkt
Node Node Type Size addr addr Num id
+ 31 Step 4 0 ------ 01.0 3.0 0 0
-3  1 3 tcp 4 0 ------ 0 1.0 3.0 0 0
r 3.Ô05003 1 3 tcp 4 0  0 1.0 3.0 0 0
+ 3.005003 3 1 ack 40   0 3.0 1.0 0 3
r 3.005003 3 1 ack 4 0  0 3.0 1.0 0 3
r 3.010006 3 1 ack 4 0 ------- Ô 3.0 1.0 0 3
+ 3.010006 1 3 tcp 1500------- 0 1.0 3.0 1 4
-3.010006 1 3 tcp 1500------- 0 1.0 3.0 1 4
+ 3.010006 1 3 tcp 1500------- 0 1.0 3.0 2 5
-3.0101261 3 tcp 1500-------0 1.0 3.0 2 5
r 3.015126 1 3 tcp 1500-------0 1.0 3.0 1 4
+ 3.015126 3 1 ack 4 0 -------0 3.0 1.0 1 7
-3.015126 3 1 ack 4 0  0 3.0 1.0 1 7
r 3.015246 1 3 tcp 1500------   0 1.0 3.0 2 5
+ 3.015246 3 1 ack 4 0 -------0 3.0 1.0 2 9
- 3.015246 3 1 ack 4 0  0 3.0 1.0 2 9
r 3.02013 3 1 ack 4 0 ------- 0 3.0 1.0 1 7
Handshake between User PC 
 ^ and RCST (nodes 1 and 3)
where « + » = enqeueed 
« - » = deqeued 
« r » = received
Packet Seq. number 2 received 
at the RCST (node 31
+ 3.02013 1 3 tcp 1500 
-3.02013 1 3 tcp 1500- 
+ 3.02013 1 3 tcp 1500 
r 3.02025 3 1 ack 40 —
— 0 1.0 3.0 3 10 
- 0  1.0 3.0 3 10
— 0 1.0 3.0 4 11
0 3.0 1.0 2 9
Ack for packet Seq. number 2 
received at the User PC
- 3.28061 3 1 ack 40 
+ 3.281 2 0 tcp 40 —
- 3.281 2 0 tcp 40 —-
— 0 3.0 1.0 490 1320 
0 2.1 0.0 0 1321 ^
-p 2 ,fp ,0 0  1321 
r 3.283333 3 1 ack 4 0 -------0 3.0 1.0 471 1301
+ 3.310979 3 1 ack 40 
-3.310979 3 1 ack 40 - 
r 3.311003 2 0 tcp 4 0 -
-0  3.0 1.0 5501442 
0 3.0 1.0 550 1442
+ 3.311003 0 2 ack 40 
-3.311003 0 2 ack 40- 
r 3.313702 31 ack 40-
+ 3.313702 1 3 tcp 1500
-0 2.1 0.0 0 1321
-  0 0.0 2.1 0 1443
- 0 0.0 2.1 0 1443 
-0  3.0 1.0 531 1423
-  0 1.0 3.0 551 1444
Handshake between GW and 
ISP router (nodes 2 and 0)
+ 3.340989 3 1 ack 40 
- 3.340989 3 1 ack 40 - 
r 3.341006 0 2 ack 40-
+ 3.341006 2 0 tcp 1500 
-3.341006 2 0 tcp 1500-
-0  3.01.0 6071560 
0 3.0 1.0 607 1560 J  
0 0.0 2.1 0 1443 
— 0 2.1 0.0 1 1561 
- 0  2.1 0.01 1561
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r 3.341109 1 3 tcp 1500------- 01.0 3.0 608 1541
+ 3.9435 2 0 tcp 1500 —A— 0 2.1 0.0 2 1716 
- 3.9435 2 0 tcp 1500 —A— 0 2.1 0.0 2 1716 
r 3.97362 2 0 tcp 1500 —A— 0 2.1 0.0 2 1716 
+ 3.97362 0 2 ack 4 0 ------ 0 0.0 2.1 2 1718
Packet Seq. number 2 received 
at the ISP router (node 01
- 3.97362 0 2 ack 40 0 0.0 2.1 2 1718  ^  Ack for packet Seq. number 2
r 4.003623 0 2 ack 4 0 ------- 0 0.0 2.1 2 1718 ^ received at the GW (node 21
+ 4.3145 2 0 tcp 1500 —A— 0 2.1 0.0 3 1722
Figure F-4: TCP packet tracing on the return link
In terms of delay, the generation of TCP data at the end user starts at time 3.0, the first TCP data 
packet is received at the RCST at time 3.010006, and then sent via the satellite link to be finally 
received at the other terrestrial end behind the GW at time 3.97362, representing an end-to-end 
delay of about 0.96 sec. It should be noted here that this delay, is reasonable as it includes the
delay for transmission over the MF-TDMA scheme in the return link.
Indeed for a packet of ISOObytes or 12000 bit, 28.3 data slots of 424 bits are needed, for its full 
transmission over the satellite link. With a rate of 16kbps, which is the CRA capacity that the first 
TCP packet is making use of (as there is no concurrent priority traffic), one slot is allocated every 
superffame. As the superfirame duration is 26.5ms, 750ms (28.3 * 26.5) are needed for the 
transmission of the full packet. The rest of the time represents the propagation delay. It is for this 
reason, that during simulations with real-time traffic a UDP packet size of 80bytes is used, for 
which the total end-to-end delay is reduced to about 315ms. This is seen in the following figure,
for a UDP packet trace, this time for the return link.
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Event Time From To Pkt Pkt Flags Src Dst Seq Pkt
Node Node Type Size addr addr Num id
+ 3 02 cbr 80------- 0 0.0 1.000
- 3 0 2 cbr 80  0 0.0 1.0 0 0
r 3.030006 0 2 cbr 80------- 0 0.0 1.0 0 0
s 3.030006 2 -1 cbr 80------- 0 0.0 1.0 0 0
+ 3.04 0 2 cbr 80------- 0 0.0 1.0 1 1
-3.04 0 2 cbr 80  0 0.0 1.0 1 1
r 3.070006 0 2 cbr 80------- 0 0.0 1.0 1 1
s 3.070006 2 -1 cbr 80------- 0 0.0 1.0 1 1
+ 3.08 0 2 cbr 80------- 0 0.0 1.0 2 2
-3.08 0 2 cbr 80  0 0.0 1.0 2 2
r 3.110006 0 2 cbr 80------- 0 0.0 1.0 2 2
s 3.110006 2 -1 cbr 80------- 0 0.0 1.0 2 2
+ 3.24 0 2 cbr 80------- 0 0.0 1.0 6 6
- 3.24 0 2 cbr 80  0 0.0 1.0 6 6
r 3.270006 0 2 cbr 80------ 0 0.0 1.0 6 6
s 3.270006 2 -1 cbr 80------- 0 0.0 1.0 6 6
+ 3.28 0 2 cbr 80------- 0 0.0 1.0 7 7
-3.28 0 2 cbr 80  0 0.0 1.0 7 7
13.31 -1 3 cbr 80------- 0 0.0 1.0 0 0
+ 3.31 3 1 cbr 80------- 0 0.0 1.0 0 0 —►
-3.31 3 1 cbr 80  0 0.0 1.0 0 0
r 3.310006 0 2 cbr 80-------0 0.0 1.0 7 7
s 3.310006 2 -1 cbr 80------- 0 0.0 1.0 7 7
r 3.315006 3 1 cbr 80 -------0 0.0 1.0 0 0
+ 3.32 0 2 cbr 80------- 0 0.0 1.0 8 8
Packet Seq. number 0 enqued 
at the sender (node 0)
where « + » = enqeueed 
« - » = deqeued 
« r » = received 
« s » = enters SSP 
« t » = enters ns
Packet Seq. number 0 received 
at the RCST (node 3)
Packet Seq. number 0 received 
at the end user 315ms after
Figure F-5: UDP packet tracing on the forward path
Enabling performance traces is also possible at ns level. The figure below presents an example for 
tracing the data rate statistics for the transcoding application. The format of the trace with an 
explanation of its fields is also provided below. Therefore it can be verified that the transcoder 
changes modes according to the rate of concurrent UDP traffie and the maximum transmitted rate
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of the EF queue. In addition, no bytes are seen lost at the receiver. It should be mentioned here 
that in ns the rate of the background CBR can never be set to 0, and even when the source is 
stopped the “rate ” parameter is not automatically updated to 0. It is for this reason that after the 
source is stopped the value has to be put equal to 1bps.
Time Rate Rate Transcoded Input data Output rate Bytes Rate of
received transmitted rate (bps) rate at the at the lost at concurrent
at the by the source RCST EF RCST EF the sink UDP traffic
destinatio (bps) queue queue
n (bps) (=Static
Rate)
1 0 23800 23800 
0 0 0 2000
2 0 23800 23800 0 0 0 2000
3 0 23800 23800 0 0 0 2000
4 4096 23800 12650 14650 16000 0 2000
5 12288 23800 12650 14650 16000 0 2000
6 12288 23800 12650 14650 16000 0 2000
7 12288 23800 12650 14650 16000 0 2000
8 12288 23800 12650 14650 16000 0 8600
9 12288 23800 6600 15200 16000 0 8600
10 8192 23800 6600 15200 16000 0 8600
11 4096 23800 6600 15200 16000 0 8600
12 8192 23800 6600 15200 16000 0 8600
13 4096 23800 6600 15200 16000 0 8600
14 8192 23800 6600 15200 16000 0 8600
15 8192 23800 6600 15200 16000 0 1
16 4096 23800 15850 15851 16000 0 1
17 16384 23800 15850 15851 16000 0 1
Figure F-6: Transcoding statistics trace
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Appendix G: Cross-layer Preliminary 
Analysis
The purpose of this section is to provide an analysis of the satellite MAC and Physical layers for 
the purpose of identifying suitable cross-layer mechanisms. It is split into subsections relating the 
layers to the main reference architecture elements, the Gateway and the RCST for the forward 
(Gateway) and return paths (Gateway/RCST). For the most important mechanisms, the available 
information which can be exchanged is then identified and listed.
Forward Path - MAC Laver and FMT process
The main functions performed by the Gateway, for the forward path resource management and 
framing, are briefly shown below. An overall description on the type of information available 
from the modules is presented below, while a more detailed list of parameters with their 
description is given in the sections below.
IP Queuing
- measure of 
congestion at MAC 
layer
- information per queue^ g^^  
and total
Buffer s tag e
- buffering and scheduling 
parameters - signalling required 
capacity
DVB
signalling
First phase Sej:ond pr a^s ejhird p h a ^
CoS 1 queue
CoS 2 ^ueue
CoS 3 queue
m Encapsulation
IP/MPE/MPEG
DVB-S2
modulateurBufferRCST 2 CoS 1 queue
œ hd
C oS2aueue interface
CoS 3 queue
ACM command
scheduling
SHAPER/ 
SCHEDULER
MODCOD
(Jink control)
DVB-S2 framing
- DVB-S2 framing 
parameters
MPEG encapsulation  
param eters
IP packets MPEG packets DVB-32 frame
Link.Gantroi
- required MODCOD information
- measure of channel state
Figure G-1: Forward Link MAC Layer and FMT overview of available parameters
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IP Queuing
The IP queues in the gateway lie essentially in the network layer domain, however as they are 
associated with the congestion at MAC layer buffers and the FMT procedure, the function is 
analysed in terms of available parameters in this section. The table below presents in more detail 
the parameters available:
Parameter Description
Current size of CoS queue(s) The current number of IP packets in the queue
CoS queue(s) maximum size The finite length of the queue in number of packets
CoS queue(s) serving rate The number of packets pushed to buffer per second, per EEC frame 
duration, per buffer window etc
CoS queue input rate The packet arrival rate at the queue
Packet waiting time in queue The time elapsed from IP packet entering the queue. Statistics on 
average queue delay, Tx rate etc can also be available
Packet maximum waiting time in 
queue
The maximum threshold for holding a packet in queue
PER in IP queue(s) The packets lost in the IP queues (due to overflow)
IP packet destination The IP address of the packet destination
Packet identifier The identifier of the IP packet
IP packet CoS The Diffserv classification for the IP packet
Table G-1: Available parameters at IP Queue level
Link Control
The function of Link Control is to translate the user channel state (through measurement of the 
SNIR) into a suitable combination of Modulation and Coding and provide this measure to the 
MAC layer. It should be noted however, that the final MODCOD over which a packet is sent also 
depends on the scheduling algorithm, and for this purpose it is remarked as a “required” 
MODCOD. Parameters available are presented below:
Parameter Description
Packet required MODCOD The modulation scheme and coding rate parameter, as required by Link 
Control for the destination RCST. Distributions of MODCOD for entry 
traffic as well as for traffic finally sent are also available
Rate of change of MODCODs A user’s rate of change of MODCOD (affecting a user’s continuous
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information rate) or the frame rate of change of MODCOD
Past MODCODs The MODCODs used in a number of past EEC frames
MODCOD change down 
probability
In the absence of a dynamic fading model, the probability a packet 
requires a lower mode
MODCOD change up probability In the absence of a dynamic fading model, the probability a packet 
requires a higher mode
MODCOD margin The margin in db for the change between two MODCODs
Target BER The constant target BER, driving the MODCOD selection
SNIR The SNIR value, as signalled from the terminal
BER (physical layer) The measured BER at physical layer
Spectral efficiency The value of the spectral efficiency for every FMT mode
Table G-2: Available parameters at Link Control level 
Encapsulation and DVB-S2 framing
The encapsulation and framing process may present some interesting parameters for higher layers 
such as the ones listed below. It should be noted that the list presented below is not exhaustive:
Parameter Description
MPEG packet identifier Parameter identifying MPEG paekets in the DVB-S2 stream
Frame size The size of the FEC frame in bits for a given MODCOD
MPE packet size in a window Total size of transmitted packets in a buffer window
MPEG packets in a frame The number of MPEG packets in the current frame
Frame duration The duration of a FEC frame
MPE list Number of MPE packets in the encapsulated list
FEC frame usable bandwidth Frame information bits/frame duration
Frameid Frame identifier
Linkid Identifier of related TDM
Current FEC frume MODCOD The MODCOD of the current FEC frame
Throughput, frame filling ratio Total throughput per TDM
Available forward link eapacity The total capaeily/the actual capacity used per TDM
Table G-3: Available parameters at encapsulation and framing level
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Return Path - MAC Laver and FMT process at gateway
In the same way as the forward link, the return link eapaeity assignment mechanism at the 
Gateway side is presented in the figure below together with a generic presentation of available 
information, extended for each functional block in the following sections.
SLA
u se r  SLA  d efin ed  
p aram eters
Frequenq- lime plan 
dcfinctl off-line
SLAs
Current System Load
ca p a c ity  s ta tu s  p er  FMT m o d e  
an d  total
GAG
sta tis tic s  on  
co n n e c tio n s  per FMT 
m o d e  an d  overall
Call Admission 
Control CAC
system
m od es
link control
f fSYNC mejsuros 
’ancild^ rt8fy 
rwatfed FMT
FMT
FMT m o d e  an d  rate o f  c h a n g e  
o f FMT m o d e
S ta tis tics  on  r e q u e s ts  (per FMT 
m od e/to ta l)
RCST I
Figure G-2 : Forward Link MAC Layer and FMT Functional Diagram 
Link Control
The information available at Link Control is mainly the optimum FMT mode per terminal and 
parameters available are similar the forward link. A significant difference however is that the 
FMT mode for the return link is translated into a coding rate and a carrier rate.
SLA and Current System Load Databases
SLA parameters for a given terminal can vary, and the ones listed in the table below, are in 
accordance to the reference architecture definition. Additional ones, can be defined if proven to be 
needed for a particular cross-layer mechanism. The system load on the other hand, contains 
essentially an up to state of the available return link capacity.
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Parameter Description
Terminal SLA SR The amount of SR (Static Rate) allocated at logon for the entire 
duration of the session (mapped to CRA capacity)
Terminal SLA BR The BR (Booked Rate) is the minimum on demand guaranteed 
transmission rate (mapped to RBDC)
FMT total capacity The total capacity available per FMT transmission mode
FMT capacity after CAC Available capacity after the CAC process per FMT mode
FMT capacity after BOD The capacity left after the BoD process per FMT mode
Table G-4: Available parameters at SLA and System Load level 
Call Admission Control
The CAC in the gateway, apart from terminal connection information, also holds the current 
superframe FMT mode of the SR slots for a particular terminal, since the required FMT mode can 
change due to capacity shortage in the initially required mode.
Parameter Description
Terminal MODCOD The assigned terminal MODCOD by the CAC
Logon requests Request from terminals to log-in to the network
Terminal log off requests Request from terminals to log-off from the network
Connections refused Number/proportion of requested connections which are refused: 
total
per FMT mode 
per terminal type
Guaranteed capacity proportion The proportion of capacity reserved for guaranteed traffic, i.e. SR and 
BR. A value of 1 would mean that all the available capacity is devoted 
to the SR and BR requests
Table G-5 : Available parameters at CAC level 
Gateway BoD Manager
The BoD manager in the gateway can release information on the current state of on-demand 
capacity per terminal, per FMT mode and in total. It also holds the information (also passed to the 
system load database) on the current FMT mode, for the on demand capacity of a terminal. It 
should be noted here, that this can be different from the SR of the same terminal, according to the 
different MODCOD capacity load.
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Parameter Description
Current terminal MODCODi The MODCOD of a set of on-demand slots [i] of a particular terminal
Terminal capacity request type Information specifying the category of capacity request 
(RBDC,VBDC,AVBDC)
Terminal capacity request value The volume units of packet payload size or the bit rate requested by the 
terminal
Terminal allocated capacity The total allocated capacity to a terminal = the requested rate/volume 
+static rate
RBDC timeout The RBDC request expiration in GW. Time value, in superframes
VBDC timeout The VBDC request expiration in GW. Time value, in superffames
Satisfied requests The number/proportion of requests being satisfied 
total
per terminal
per FMT mode 
per capacity category
Capacity Overbooking The absolute value of the difference between “available capacity” - “ 
capacity requested”
total
per terminal
per FMT mode
per capacity category
Timeslot parameters Time slot number, size, duration, frequency, allocated terminal, type 
(SYNC, traffic slot etc) etc
VBDC queue empty flag A flag in the TBTP signifying that from the gateway side all VBDC 
requests of a particular terminal have been satisfied
Table G-6 : Available parameters at BoD level
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Return Path - MAC Laver and FMT process at RCST
The available parameters at the terminal side of the MAC and physical layers are presented at a 
high level in below and in more detail in the following sections.
Requester
- DVB-RCS capacity 
category parameters
BoD req u es t
IP Queuing
- parameters showing 
congestion at terminal
BoD requester
- information per queu
TCP
PEP
IP
Traffic
. First phase _ _ Second phase,
|4--------------------->1 <------------------- ---------1
CoS 1 queue
CoS 2 queue
CoS 3 queue
s c h e d u le r
Encapsulation and 
framing parameters
Encapsulation
IP/MPE/MPEG
or
IP/AAL5/ATM
DVB-RCS
modulateur Air
interface
IP packets T MPEG or ATM 
packets
DVB-RCS
superframes
TBTP param eters
- no of slots at each 
superframe
- freq, carrier rate, 
coding etc
Figure G-3: RCST Return Link MAC Layer and FMT overview of available parameters 
IP Queuing
The parameters available at the IP queues in the terminal are similar as the forward link for the IP 
queues in the gateway with the only difference being that in the RCST there is a single source and 
destination (the gateway).
BoD Requester
The BoD requester can provide information on the current and past requests together with an 
indication of their satisfaction.
Parameter Description
Capacity category The DVB-RCS capacity category
CRA level The level o f  CRA for the specific terminal, as set but its SLA
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RBDCmin The level of RBDC, the terminal is guaranteed at logon, as set but its SLA
RBDCmax The maximum on demand rate a terminal can transmit at, as set but its 
SLA
VBDC past request The past unsatisfied requests for VBDC traffic
Assignment delay The time elapsed between a request is sent and corresponding traffic is 
despatched
Table G-7: Available parameters at RCST BoD level 
TBTP. Encapsulation and DVB-RCS framing
The TBTP information can become available for use by higher layers, as it is actually the 
mechanism controlling the return link framing.
Parameter Description
Assigned timeslots The number of assigned slots per block, per frame, per superframe (given 
in TBTP through the start slot and assigmnent count parameters)
Timeslot block COD The coding rate and carrier rate of a timeslot block for a terminal
Multiple channels flag Indicates the presence of a Channel lD field for the current assignment.
Burst length The size of a data burst in bits
ChannellD Indicates the channel to which timeslots are being assigned, in the case of 
multiple channels being used per RCST
Assignment Type Defines the repetitive nature of the assignment (one time, repeating, 
assignment release)
VBDC queue empty flag A flag in the TBTP signifying that from the gateway side all VBDC 
requests of a particular terminal have been satisfied
Table G-9: Available parameters at Encapsulation and Frame filling level
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